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Abstract

Nyström, M., 2015. Invisible Histories and Stories of Progress: Discourses and Narratives in
Decision-Making Institutions in Mining Affairs in Sweden. 

During the summer of 2013, fierce protests broke out against a test-mining operation in Gállok
(Kallak) outside Jokkmokk, Sweden. Environmental activists joined with local indigenous Sámi in
the protest. The incident made national and international headlines, resonating with other instances
of conflict between mining companies and indigenous peoples around the world. This thesis aims to
explore political discourses and historical narratives behind those, and other, protests and tensions
in relation to mining between, on the one hand, the Swedish state which express – through various
institutions – to be a proud 'mining nation' with a firm environmental legislation, and, on the other,
indigenous Sámi in the Swedish north. Using discourse analysis in combination with a novel
application of concepts from narrative theory (the concept of masterplots), the narratives and
ideologies of the national institutions responsible for decision-making in mining affairs in Sweden –
the government, the parliament, and the Mining Inspectorate – are investigated by analyzing various
written and verbal sources. The investigation show a coherent trend within the institutions in
making the Sámi people, their rights to land and water, and Sweden's colonial history towards them
and their land, Sápmi, invisible, misunderstood, and/or belittled. Mining is understood as an
evidently vital and typically Swedish industry, fundamental for the rise of Sweden as a modern
welfare state, and an industry which 'makes the world better' by providing the necessary raw
materials for the (assumed) inevitable progress and benefit of (western) technology and (western)
civilization. The exclusion of certain histories allow for a hegemony in which a certain future is
naturalized, made out to be unavoidable. Furthermore, the plot structures employed to create and
sustain the hegemony draw on several colonial masterplots. The conclusion of this thesis is that the
hegemonic discourse sustains a colonial attitude towards Sápmi and the Sámi people, without it
ever being expressed nor understood as such.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Personal experiences that led to the formulation of the
research question

The function of the historian is neither to love the past nor to emancipate himself from the
past, but to master and understand it as the key to the understanding of the present.

– E. H. Carr1 

In the summer of 2013 the British mining exploration company Beowulf Mining Inc, through their
subsidiary Jokkmokk Iron Mines AB (JIMAB), started test mining an area outside Jokkmokk called
Kallak (henceforth Gállok2). The company had performed test drills (exploration) under a number
of years, and the test mining would give the company and its investors a greater knowledge of what
the ore contained than what the drill cores from previous years had supplied.3 The test mining meant
that areas of forest had to be cleared and soil had to be removed in order to expose the bedrock; a
much larger encroachment than test drilling.

For a number of years a local opposition to the mining plans in Gállok had been growing.
Starting in 2006, when the president of Beowulf Mining – Clive Sinclair-Poulton – answered the
question of what the locals would think about the project by showing a slide of a clearcut forest and
rhetorically ask “what local people?”,4 the movement had grown from the locally anchored website
whatlocalpeople.se to a vibrant facebook forum with thousands of members.5 

When the plans for test mining were revealed, ideas of protests and demonstrations on-site
in Gállok started surfacing. I was hired by Uppsala university to write a participatory observation of
the events and I spent a total of seven weeks in Gállok the summer of 2013. Throughout the
summer, the only road leading into the area became the center for long-lasting protests and political
meetings and proclamations. Barricades of various sorts, including towers and tripods where
activists could sit, were built blocking the road and thus stopping the mining company's machinery
and personnel from entering the area. The police came, several times, arresting people and tearing
down the barricades, granting the company access to the area. The efforts of both sides – both
police and miners, and activists and locals – increased throughout the summer and escalated
towards the end of August. A seven meter high tower was build on the road and activists climbed
trees close to the mining pits in order to make it impossible for the miners to detonate the explosive

1 Carr, E. H., What is History?, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1961, p. 20.
2 Kallak is the Swedish version of the Sámi name Gállok. Gállok is a family name and the area and the lake 

(Gállokjavrrie) are named so since this is an old Sámi tax land. Kallak is the name that media and institutions use.
3 A test mining is a "mini mine"; mining a few hundred tonnes of ore and putting it through various stages of metal 

production and analysis. In the case of Gállok, the plan was to mine 400 tonnes.
4 Tor Lundberg Tuorda, “What Local People?”, [online video], 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=XIvmbifyQ80, (accessed 2015-05-24).
5 Today, the member count on the facebook group is 4071 members. Gruvfritt Jokkmokk, [website], 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruvfrittjokkmokk/, (accessed 2015-05-24).
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charges since they had announced they would uphold a minimum security distance of 250 meters.
The company solved the problems by building a stretch of new road around the too-large barricade,
and simply ignoring the security distance, in one case detonating explosive charges with activists as
close as 25 meters from the blast. The police helped the company by sealing off the area, even
though they had no legal right to do so according to the County Board,6 shutting out media
representatives and indigenous reindeer herders from the site in the process. The police and mining
company also acquired the help from locals in favor of the mining project who herrassed and
threatened activists while at the same time acting as the company's watchdogs. The peak of tension
came when one activist poured gasoline over himself and threatened to set himself ablaze. A police
officer succeeded in removing the man's matches and the man was then wrestled down, mere meters
from an open fire. 

In response to the media attention and the outrage from the Sámi community, the Sámi
Parliament, which, by coincidence, had its royal opening in the town of Jokkmokk, came out to
Gállok. Hundreds of Sámi politicians came to “Kamp Gállok”,7 as it had come to be known, and on
an improvised stage in front of the barricades, a spokesperson proclaimed the parliament's demand
to the Swedish government to immediately halt all new mining activities in Sámi land, Sápmi.8

They also gave sincere and prolonged applause to the activists for their efforts. A few days prior to
this, the local Sámi villages (reindeer herding communities) had made an open invitation for anyone
in support of the protests to come visit, something which resulted in close to 500 people visiting
Gállok. This in a municipality with little over 5000 inhabitants. 

I was part of and an eye witness to these events. I, too, along with dozens of others, were
arrested (though not charged, prosecuted or convicted). I was threatened to my life, had property
destroyed, was myself and saw friends treated violently. But I also had experiences of the opposite,
of locals thanking us with tears in their eyes, of enormous generosity and kindness. 

Out of all the strong memories from this summer, there is one in particular which lead to the
formulation of the research question in this thesis. Two men visited us with a day in between, and
both gave a speech. Both were roughly the same age and had lived in Jokkmokk their whole lives.
One was a Swede and one a Sámi. 

The Swedish man remembered, when he was young in the 1950-60's, how Jokkmokk had
been a vibrant little town, where there was work for anyone who wanted it thanks to the large-scale
hydropower constructions in the Lule Rivers. The number of people in the municipality had been
more than twice it was today. Since then, Jokkmokk had been declining – in population numbers
and in economic terms – and the only thing that could reverse this development was a new large-
scale industrial project, i.e. a mine. To withhold the citizens of Jokkmokk the right to recreate this
glorious industrial past was audacious and cowardly, especially since this was done through
unlawful means (civil disobedience).   

The Sámi man also spoke to us about his youth. He told the story about how his family's
lands had been drowned be a hydropower dam, how his family had had to move no less than four
times as the dam increased in size. His grandfather, who was the head of the family at the time, had
been fooled by the bureaucrats of Vattenfall (the hydropower company) to sign the deal, and the
fishing that had been so important to the family's economy was made virtually impossible to keep
up because of the fluctuating water levels. The water levels varied between having the shoreline
close to the house and over 700 meters away. It was virtually impossible to keep a boat in the lake

6 SVT Nordnytt, “Området är inte avlyst”, 2013-08-23, http://www.svt.se/nyheter/regionalt/nordnytt/kallakomradet-
ar-inte-avlyst, (accessed 2015-05-24).

7 'Kamp' have a double meaning as both 'camp' and 'struggle' in Swedish.
8 Sametinget, “Sametinget kan inte acceptera exploateringen as Sápmi”, [website], 2014-05-09, 

http://www.sametinget.se/61172, (accessed 2015-05-24).
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from then on, and the ice in the winter was dangerous to travel on. Large areas of reindeer gracing
land had been drowned as well. This man shed tears in front of us because of the releif that someone
was finally, at long last, standing up against the colonialists.

The two men's stories, or narratives, stayed with me in clear memory. Two men, of similar
age, from the same area, expressed diametrically opposed interpretations of the same period, based
on their different experiences. The point is not that one was right and the other wrong; the point is
that both were right according to their point of view. 

History is always political, and what ideas one carries about the past – what historical
narratives one constructs to make sense of the past and the present – also guide what one thinks of
the future. If one sees Jokkmokk as having a vibrant industrial past now lost and declining, a mine
is most likely seen in a benevolent light, as representing a desirable future. If one instead sees
Jokkmokk as a place where colonial forces have been acting with impunity at the expense of
indigenous people and the environment, a mining project (with owners from Great Britain no less)
is likely seen as yet another wave of theft and oppression, representing an undesirable future. 

My conclusion is not only that history is always political. The opposite is also true, that
politics are always based on certain understandings of history. This is true in politics and it is true in
academia. History as an academic discipline, or environmental history for that matter, can never
escape this fact, the fact that objectivity in historic research can not be achieved. Objectivity is
methodologically impossible. This is the reason why I introduce this thesis with my own
experiences from Gállok, as well as my own understanding of the innate political nature of history.
It would be disingenuous of me to pretend I can uphold objectivity when, in fact, no one can. 

It is my understanding that different historical narratives are used by different actors to make
claims about what a desirable future is; in other words, for political gains in the present. One's
historical narrative helps shape one's understanding of what a desirable future looks like. And how
one wants the future to look like help influence what one chooses to include in one's historical
narrative. Historical narratives – individual and/or in discourses – are thus in a dialectic relationship
with ideas of the future. 

1.2. Research question and relevance of study

My experiences from the protests in Gállok invigorated my interest in mining affairs. The
acquisition of metals and minerals is crucial to the capitalist economy and the modern way of life,
but the mining industry is an industry that cuts deeply and sometimes ruthlessly in social, cultural
and ecological fabrics and systems. The environmental effects of modern large-scale mining –
though not immediately of interest in this thesis – are severe, long-lasting, and of both local and
global nature. Mining inevitably entails dire local environmental effects. An open cast mine, like the
one suggested in Gállok, entails not only clear-cutting all life (plant and animal) but also removing
the very foundation for that life, the soils and the bedrock. Large parts of the Gállok area are old
growth forests. Water consumption and pollution is always an issue in mining, and the suggested
mine in Gállok, located mere hundreds of meters from the Little Lule River largely on the slopes
leading down to it, is envisioned to reach far deeper than the local water table, and will inevitably
have negative impacts on water quality in the river. This river is drinking water for thousands of
people, including the city of Luleå by the Baltic Sea. The river is also very important for local and
informal economy and food production as well as recreation. Furthermore, three-four kilometers
away from the planned mine is the Parkijaur Hydro Power dam. This dam was built in 1970, and
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there are serious concerns that sustained, large-scale mining operations in Gállok may damage the
dam which can cause it to break. If it did break, it would probably lead to dam breaches in many or
all of the dams downstream. Such a scenario would mean catastrophic losses of life and property. It
is also important to remember that mining is an energy intensive industry, with considerable carbon
emissions – both from heavy machinery as well as processing.

In the case of Gállok, a mine there would change not only the landscape but the culture in
general, as reindeer herding – an occupation, a livelihood, with centuries of tradition and of great
importance to the indigenous Sámi people – would be made impossible in one Sámi village
(Jåhkågasska Tjiellde) and would have devastating effects on many more (in particular the
transports of the ore would be problematic). The effect of a mine in Gállok on reindeer herding
could, eventually, even have an effect on the UNESCO World Heritage status of Laponia – Europe's
largest coherent protected nature area – since the reindeer herding is vital for that status. With a
decline or even disappearance of reindeer herding from the area, the World Heritage status might be
lost.9 Local Sámi opposition members have also informed UNESCO of the threat to Laponia from
mining, a threat which is not only from mining plans in Gállok but from Beowulf Mining's and
other mining company's many other exploration permits in the area. There is a fear that Beowulf
Mining Inc will lead the way to the establishment of a new “mining district” in the area, previously
untouched by large-scale mining. With the establishment of one mine, as well as the building of the
heavy infrastructure necessary for transportation of the ore, other mining projects would most
certainly follow.

But apart from environmental debates and concern, the mining plans in Gállok unavoidably
bring up questions about colonialism. Sweden has historically colonized Sápmi, and the issue of the
mining industry's expansion in the area inevitably lead to questions of power and rights. Like the
civil disobedience protests and the police' involvement in the Gállok protests make abundantly
clear, the British mining company had the legal right to commence test mining activities. But that
legal right – codified in the Swedish Minerals Act – is a product of centuries of colonial attitudes,
policies and discourses. 

Sweden's colonial history towards Sápmi and the Sámi people is well established in various
disciplines of research, which I elaborate on in section 2.1. in this thesis. But despite this colonial
history, colonialism is not part of everyday or political discourse in Sweden. Like the Swedish
man's narrative recounted above, the unequal power relationships and the attitudes and discourses
expressed through the hydro power industry which the Swedish man described as central in creating
a vibrant Jokkmokk in his youth, is simply not described nor understood as colonial. The Swedish
man's historical narrative – as well as the historical narratives in Swedish politics – excludes and
silences particular aspects, agents, and events to fit and promote political aspirations in the present. 

My understanding of the role and nature of historical as well as future narratives in current
mining affairs in Sweden led to the formulation of the research question in this thesis. The question
which I seek to answer in this thesis is:

What discursive ideological formulations, historical and future narratives regarding the Swedish
north, as well as perspectives on nature, are prevalent in the national institutions responsible for
decision-making in mining related issues in Sweden, and how are these discursive ideological
formulations, narratives and perspectives used by and within those institutions?

9 Laponiatjuotjudus, “Varför världsarv?”, [website], [no publishing date available], 
http://laponia.nu/varldsarvet/varfor-varldsarv/, (accessed 2015-05-24); Lundberg Tuorda, Tor, “Laponia is under 
threat”, [web blog], 2013-05-02, http://kvikkjokk.nu/laponia-is-under-threat/, (accessed 2015-05-24).
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These discourses and narratives referred to in the research question create and justify the specific
and unequal power relations necessary for continued and expanding exploitation of the north, and
analyzing, exposing and academically criticizing those discourses and narratives is a commendable
research goal in its own right. But the research question is important to ask also because these
discourses and narratives have, and will continue to have, grave implications for Sápmi, its nature
and its peoples. It is also an urgent question to investigate since the counter-movement to mining is
growing, and clashes between the expanding mining industry and police on the one hand, and local,
indigenous and environmental activists on the other, have become more common in the last years.10 

The thesis will contribute to historical research in the way of exploring how history is used
by decision-making institutions in mining affairs. It is not a historiography, but an analysis of how
historical narratives are discursively constructed and used. With stating that history is used, I argue
that current affairs and decisions – which obviously aim to effect the future – can not be separated
from historical narratives in discourse. When an institution makes a decision in mining affairs, the
members of that institution make a that specific decision with at least some common ideas of the
past and with common ideas about what the decision will result in in the future. Therefore, even
though it may not at all be expressed so explicitly, history is always used in decision-making and
political debate, always part of informing what actions, opinions and decisions are pertinent.
Furthermore, historical narratives are always a constitutive part of discourse, and are as such vital
for identity formation and creating subject positions. In a (post)colonial situation like the one in
Gállok, ethnic and national identities are inexorably part of political contestations. 

Different historical narratives promote different perspectives on nature, and therefore this
thesis is also contributing to the field of environmental history more specifically. What is ethical
and rational in relation to nature – what or whom nature is for – is socially constructed in discourse,
and influences and is influenced by historical and future narratives. The Swedish man's historical
narrative, for example, was one where nature contains resources that are awaiting proper
exploitation by market forces, resources that will give jobs and economic growth. Nature, in this
historical narrative, is seen as something that humans have the right, maybe even the responsibility,
to exploit for economic gains. The Sámi man's narrative, on the other hand, was one where the land,
water and air are the basis for a sustainable and full life, in connection to tradition and place.
Economic growth is not the goal in the narrative; rather, a good life is, based on perennial use rather
than linear exploitation of nature. Investigating historical narratives, and how nature is socially
constructed in discourse more broadly, will contribute to the field of environmental history by
showing how perspectives on nature are in a dialectic relationship with historical narratives. 

1.3. Scope and limitations of the thesis

In this thesis I have chosen to investigate the three national institutions responsible for decision
making in mining affairs. These institutions are: the Swedish government, the Swedish Parliament,
and the Mining Inspectorate. In the autumn of 2014, there was an election with a subsequent change

10 In the summer of 2012 there were extensive civil disobedience protests in the Ojnare forest on Gotland in protest of 
a test mining for lime stone by the mining company Nordkalk. In 2013, there were protests in Gállok. The processes
of aqciring mining concessions in both these cases are still undetermined at the time of writing (spring 2015), 
though both processes are planned to be decided on by the government within the next few months. There has also 
been national demonstrations in Stockholm, with the first national anti-mining demonstration in Sweden's history 
on the 17th of November 2012. There has also been plenty of local demonstrations and activities, for instance 
layman environmental assessments to complement the companies' ditto. All in all, these developments points 
toward a growing resistance and skepticism towards the mining industry.  
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in government. The time period of interest in this thesis in mainly the term of office before this
change, namely 2010 to 2014. During this period, the growth and 'boom' in the mining industry was
at its peak, as was the contestations and protests against it.   

The three institutions have different roles in relation to mining. The Swedish government is
sometimes final authority, especially if mining concessions are appealed, and is also responsible for
the state's budget. In 2013, the government finalized the work with Sweden's 'Minerals Strategy' – a
document pronouncing the long-term intentions and goals for the Swedish mining industry. The
government can also formulate and change delegated legislations to law passed in parliament (such
as the Minerals Act). The government during the time period under investigation was the 'Alliance',
a constellation of four political parties in the center-right. Mining affairs fall under the Department
of Enterprise, Energy and Innovation, and the Minister of Enterprise is the responsible minister.

The Swedish Parliament is the legislative body within the state and is as such responsible for
the arrangement and design of the the legal framework in mining affairs; the Minerals Act and the
Environmental Code. The parliament obviously has more members than the government, and
members from a greater variety of political parties.

The Mining Inspectorate is the government agency responsible for handling applications for
exploration permits and mining concessions in accordance with the Minerals Act and (parts of) the
Environmental Code. The Mining Inspectorate is also responsible for supervising existing mining
operations as well as informing other agencies, private companies, media, and the public of current
exploration and exploitation operations.

I have sought to interview a number of people in these institutions, but almost all my
requests were ignored or declined. Only one interview was performed. In the very final section of
the thesis, section 6.2., I speculate as to what might have been the cause for this apparent
unwillingness to participate in this study.

Other institutions of importance in mining affairs, which I have chosen not to include in the
thesis, are the County Administrative Boards and the Land and Environment Courts. The County
Administrative Boards, the regional government authorities, mainly acts as an important referral
instance to the Mining Inspectorate and has, as such, little direct decision-making power in regards
to mining. The County Administrative Boards in the north are, for instance, the institution
responsible for assessing and informing the Mining Inspectorate of the impact of certain mining
projects on reindeer herding. Furthermore, the County Administrative Boards are regional, not
national, and it is the national discourse that is of particular interest in this thesis.

The Land and Environment Courts are responsible for granting environmental permits to
mining projects. In order to begin mining operations, a mining company needs a mining concession
from the Mining Inspectorate and an environmental permit from the Land and Environment Courts.
Like the County Administrative Boards, however, there are several Land and Environment Courts,
and they make their decisions based on extensive, technical data, and it is beyond both the scope of
this thesis, as well as beyond my capability, to effectively analyze the discourse of this institution.

In investigating historical narratives in relation to the north, and in particular in relation to
historical colonialism against the indigenous population, it could be argued that an important
institution to investigate would be the Sámi parliament. This would be because it could be valuable
to juxtapose the Swedish national discourses and narratives to those of the Sámi parliament.
Without doubt, the discourse and narratives of the Swedish institutions differ greatly from the
discourse and narratives of the Sámi parliament, but with that said it is my opinion that it is not my
role to analyze Sámi narratives. This is a limitation I impose on this thesis both out of relevance
reasons and for ethical reasons. As a white, Swedish man from the south of the country, I do not
think it is my place to analyze and question a disempowered, indigenous people's discourse and
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narratives. My role has to be to criticize the society and discourses of which I am a part, the society
in power, not criticize the society and discourse 'my' society disempower and has colonized. A
researcher is in a position of power and privilege; a researcher has the power to convey 'the truth' in
his/her work, and because of this I choose to abstain from telling 'the truth' about Sámi. The
distribution of power in a research situation where a researcher from a dominant society 'tells the
truth' about a colonized indigenous people is too unequal for me to consider ethical, at least in
relation to the present research question and goals.

   

1.4. A note on geography

My research question establishes that I mean to analyze discourses and narratives about the Swedish
north within institutions with decision-making power in mining issues. But that begs the question of
what, in this study, I mean by 'the Swedish north'. 

Sweden is commonly divided into three 'lands', Götaland, Svealand and Norrland – Norrland
being the northernmost land. The boarder between Svealand and Norrland is traditionally drawn in
the vicinity of the Dala River, which means Norrland is more than half of Sweden's land surface.
Being such a large territory, with varying climate, ecology, traditions, languages, and ethnicities, it
is difficult to talk about Norrland as a homogenous unit of analysis. The division into lands also has
little real political or administrative importance.

And more importantly, the term 'Norrland' reveals something of this land's colonial past.
Götaland and Svealand are named so because these were the lands where the tribes of götar and
svear lived in ancient times, before the establishment of Sweden as a nation state. Sweden, or
Sverige, is derived from 'Svea Rike' (Eng: 'Land of Svea') which further accentuate where the center
of power is located. Norrland (literally 'North land') is named as it is in relation to the other lands. It
is the land to the north of whomever and whatever defined it, north of those with the power of
definition. North thus implies a peripheral position in regards to the center of power.  

Sápmi11 is the traditional Sámi territory. It is usually understood as covering roughly
Sweden's northern half, northern Norway and Finland, as well as large parts of the Kola Peninsula
in the Russian Federation.12 

What to call this geographical territory within the Swedish borders – whether Sápmi (or
Swedish Sápmi), the Swedish north, Norrland, or Norr- and Västerbotten (the two northernmost
counties) – is a matter of discursive struggle and therefore politically charged no matter what name
one uses. The analyses of this thesis therefore partly concern the issue of what this territory is
called. I have chosen, in congruence with the vast majority of the source material investigated in
this thesis, to mainly refer to this region as the Swedish north or the north of Sweden. When
analyzing the discourses' implications or discursive constructions of Sámi and Sámi related issues, I
choose to use the term Sápmi.  

11 There are several Sámi languages. 'Sápmi' is the spelling in northern Sámi, which is the most common, but there are
also other spellings and words for the traditional Sámi territory: Sábme and Sáme-Ätnam, for example.

12 Samer.se, “Sápmi”, [website], [no publishing date available], http://www.samer.se/1002, (accessed 2015-05-25). 
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1.5. Disposition of thesis and a note on referencing

The disposition of the thesis is as follows. In chapter 2, I will establish theoretical and
methodological approaches used in the thesis. In chapter 3, I will analyze the Swedish government's
discourse. In chapter 4, I will analyze the Swedish parliament's discourse. In chapter 5, I will
analyze the Mining Inspectorate's discourse. Chapter 6 is conclusions. 

The referencing system in this thesis follows the Oxford system of referencing (footnotes).
The guidelines for this thesis, however, instructed that the use of the Harvard system of referencing
(parentheses) was the preferred system of referencing. The reason for why I have made this choice
is because the theories and methods applied in this thesis are based in history, discourse analysis,
and narrative theory (literature studies). In all these fields, it is my experience and understanding
that the prevailing system of referencing is the Oxford system. I have therefore chosen to adopt this
system of referencing in this thesis.
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2. Theories and Methods

In this chapter I will elaborate on the theoretical underpinnings of and methods applied in the
present thesis. In section 2.1., I will try to construct a working analytical definition of colonialism.
In section 2.2., I will elaborate on the theoretical foundations of the discourse analysis theory and
method applied in this thesis. In section 2.3., I will introduce the theory and terminology of
narrative theory. In section 2.4., I will list some colonial masterplots that may be of importance for
tracing colonial attitudes and structures in discourse. In section 2.5., I will elaborate on how
discourse analysis and narrative theory can work in conjunction and, also, what ways the two
frameworks differ from each other. In section 2.6., I will expand on narrative and discourse theory
and introduce the concepts of 'future narratives' and 'temporal ontology'. In section 2.7., I will
expand on the conception of masterplots and account for politico-ideological metanarratives and
'capitalist realism'. In section 2.8., I will shortly describe structure of analyses and methods applied
for applying theory.

2.1. A definition of colonialism 

An assumption I make in this thesis is that Sápmi has been colonized by the Swedish state (as well
as by the Norwegian, Finnish and Russian states, since Sápmi is divided by these four nation states).

The historical research on the history of Sápmi (or Norrland) is quite clear on this subject.
Sörlin, for instance, whose PhD thesis focuses on the Swedish debate about Norrland around the
late 19th and early 20th century, reveals clearly that the way the intelligentia, businessmen and
politicians spoke and thought about this part of the country was explicitly colonial less than a
century ago.13 The colonial imaginings of the north were coupled with ideas of social darwinism
and race biology, which pictured Sámi and their society as 'less evolved' and as fated to succumb
when coming into greater contact with civilization.14 Furthermore, this was happening in the height
of international colonialism, so the rhetoric and discourses of colonialism in international politics
was widespread and most certainly part of Swedish political discourse as well. Ryd and Cramér
goes so far as to calling Sweden's colony in the north as the country's “comfort colony”
[tröstkoloni], since Sweden did not have any overseas colonies.15

Lundmark traces the colonial thought even further back in history than Sörlin, beginning in
the 16th century, as do Ryd and Cramér who, though writing outside established academia, primarily
focus on the judicial methods – legal definitions and regulations – employed in the Swedish
colonial endeavor. There were attempts by the Swedish state in the 17th century in particular to
promote the establishment of resident agriculture in the north as well as mines in the mountain
region. These early settlers, few in numbers, were often Sámi. In the mining industry, Sámi were
employed by force, with harsh punishments if disobeying, as couriers and transporters of ore and
personnel. The horrors of this early mining industry, in Nasafjäll in particular, led to many Sámi
fleeing the country to Denmark-controlled Norway. Ahlström argues that it was this depopulation of
large regions that led to a fear of Denmark conquering these regions which in turn led to the first
state funded attempt at settling the north with farmers in 1673 through the first “Lappmarksplakat”

13 Sörlin, Sverker, Framtidslandet: Debatten om Norrland och naturresurserna under det industriella genombrottet, 
Stockholm: Carlsson, 1988.

14 Ahlström, Gunnar, De mörka bergen: En krönika om de lappländska malmfälten, Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & 
söners förlag, 1966, p. 32, 38 ff.

15 Ryd, Lilian, Cramér, Tomas, Tusen år i Lappmarken, Skellefteå: Ord & visor förlag, 2012,  p. 147.
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– described by Ahlström as “[…] a colonial document of significance […] ”.16  
Lundmark and Ryd and Cramér all stress the 19th century as a period of intensified colonial

progression. This was a period when the Swedish state abandoned feudal organization of land
ownership towards a modern, private mode of land ownership. This change process, known as
'avvittringen' in Swedish, gave private ownership to land that commons had previously paid taxes
for using. Sámi, who had paid taxes for vast lands and thus had large land claims (skattmannarätt),
were not, in comparison to farmers, given their rightful ownership. Their lands were instead termed
'krono', that is, 'the crown's land', by the Country Administrative Boards and their rights were
reduced to the 'privilege' of usufruct, not ownership. Ryd and Cramér in particular emphasize that
until the issue has been either politically or legally resolved in the Supreme Court, the ownership of
these lands by the Swedish state is actually legally invalid but generally treated as if it was valid.17

Lawrence, furthermore, argue that seeing Sámi rights to land as a 'privilage' of usufruct instead of
rights to land is still applied today.18 These legal and bureaucratic maneuvers led to the state gaining
access to vast natural resources foundational for Swedish mining, forestry and energy production
industries.  

The 20th century saw, if anything, a sharp rise in colonial aspirations at the same time as the
discourse around these appropriations changed. During the same time as industrial exploitations
increased dramatically – hydro power, forestry, mining – the discourse stopped describing these
appropriations as colonial. 

There are plenty of other researchers, such as Lantto, Sköld, Naum and Nordin, Ojala,
Hagström Yamamoto who in different ways point towards the existence of a colonial past.19 There
are also numerous non-academic writers who write similarly, for instance Utsi, Tidholm, Pirak,
Sjölin and Norberg (Udtjalasse).20  

The fact that I feel the need to state my position towards Sweden's colonial legacy and
colonial past in Sápmi as a matter of fact rather than opinion exemplify that there is something
peculiar about how this past is discussed. If I had been, say, writing this thesis on Canadian
institutions and discourses instead, it would hardly be necessary with a section in which I point out
the obvious historical fact that Canada as a nation is a result of European colonialism. Yet, in the
Swedish circumstance and in relation to Sápmi, I feel it is necessary to point out that this was
indeed a case of colonialism because, according to my experience as a Swede, it is not obvious at all
to the general Swedish public. The colonial history of Sweden and Sápmi is not often part of
political discourse (which I will investigate in this thesis) and it is not part of school curricula. Most
importantly, the way the colonization of Sápmi by the Swedish state took place, and the degree of
ruthlessness expressed through it, do not fit the common narratives about how colonialism is
supposed to happen. There was no Columbus, no plagues, no wars, Sápmi was not taken by military
force, the equivalent of the bison herds (the reindeer) are still there, and there are today no Sámi
reservations. It seems Swedish colonialism lacks quite a few of the vital ingredients to earn the

16 Ahlmark (1966), p. 10. My translation. Swedish original: “[…] ett kolonisationsdokument av rang […]”.
17 Ryd and Cramér, p. 67.
18 Lawrence, Rebecca, “Internal colonisation and Indigenous resource sovereignty: wind power developments on 

traditional Saami lands”, Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, Vol. 32, 2014, p. 1042.
19 Lantto, Patrik, Lappväsendet: Tillämpningen av svensk samepolitik 1885-1971, Umeå: Vaartoe – Centrum för 

samisk forskning, 2012; Sköld, Peter (red.), Vid foten av fjället: Forskning om samernas historia och samhälle, 
Umeå: Vaartoe – Centrum för samisk forskning, 2012; Naum, Magdalena, Nordin, Jonas M., Scandinavian 
Colonialism and the Rise of Modernity: Small Time Agents in a Global Arena, New York: Springer, 2013; Ojala, 
Carl-Gösta, Sámi Prehistories: The Politics of Archaeology and Identity in Northernmost Europe, Uppsala: Uppsala
University, 2009; Hagström Yamamoto, Sara, I gränslandet mellan svenskt och samiskt: Identitetsdiskurser och 
förhistorien I Norrland från 1870-tal till 2000-tal, Uppsala: Uppsala University, 2010.

20 Utsi, Paulus, Följ Stigen, Guovdageaidnu: DAT, 2000 (1992); Tidholm, Po, Norrland: Essäer och reportage, Luleå:
Teg Publishing, 2012; Pirak, Anta, En nomad och hans liv, Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksells, 1933; Sjölin, Rolf, En 
studie i ickemakt: Samer och samefrågor i svensk politik, Kautokeino: Sàmi Instituhtta, 2002; Norberg, Lars 
[Udjalasse], Bury My Heart at Udtjajaure, Stockholm: Emma Publishing, 2007.
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name.
So if the relationship between the Swedish state and Sápmi throughout history was

dissimilar to the relationships of colonizers and colonized in other parts of the world, what makes
this history colonial? In a word, what is colonialism? There is a need, in other words, for an attempt
to define what I mean by colonialism in order to use the concept analytically in this thesis. 

Considering that colonialism has been, like Horvath a tad anachronistically and probably
inaccurately write, “one of man's major preoccupations”,21 it seems a little odd that not more
literature focuses on developing a theoretical and analytical definition. Dictionaries do not really
help. The Oxford online dictionary, for instance, defines colonialism as: “The policy or practice of
acquiring full or partial political control over another country, occupying it with settlers, exploiting
it economically”22. Note that there is no expressed subject doing the colonizing, and that it targets
nation states (it is “another country” that is being colonized, which also, indirectly, means that the
colonizer is a country). With this definition, Sweden could not be regarded as a colonial state since
Sápmi never was a 'country'. In fact, what I will later define as domestic colonialism, colonialism by
and within the borders of one country (what Lawrence call “internal colonialism”23), is unthinkable
with this definition. Furthermore, many, perhaps most, of the colonies of European powers were not
technically countries at all at the time of colonization. In fact, as McLeod argues, the nation state as
a construct in itself is a western idea and a result of colonial discourses.24 

The Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines colonialism as: “Control of one country
over another area and its people.”25 The subject doing the colonizing is identified as a country, but it
does not specify what form or level of control it refers to. Furthermore, there are no settlers needed
in this definition, and the motivation for this “control” is not expressed. This definition is not
impossible to apply to Sweden but it is vague, inaccurate and far to broad to be very useful.   

The trouble with defining colonialism seems to be – which is arguably the case with many
attempt to define amorphous and 'large' concepts – that with one definition of what colonialism is,
everything that does not fit that definition must not be colonialism. And there are always cases
which fall outside the definition which should not. This is part of the reason, I believe, why the
understanding of Swedish colonialism is not widespread within Sweden since it does not fit the
definition(s) or narrative(s) of more accepted colonial projects from for instance the Americas and
Africa. Making the definition too broad, on the other hand, too inclusive, and the risk is that one
constructs a not very useful definition, a definition without any real explanatory or analytical value.
I argue therefore for an understanding of colonialism, not as an either/or concept within a strict
definition, but a concept which can be applied on a scale, a continuum, of different degrees and
kinds of colonialism. I will elaborate on this below. 

Horvath's attempt at establishing a universal framework is helpful, albeit somewhat dated in
some respects. He sees colonialism as the domination of one group of people over a territory and/or
over other groups of people. I think domination has to be part of the foundation of a analytical
definition of colonialism. 'Control', which was present on both Oxford and Merriam-Webster's
definitions, is vague and do not sufficiently refer to the inequality of power between the colonizers
and the colonized. Horvath continues his definition by separating between intergroup and
intragroup domination. Intragroup domination is domination of one group over another within a
culturally homogenous society, for instance the domination of the upper class of the lower class,
and is thus not colonialism. Colonialism is, Horvath argues, intergroup domination, where one
culturally homogenous group dominates another culturally homogenous group. But settlement is

21 Horvath, Ronald J., “A Definition of Colonialism”, Current Anthropology, Vol. 13, No. 1, 1972, p. 45.  
22 Oxford dictionary, [website], [no publishing date available], 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/colonialism, (accessed 2015-05-23).
23 Lawrence (2014).
24 McLeod, John, Beginning Postcolonialism, Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2000, p. 67 ff.
25 Merriam-Webster dictionary, [website], [no publishing date available], http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/colonialism, (accessed 2015-05-23).
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also critical: colonialism is when a “significant number” of settler migrate permanently from the
colonial power to the colony. Exactly what constitutes a “significant number” for Horvath is
unclear, which is probably a sound obscurity.26 Furthermore, intergroup domination can be both
domestic and international. Domestic colonialism is intergroup domination within the confines of a
recognized autonumous political unit, for instance a nation state. Horvath is careful to avoid the
concept of nation states in his framework, opting instead for “autonomous political unit”, “polity”,
or “culturally homogenous groups”, which is a pertinent respons to the fact that many colonies were
not formally countries at the time of colonization, as well as to the fact that colonialism should not
only be regarded as something that countries engage in. 

'Group' is not an unproblematic categorization, however, even though it is used deliberately
by Horvath to be as broad as possible, which is a commendable aspiration. What and who
constitutes a 'group' in a colonial situation is often created and maintained by the colonial power for
purposes of domination. For instance, in the Swedish case the state argued, through the 'Sámi
should be Sámi' politics ['lapp ska vara lapp'], that a real Sámi is a reindeer herding nomad, an idea
which lay the foundation for who to include and who to exclude in the construction of the Sámi
village institution through which access to land and resource rights was regulated.27 This
categorization of groups led to a divide within the Sámi population which still exists today between
reindeer herders, who are granted rights to land and water on the one hand, and those outside the
Sámi village system who do not have the same rights on the other. What constituted the Sámi
'group' was, in other words, defined by the Swedish state in a way that served to divide the Sámi
population, and to an overwhelming extent, this framework still applies today. The categorization
done by the state thus served the purpose of diffusing Sámi resistance to the colonial power.
Categorizations based on ethnic or racial groups, furthermore, where identities, opinions and
behaviors are preassumed, was and is a commonplace tool of power in colonial relations. This
includes stereotyping and generalizations, blurring existing processes of identification between
groups within colonies or, conversely, creating new, 'artificial' groups by ascribing certain qualities
to people with certain traits or livelihoods, as the Swedish case is an example of. It could be argued
that the social construction of the colonized as an inferior group was (and is) central to a colonial
project. Colonialism is thus, of course, closely linked to racism. 

It is also important to critically examine the notion of settlement. Settlement implies
permanence, but what occupations these new permanent residents of a colony had is not clear just
through that word. This point is more crucial for a definition of colonialism than might at first
appear. Perhaps running the risk of exposing my own personal bias, my first connotation to the
word 'settler' is that of a farmer, clearing a piece of land, tilling the soil, building a home. But
settlement has to be understood more broadly than poor farmers looking for a chance in a 1'New
World' to build a good home. In the colonial history of Sápmi, explicit encouragements from the
state, and economic subsidies in the form of tax reliefs, as well as not having to serve in the
military, beginning in the latter half of the 17th century, spurred on the establishment of farming.
The majority of these early settlers were Sámi or had close ties to Sámi, and there were often good
relations and trade between settled and nomadic populations.28 But as industrialism began to spread
to Sápmi in the 19th century, many people moved there to work in various industries, on railways, in
mines, damming of rivers, logging, etcetera. During the same period, Sámi rights to land and water
were lost and appropriated.29 In fact, as late as in the 1950's-70's, there was a hydro power boom, for
instance in Jokkmokk (with the result that the Lule Rivers today supply Sweden with around 10 %
of its total electricity consumption),30 which encouraged many to move there. This sudden

26 Horvath (1972), p. 47.
27 In particular the 1928 reindeer herding act. Ryd & Cramér (2012), p. 186.
28 Lundmark, p. 67 ff.
29 Ibid., p. 9, 109.
30 Energimyndigheten, “Vattenkraft”, [website], 2011-12-27, http://www.energikunskap.se/sv/FAKTABASEN/Vad-ar-

energi/Energibarare/Fornybar-energi/Vatten/Vattenkraft/, (accessed 2015-05-23); Svensk Energi, 
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population increase has since dwindled, leading many to argue that a mine is necessary to halt this
development (which is seen as negative), giving people job opportunities so that they don't have to
move. The point here is that there should not be a difference, in a definition of colonialism, between
farming and industrial employment – they both have to be regarded as forms of settlement.
Industries are as much a form of settlement as is farming. This is important because it enables us to
view current establishments of, for instance, mines and wind power facilities as forms of settlement
in a colonial endeavor. It also means, globally, that processes of land-grabbing by industries,
infrastructural or economical developments (as well as nature conservation), has to be regarded as
forms of settlement. Processes of land-grabbing can thus be very similar, indeed indistinguishable,
from colonial appropriations of land for agriculture. 

Is the (hypothetical) establishment of a mine in Gállok a form of colonialism? This is a
central issue in the discourse around the mining project, and many would argue that it is, whilst
others think not. Suffice to say here that with a broad understanding of what settlement can entail,
which I think is pertinent, the (hypothetical) Gállok mine can be a form of colonialism. In this
regard, I think it is also pertinent to include corporations alongside “culturally homogenous
groups”, “autonomous political unit” or “polity”, as a potential actor behind colonial endeavors.
Indeed, corporations – for instance both the Swedish and English East India Companies – have been
central in older waves of colonial expansion, which for instance Cederlöf points out.31      

It is important here to go into the differences between colonialism and imperialism.
Colonialism demands settlers migrating from the colonial power to the colony, whereas imperialism
refers to the domination without significant numbers of settlers. It can refer to various forms of
domination by various other means. In this regard, Horvath uses the word “imperialize” to describe
the act of unsettled domination. This difference between colonialism and imperialism is echoed by
Tuhiwai Smith who says that “[c]olonialism became imperialism's outpost, the fort and the port of
imperial outreach”.32 To Tuhiwai Smith, imperialism is not so much the form as the ideology that
posits that a nation has the right to expand and subjugate other peoples. Imperialism is the idea,
colonialism that idea's most spectacular expression. McLeod, referring to Childs and Williams,
argues similarly, that imperialism is “an ideological concept which upholds the legitimacy of the
economic and military control of one nation by another”.33 According to Tuhiwai Smith and Childs
and Williams, colonialism is but one expression of the ideology of imperialism. Imperialism is the
larger concept. Indeed, Childs and Williams define imperialism as “the extension and expansion of
trade and commerce under the protection of political, legal, and military controls”.34 In other words,
imperialism is quite difficult to distinguish from modern economic and globalization practices,
leading to the question whether imperialism should be a word primarily describing orders of the
past or of the present, or both.  

I expand on the argument above by stressing that there are close ties between
imperialism/colonialism and capitalism. In both cases of imperialism and colonialism, trade,
commerce, plunder and exploitation of natural resources and labor seem to be the main driver, the
main motivation. Judd, quoted in McLeod (2000), argues that “[n]o one can doubt that the desire for
profitable trade, plunder and enrichment was the primary force that led to the establishment of the
imperial structure”.35 I believe the economic motivation is important to note for two reasons. Firstly,

“Vattenkraftsproduktion”, [website], 2012-10-16, 
http://www.svenskenergi.se/Elfakta/Elproduktion/Vattenkraft1/Vattenkraftsproduktion/, (accessed 2015-05-23).

31 Cederlöf, Gunnel, Founding an Empire on India's North-Eastern Frontiers 1790-1840: Climate, Commerce, Polity, 
New Dehli: Oxford University Press, 2013.

32 Tuhiwai Smith, Linda, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples, London: Zed Books, 1999, 
p. 23.

33 McLeod (2000), p. 7.
34 Childs, Peter, Williams, Patrick (1997), An Introduction to Post-Colonial Theory, quoted in McLeod (2000), p. 8.
35 Judd, Denis (1996), Empire: The British Imperial Experience from 1765 to the Present, quoted in McLeod (2000), 

p. 7.
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that the case could be made – and has been made – that capitalism, by its very nature, is imperial.
Continued economic growth demands new markets, access to growing amounts of natural
resources, and higher productivity per input (i.e. cheap labor), which is exactly what imperialism
sought/seeks. Indeed, Hornborg, for instance, argues exactly this, that even though monetary
equality exists between actors in the global economy (actors agree on the terms of trade in monetary
terms), the structure where centers import and accumulate large amounts of natural resources, and
peripheries get to buy the products of the centers with the money recieved from selling the natural
resources needed to make those products, is profoundly unequal measured in any other terms than
money, such as labor time, physical weight, or land needed. Hornborg does not seem to make a
distinction between imperialism and capitalism.36 He argues furthermore that the very technology,
industrial technology, of the developed world is dependent on the constant influx of materials and
energy, acquired through unequal/imperial trade between center and periphery. Hornborg refer to
the inability to recognize these patterns as 'machine fetishism'.37 For this reason it is inaccurate to
speak of imperialism in the past tense, and it is inappropriate to exclude capitalism from discussions
regarding the definition of colonialism and imperialism. I read in Hornborg's writings a general
conclusion that it is virtually impossible, at least not very fruitful, to analytically separate between
imperialism, capitalism and industrialism. They go together, and they all grew from the same
ideological soil.

Secondly, there is often mention of several other reasons for the expansion of empires and
the establishment of colonies. Most famous is perhaps Rudyard Kipling's poem “the White Man's
Burden”, where colonialism was seen as befallen as a burden on the white man to lift the poor and
uneducated savages into higher modes of civilization.38 The colonial endeavor is thus seen as a
moral one. Religious motivations for colonial expansion has also been offered. Concerns about the
wellbeing of the indigenous in the afterlife has urged colonial expansion (even though there has also
been discussions whether indigenous peoples of colonies possessed souls at all).39 Science has also
been part of the justification, as increased knowledge has been though of as leading to a better
world for everyone. Educational reasons has been part of the justification too, where teaching
indigenous populations to read and write, for instance, has been regarded as inherently good, but
has also enabled the colonizers to teach the indigenous about the world from their perspective.
Bringing western democracy and other governance institutions has also been part of the
justification, perhaps more so in imperial projects of the postcolonial era of the 20th century up
until today, as western institutions have been regarded as universally good. Important to note here,
as Tuhiwai Smith forcefully reminds us of, is that it was not the case that colonized people did not
have education, knowledge, religion, morals, governance institutions, etcetera, before being
colonized. The indigenous versions were not regarded as good enough to be respected, a heritage
many people still live through today. This devaluing of indigenous peoples' institutions and ways of
life was a central piece of ideology in order to justify colonial endeavors.40 

The point here, in relation to capitalism, is that these justifications supply a moral
background for the colonial endeavor rather then being its drivers. Sápmi – or Africa or India, for
that matter – was not colonized because of an, however misguided, philanthropical urge to help the
less fortunate. The 'good' in converting, educating, and researching the colonized, as well as
building societal institutions modeled after western ideals in the colonies, mainly acted as a
chaperon for the desire for profits, and were (and are) far from recieved as 'good' by all those

36 See for instance: Hornborg, Alf, “The Thermodynamics of Imperialism”, The Power of the Machine: Global 
Inequalities of Economy, Technology, and Environment, Walnut Creek: AltaMira Press, 2000.

37 Ibid.
38 Online publication at: History Matters, Kipling, Rudyard, “The White Man's Burden: The United States & The 

Philippine Islands, 1899”, [website], [no publishing date available], http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5478/, 
(accessed 2015-05-23).

39 Tuhiwai Smith (1999), p. 62 ff.
40 Tuhiwai Smith (2000).
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targeted by them. The driver of colonialism and imperialism was and is economy – access to
resources, labor, and markets. And the power to get that access comes not only through military
might and physical coerciveness, it also comes by the colonized people internalizing the
colonialist's worldview and discourse. This internalization is fundamental in understanding how
colonial discourses work, and thus how domination by a relative few over large areas and
populations was at all possible. In order to understand how it was internalized, one has to
understand how western religion, education, science, institutions, ideas of gender, morals, and ideas
of stages of civilization were used in the imperial/colonial project. These 'good' things served not to
build something new and better, even though the rhetoric of the colonial centers might have made
that case and colonialists might earnestly have believed so, but to shatter the identities, languages,
cultures, relationships and – most importantly – the resistance of the colonized. These processes
helped form a worldview of the colonizers, internalized by the colonized, as well-meaning and
righteously dominant. Western ideas, representations and world views were arguably an even more
potent weapons than guns in gaining domination. This is why colonialism virtually always seems to
come, not only in the form of material reality, but as a “colonization of the mind”, as Wa Thiong'o
put it.41 The establishment of western education, religion, gender roles, research, etcetera, in
colonies was fundamental for achieving and maintaining dominance in order to exploit for
economic gains. 

With Horvath's definition, Sápmi would have to be regarded as an example of domestic
colonialism. The Swedish state has enabled and supported settlement of various kinds and the
establishment of Swedish societal organization, language and education within the confines of its
boarders, with clear aims of controlling the people and the territory, done for economic gains. One
benefit of Horvath's framework is that it does not tell of how the domination is achieved. This
omittance opens up the possibility of colonialism being a result of a whole range of practices, not
just military and physically coercive ones, but 'soft' practices such as judicial, bureaucratic,
religeous, economic, educational, scientific, discursive and narrative practices aimed towards
achieving domination. For the Swedish context, this omittance is especially important since the
colonization of Sápmi mainly has been accomplished through nonviolent means, through 'soft'
methods.  

However, there is one point in Horvath's framework that is clearly problematic, which needs
to be complemented. In his framework, colonialism is presented as an 'on or off' situation. A land
and/or a people is either colonized or not. There are no grey zones, and there is no recognition of
situations where a land and/or a people is formally no longer colonized but still suffer the
consequences of colonialism, i.e. what is often reffered to as postcolonialism. In light of more
recent developments in the field of postcolonialism, Horvath's definition of colonialism as an 'on or
off' situation is a serious flaw. The suffering brought on by colonialism does not end the day the
native flag is raised instead of the flag of the colonial power. Colonial relationships are much more
amorphous and less dependent of formal ritual than that, which the internalization of colonial
discourse, the colonization of the mind, clearly denotes. How does Horvath's framework, for
instance, incorporate and account for hibridity of identities, the melding of cultures, and creole
languages? Or what of neocolonialism, where there may not be a nation state, a “culturally
homogenous group” or a polity behind the exploitation but rather more opaque economic structures,
incentives and corporations, with actors acting according to international law that is not explicitly
colonial but which reinforce unequal trade and other relationships? 

But more importantly, just because a colony is officially 'liberated' does not mean that the
colonial perspective, the way the (former) colonizing power looks at and perceive the (now former)
colony changes in any significant way. And that goes both ways; both how the former colonialists
perceive the formerly colonized and their land, and how the formerly colonized people view
themselves, their place in the world, and the former colonialists. This is why the colonization of the

41 Wa Thiong'o, Ngugi, Decolonizing the mind, Portsmouth: Heineman, 1986.
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mind is arguably worse – and thus crucially important for defining colonialism – than the particular
organization of physical reality brought on by colonialism. Think of how Africa or South America,
for instance, is generally regarded still as sources of raw materials for western industries and
consumption. Or, to take an example from Sweden, that over 90 % of the total amount of ore
produced by Sweden comes from Sápmi.42 On the EU level, what is called 'The Barent's Region'
(which overlap eerily well with Sápmi, with added parts of northwestern Russia) is pictured as
holding untapped resources which should be made available for European industries.43 The
categorization of 'developed' and 'developing' countries, furthermore, can also be seen as a western
project to 'westernize' the (former) colonies, continuing a colonial discourse. Western technology,
institutions and economics are seen as the universal standard by which to assess progress (not only
what progress is, but that all societies ought to want it, is in itself a western idea).44 Indeed,
globalization – cultural and economic expansion of the west; or, westernization – can be interpreted
as a form of colonization of the mind, based on imperial ideology, with imperial outcomes. 

Many times, colonialism and imperialism are pictured as operations where materials and
ideas flow to the center, where wealth and knowledge is accumulated.45 But Tuhiwai Smith reminds
us that the flows were not (and are not) one-way: “Whilst imperialism is often thought of as a
system which drew everything back into the centre, it was also a system which distributed materials
and ideas outwards”. Said draw attention to the “positional superiority” of the west in this to-and-
fro flow of materials and ideas in order to point towards the fact that knowledge and culture was as
much part of the colonial structure as was natural resources and military force.46 Hornborg,
furthermore, in his analysis of the current economic world system, speaks of “environmental load
displacement” which means how not only the products of the centers are exported to the peripheries
but also the environmental load of the centers. E-waste, the ramifications of climate change, toxic
pollution, mining waste, cut and chopped ecosystems, etcetera, can be seen as examples where the
peripheries, not the centers (where most consumption of resources occurs), get to bear the brunt of
environmental degradation.47 In short, materials and energy flow to the centers who in turn export
finished products of less value, and the brunt of the environmental load. 

As materials, energy and knowledge flowed to the colonial centers, so did western religion,
education, ideas of gender roles, maps, languages, categorizations, morals, farming practices,
'truths' about the world flow from the centers to the colonies. As indigenous people where taken as
slaves and items of curiosity to serve the colonial centers, so was priests and missionaries, soldiers
and settlers, teachers and scientists, as well as tourists and gentlemen hunters, dispatched to the
colonies. The ships that went to the colonies where not empty, but they changed cargo for the home
journey – and in naturalizing that unequal transaction lies the essence of the imperial ideology. That
essence is still very much active in current globalized economic practices, which Hornborg and
Escobar help us understand, and the question whether the imperialist ideology no longer influences
political thought and practice globally has to be answered negatively. 

42 Hedström, Jon-Olof, … igenom gode Ordningar och flitigt upseende …, Ödeshög: Sveriges Geologiska 
Undersökning, 2012, p. 36.

43 Sweden's former Minister of Environment, Lena Ek, right before she assumed the office, expressed this view quite 
clearly when speaking in the EU parliament: “Contrary to frequent assertions, Europe is still rich in natural 
resources and, with its minerals, metals and forests, Northern Europe in particular has the potential to meet many of
the EU's raw material needs […]”. Record of debate read online: European Union, “An effective raw materials 
strategy for Europe (debate), [website], 2011-12-12, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?
pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+CRE+20110912+ITEM-
021+DOC+XML+V0//EN&language=en&query=INTERV&detail=1-080-000, (accessed 2015-05-23).

44 Escobar, Arturo, Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World, Princeton, New 
Jersay: Princeton University Press, 1995, p. 3 ff.

45 Wallerstein, Immanuel, Världssystemanalysen – en introduktion, Stockholm: TankeKraft förlag, 2004. 
46 Said, Edward, Orientalism, London: Penguin Books, 1978, p. 8 ff. Italics in original. Read online at: 

http://www.odsg.org/Said_Edward%281977%29_Orientalism.pdf, (accessed 2015-05-23).
47 Hornborg (2000).
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 To summarize, in this thesis colonialism will be regarded as including some or all of the
following parts. 

1. The domination of one 'culturally homogenous group', nation or other polity, or
corporation, over a land and/or a people, often including physical violence, or threat
thereof.

2. Settlement of a significant number of colonists, or establishment of powerful enough
institutions, or large enough industries, on the colonized land, against the interests
and/or wishes of the indigenous population.

3. Dominance and settlement for economic reasons, in order to exploit the territory, its
natural resources and/or people, even though other reasons can also be present but
ultimately functions as moral justifications for the prime, economic motive.

4. 'Colonization of the mind', psychological violence, shattering identities and creating
new ones; colonial discourses which naturalize the colonial power's superiority over the
colony and its people, and the establishment of institutions (religious, educational,
scientific, moral, legal, bureaucratic, etcetera) which enforce the discourse and force it
to be internalized by the colonized people. 

5. Racism, manifested, for example, though pacifying and stereotyping the indigenous
population, regarding them as lazy, stupid, immoral, heathens, and/or unsanitary. This
includes race biological assumptions, now mostly outdated and shunned, that the white
'race' is more evolved and refined than other 'races', and ideas of social darwinism
where a 'survival of the fittest' mentality justified the destruction of other cultures seen
as inferior.

6 . Eurocentrism, that 'The White Man' is the active agent in a passive world
(embodied, for example, in the saying that Columbus discovered a new world, even
though millions were living there already); the assumption that western ideas,
categorizations, and names, are more accurate, real and universal than indigenous ditto;
that indigenous practices, knowledges, ontologies, spiritualities, cultural expressions,
livelihoods, economic systems, etcetera, are assessed and evaluated according to
western criteria and standards; the idea that societies are in different stages of evolution
with the desire to reach an industrial and capitalist stage, the hallmark of civilization;
etcetera. 

1-3 refer mainly to physical reality, demographics and economy, while the latter half of the list, 4-6,
refer mainly to the psychological reality, ideas and ideologies central to colonialism. Running
through all these points is the fact that colonialism is something undertaken on a large scale, both
spatially and temporally; large areas, long-term.     

Furthermore, just one of these points is hardly to regard as colonialism. There may, for
instance, be widespread racism in a society without it being part of a colonial endeavor, and the
same could be said about eurocentrism, which is rather quite commonplace. Even domination of a
land and/or a people may not necessarily be regarded as colonialism, as it can be done for other
reasons (for instance the invasion and occupation of Nazi Germany of Allied and Soviet forces at
the end of WWII). Colonialism generally seems to hinge on the combination of several of the
points, and – most importantly – the degree to which a situation can be said to correspond to the
points. 
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Of course, the establishment of the degree to which a situation corresponds to the points
above is a discursive struggle – in other words, it is a matter of description by different actors.
Despite my best effort to formulate a set of defining characteristics of colonialism, it must still be
recognized that identifying a situation as colonial is very much a discursive struggle. It is a
politically charged identification to make, to say the least. Colonialism is, in my opinion, widely
considered an immoral and unjust political system, which means colonial endeavors are routinely
described by the perpetrators as something else. Israel's actions in Gaza and other Palestinian areas
is a case in point, or USA's invasion of Iraq. Both are examples where a loud opposition tries to
gain acceptance for calling Israel and USA colonialists or imperialists, while the rhetoric from Israel
and USA may sound quite different. This is a discursive struggle on par with the struggle to define
palestinian and Iraqi combatants as terrorists or freedom fighters. Deciding what is 'true' in either of
these examples is unavoidably a politically charged act. 

Although a quite different situation from those examples, what to call the mining project in
Gállok, and the Swedish state's relationship to, and power over (part of) Sápmi in general, is equally
a discursive struggle. Different actors struggle to define and describe the situation and actions in
different ways. However, it could – and should – be stated with certainty that Sweden has acted
colonially towards Sápmi in the past, that quite a substantial part of the legislations applicable to the
north, to mining, to reindeer herding and other traditional Sámi livelihoods, were established during
eras of explicit colonial aspirations by the Swedish state. Furthermore, I would argue that every
point in the list – from 1 to 6 – has been or is still quite valid in describing the Swedish state's
relationship to the north and its people.   

 

2.2. Discourse analysis – theoretical foundations and some 
points of criticism

A shared starting point in different discourse analysis approaches is that our knowledge about the
world is not objective – our knowledge is not a neutral reflection of a reality 'out there', but comes
to us through language. Reality is accessible to us mainly through the categorizations that language
provide, and language and the meanings in language are not a tool for objective representation but
are socially constructed. Language does not neutrally or objectively reflect the world, identities,
social relations, nature, power, etcetera. Instead, we are actively creating, and changing, our
knowledge about the world, identities, social relations, nature, and power relations through the use
of language, through the struggles of discourses.

Discourse analysis methods and theories (or social constructionist approaches in general)48

are therefore critical of knowledge or representations that are taken-for-granted, or what I refer to as
knowledge or representations that are 'naturalized'. Discourse analysis fundamentally questions that
which is naturalized and regarded as objective and true in a discourse, and point out that a specific
way of understanding, and thus ordering the world, is socially constructed and, important for this
thesis, historically situated. This leads to a methodological problem for the analyst as he/she is
often part of the discourse being studied and has internalized the common-sense understandings of
the world in the material. However, discourse analysis and narrative theory can also supply the
analyst with methodological tools and a level of awareness necessary to overcome this problem, and
trace narratives which would otherwise remain muddled or hidden.  

The historical situatedness of discourses emphasize that discourses change over time. What
was true and taken for granted in Sweden a hundred years ago is not true and taken for granted
today, and what is true and taken for granted today will be equally alien to Swedes a hundred years

48 Collin, Finn, Social reality, London: Routledge, 1997.
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from now. A common theme in discourse analysis works is to trace such changes.49 With changes in
discourse comes changes in how we perceive and understand the world, and with changes in how
we perceive and understand the world comes changes in social and power relations, as also in
physical realities. 

One more shared starting point in different discourse analysis approaches, though to varying
degree, is the assumption that social reality is generated, or constructed, through the way we “think
or talk about [it], by our consensus about its nature, by the way we explain it to each other, and by
the concepts we use to grasp it”.50 Even though the idea that social reality is constructed through
language and cognition is a common trait in various approaches, there is a difference in the degree
to which different approaches regard discourse to be in a dialectic relationship with something
outside discourse. In Laclau and Mouffe's discourse theory, discourse is seen as constitutive of
social reality and there is no distinction between discursive and non-discursive dimensions of social
reality. Features like the economy, infrastructure, institutions, etcetera, are all discursive but at the
same time material.51 In Fairclough's critical discourse analysis approach, discourse is instead kept
distinct from other forms of social practice. Discourse is one dimension of social practice which is
in a dialectic relationship with other dimensions of social practice. Discursive practice may change
other dimensions of social practice – such as economy, infrastructure, institutions – at the same time
as other dimensions of social practice may influence discourse. Discourse is thus both constitutive
of and constituted by social reality.52

In this thesis, I will consider discourse in the Faircloughian sense, a concept reserved
basically to text, talk and images. This does not mean, to be clear, that other dimensions of social
practice, for instance institutional arrangements or the economy, are considered unimportant. This
choice is made mainly in order to limit and concentrate the scope of my analysis. It is also my
opinion that other dimensions of social practice may be best understood using other theoretical
frameworks than discourse analysis.  

My position, furthermore, is that there are ways of perceiving and experiencing the world
which has nothing to do with language and that are not social, in particular individual, embodied
knowledge. Jørgensen and Phillips write that “[w]e give meaning to experience by virtue of the
words which are available, and the resulting meaning contribute to producing the experience rather
than being merely a description of the experience or an after-the-event occurrence”.53 Embodied
knowledge is in other words dismissed as unimportant or even non-existent in individual's
knowledge and identity formation, which is a position I disagree with. Embodied knowledge must
be regarded as a form of knowledge about the world which lies outside the realm of discourse. This
leads me to a critique of discourse analysis as theory and method in general. Many discourse
analysis theories do not, to any considerable degree, recognize the fact that we are not only
intellects in time but also bodies in space. In the present thesis, bodies and space may be of
importance since there are commonly tensions between “Stockholm” and “Norrland”, i.e. between
the center of political and financial power with high population density in the south, and the
resource rich periphery with low population density in the north. Where different actors are
engaging in discourse from, where they are geographically located, may influence both what is said
and how it is received, as well as what forums of discourse are available to them. Geography ought
to be regarded as part of discourse, or at least as influencing discourse, and as being of importance
for power relations. Geography can be used consciously as a form of trope in discourse – for
instance a politician announcing a new mining policy on-sight in Kiruna (Sweden's largest mining

49 Jørgensen, Marianne, Philips, Louise, Discourse Analysis as Theory and Method, London: Sage Publications Ltd, 
2014 (2002), p. 12.

50 Collin (1997), p. 2 ff. Italics in original.
51 Jørgensen and Phillips (2014), p. 18 ff.
52 Fairclough, Norman, Language and Power, New York: Longman Group Limited, 1989, p. 17.
53 Jørgensen and Phillips (2014), p. 103.
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town),54 or a Sámi protest outside parliament in Stockholm.55 In these examples, who is engaging in
discourse from where is actively used as a trope in order to achieve discursive effects. The position
of certain bodies in certain space becomes almost a metaphor in itself.56  

This criticism toward the disregard for embodied knowledge has ramifications for how I
consider subject positions are constructed. Subject positions are generally seen in discourse analysis
as interpellated, created, in certain discourses. One might be a voter, a consumer, a citizen, a
foreigner, a leftist, a woman, a football player, etcetera – these different subject positions are created
in various discourses, potentially for one single person, and proscribe certain positions and actions
within discourses. I do not dispute that discursively interpellated subject positions are important for
identity formation, but I do question the position that discourse is the only practice that form
identities. Embodied knowledge and extra-lingual experiences – from concretely demarcated
experiences such as traumas and blessings, to subtle or even subliminal influences of landscape,
climate and biotope – must also be regarded as part in forming identities. If one takes the position
that the subject is entirely discursively created, that would mean that all living beings without
discursive ability – animals, plants, as well as seriously handicapped human individuals – do not
possess any perception of being a subject. I hold this to be an anthropocentric, normative and
distasteful position. A more honest, and I believe accurate position would be to regard the subject
not only as socially created in historically situated discourses, but also individually created through
the mere act of existing as a body in a physical world. 

I would now like to go back a little to where I claimed that discourse analysis pays particular
interest to things taken for granted and commonsensical in discourse. This is undoubtedly one of the
most central theoretical underpinnings for this thesis. According to Fairclough – and I adhere to this
view as well – the commonsensical in discourse is inherently ideological, and ideology is closely
connected with power. According to Gramsci, ideology is a “conception of the world that is
implicitly manifest in art, in law, in economic activity and in all manifestations of individual and
collective life”.57 Ideology is seen as an “'implicit philosophy' in the practical activities of social
life, backgrounded and taken for granted […]”.58 Perhaps more commonly thought of as explicit
proclamations, ideology is here at least partly the opposite, namely connected to that which is taken
for granted, common sense, implicit and needless to express. In order to explain, allow me to
exemplify with this opening sentence from the Social Democrat's policy paper on the Swedish
mining industry:

Sweden is an export dependent country which is dependent on the functioning and well
developed collaboration between all the actors who can contribute to our continuing
success in the international competition.59

54 For instance when Sweden's prime minister presented a government investment into the mining industry on-sight in
Kiruna. Stockholm TT, “Satsning på gruvor i budgeten”, Svenska Dagbladet, 2012-09-05, 
http://www.svd.se/satsning-pa-gruvor-i-budgeten, (accessed 2015-05-25).

55 Every thursday for the last year or longer, there has been a Sámi protest against the expansion of the mining 
industry outside parliament in Stockholm. See the facebook group: Skrota minerallagen! Stående demonstration 
utanför riksdagen, för fast mark, rent vatten och levande kulturarv, [website], 
https://www.facebook.com/events/452565701564088/, (accessed 2015-05-25).

56 Doreen Massey is writing about the importance of space for power relations and bases her position partly on a 
similar critique, in particular of Laclau. See Massey, Doreen, Space, Time and Gender, Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2001 (1994), in particular chapter 11, “Politics and Space/Time”.

57 Gramsci, Antonio (1971), in Hoare and Nowell Smith (1999) (eds., trans.), “Connections Between 'Common Sense',
Religion and Philosophy”, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, London: ElecBook, [online resource], 
http://www.walkingbutterfly.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/gramsci-prison-notebooks-vol1.pdf, (accessed 2015-
05-25).  

58 Fairclough (1989), p. 84.
59 Socialdemokraterna, Strategisk samverkan för svensk gruvnäring, [online policy document], 2012, 

http://www.socialdemokraterna.se/upload/Central/dokument/pdf/2012/Gruvrapport.pdf. 
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On the surface of it, what is ideological here, in an overt sense, is the call for collaboration between
'all actors' – there is a normative assumption that collaboration within exporting industries as well as
between industry and state is beneficial. But what is the 'implicit philosophy' behind this statement?
What is expressed as common sense and what is taken for granted? To begin with, international
capitalist economy is an unchallenged given, a precondition of the world which 'we' (that is,
Swedes) are not meant to question but expected to accept. Sweden is pictured as both dependent on
the international market at the same time as 'we' have to work together in order to continue to be
successful in the international competition. The statement thus convey an ideology where it is
natural with 'winners' and 'losers', and, extending that line of reasoning, an ideology where the
blame of failure is to be put on the 'loser' for not working hard enough instead of the system which
creates 'losers'. It is, in other words, a statement which, in my opinion, fit rather robustly in a
neoliberal framework. Furthermore, success is virtually understood as economic gain and increased
market shares, not, for instance, environmental sustainability or equity. The statement also implies
that Sweden has been successful in exporting to and competing in the global market in the past, and
that this has been good for Sweden ('we' are dependent on it), which helps forge a connection
between supporting exporting industries and caring for the wellbeing of Sweden. The opposite has
also got to be assumed, that opposing these exporting industries, the market economy, or the
collaboration between 'actors', is not something that a 'good Swede' is expected to do. Coupled with
the equation between 'we' and 'Sweden', a nationalistic ideology becomes evident which connects
Swedishness to exporting industries. Furthermore, if familiar with the political discourse on
Swedish economy in general, it is obvious that the very beginning of the statement, that “Sweden is
an export dependent country”, is a naturalized position. It is a statement of undisputed fact, a
dictionary style defining statement so to speak, and, like Fairclough puts it, “naturalization is the
royal road to common sense”60. It could be said that Sweden is an import dependent country instead
(since Sweden lack many natural resources and industries to be even close to self-sufficient). Or
that Sweden's economy is dependent on exploiting Sápmi for natural resources and exporting them.
Each formulation is or could be 'common sense' in different discourses and contexts, and they are
all ideological. What is expressed as unquestionably true and commonsensical is always ideological
per definition, and ideology always has implications for power relations.

 I began this section by claiming that a common trait in all discourse analysis approaches is
the perspective that objectivity does not exist but is discursively constituted. At a first glance, this
would suggest that 'truth' is quite relative and nothing is fixed, which is true on some level. But it is
more complex than that. What discourses do, in a sense, is to fix meaning in language. Discourses
try to establish the way of describing and understanding reality (or an aspects of reality), and if a
particular discourse is overwhelmingly dominant and succeeds in this effort it achieves hegemony.
Hegemony is the dominance of one discourse over other discourses in the struggle between them to
become the way to understand the world (or an aspect of the world).61 Hegemony can also be
defined as “the organisation of consent”62 and is, in other words, tightly connected with that which
is taken for granted, the 'implicit philosophy', in discourses. The fixation of meaning which
hegemonies succeeds in is not objectivity, but may appear as if it were. If hegemony is achieved, it
is characterized or even defined exactly by its being uncontested, commonsensical and unobtrusive
to the general receiver/reader. The commonsensical nature of hegemonies is ideological since the
hegemonies of today are results of struggles in the past, and thus the commonsensical in a
hegemonic discourses has to be understood as just as ideological as the perhaps peculiar and alien

60 Fairclough (1989), p. 92
61 Jørgensen and Phillips (2014), p. 6 ff.
62 Ibid., p. 32, quoted from Barrett, M. (1991), The Politics of Truth. From Marx to Foucault, Cambridge: Polity 

Press, p. 51. Italics in original.
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in other discourses which themselves could, theoretically, be hegemonic. 

Allow me an example of a hegemonic discourse to explain why it should be regarded as just
as ideological as a non-hegemonic discourse. According to my opinion, the ecomodernist discourse
is hegemonic in Swedish politics when it comes to defining (fixing meaning) what sustainability is
and how to achieve it. The ecomodernist perspective on sustainability has great importance for the
topic of this thesis, which makes it an apt example. Crudely put, in an ecomodernist discourse,
sustainability is in large parts seen as the continuation of current societal and economic
organization, and the solution to the threat to this continuation is to modernize, i.e. to invent and
innovate new technologies and systems which will help take care of the environmental and social
problems of the world. With 'green' technology we can transform our economy and achieve 'green
growth' which will enable further progress of humanity.63 Compare this to what could be called an
anarcho-primitivist discourse on sustainability. Sustainability in this discourse is seen as living in
balance with the natural world, living with rather than off nature. The continuation of current
societal and economic organization is seen as anathema to sustainability since industrial society is
polluting, destructive and violent towards the rest of the living world. Technologies created in this
society, whether 'green' or 'brown', are tools that only enable further destruction and violence on
nature and people. Economic growth – no matter the hue – is the accumulation of the rewards of
violence and death. Civilization is doomed by its unsustainability and will collapse – it is just a
matter of time. The solution to the sustainability crisis is a more or less controlled dismantling of
civilization.64 

I would assume that most readers of this thesis find the ecomodernist discourse familiar and
perhaps commonsensical, while the anarcho-primitivist discourse seems alien and perhaps
frightening. Both discourses deal with the same issues, uses the same key words or nodal points –
like “sustainability”, “growth”, “technology”, “modernity”, etcetera – but struggle to fix almost
dichotomously divergent meanings to those nodal points. The different discourses construct
different chains of equivalence with those nodal points, different connotations and associations.
What is important here is that there is nothing inherent in the ecomodernist discourse which makes
it less (or even un-) ideological and less contingent. One can agree more with one discourse than
the other – agree with that particular way of representing the world – but that does not mean that it
is less ideological and contingent. In a way, this is an elaborate way of saying that just because a lot
of people believe a certain thing does not make it so. Claiming that economic growth, to take an
example, is 'good' is certainly not less ideological than claiming the opposite. 

It is, however, important to remember that hegemonies are not solid and unchanging. They,
like all discourses, change over time and are constantly both manifested and challenged. Instead of
picturing hegemony as some form of coercive dominance or colonization of people's cognitive
abilities, I think it is more accurate to think of hegemony as a constant negotiation and seeking of
consensus between various groups and discourses.65 

The commonsensical, even the mundane, are thus expressions of ideology. But what exactly
is the connection between ideology and power? Just like the concept of ideology take on a slightly
different meaning in the discourse analysis vocabulary than the layman's use of the term, so is the
understanding of power different – and varying between different discourse analysis approaches.
According to Foucault (and Laclau and Mouffe), power is seen as productive in a wide sense, not
(just) an oppressive force:

63 See for example the Swedish Green Party's position. Notice the focus on economy and technology, and how 
sustainability is pictured as going hand in hand with economic growth. Miljöpartiet de gröna, “satsa på klimatet”, 
[website], [no publishing date available], http://www.mp.se/politik/klimat. 

64 See for instance Jensen, Derrick, McBay, Aric, What We Leave Behind, U.S.: Seven Stories Press, 2009; or Zerzan, 
John, The Twilight of the Machines, U.S.: Feral House, 2008.

65 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 76.
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What makes power hold good, what makes it accepted, is simply the fact that it does not
only weight on us as a force that says no, but traverses and produces things, it induces
pleasure, produces discourse. It needs to be considered as a productive network which runs
through the whole social body, much more than as a negative instance whose function is
repression.66

A certain knowledge about the world produces a certain social reality. In a very real sense,
knowledge is power. Knowledge and power is, to all intents and purposes, inseparable, two
concepts describing two different parts of the same whole (Foucault often write it
“knowledge/power” to emphasize this inseparateness67). Ideology – as I defined it above – is more
or less interchangeable with knowledge in this conception of knowledge/power. Power creates our
social world at the same time as it rules out alternative conceptions of the world. A certain
discourse (say, the government's discourse on mining) creates certain knowledge about the world
which makes certain actions and subject positions possible and desirable (say, studying geology to
become a Swedish mining engineer), at the same time as it excludes other actions and subject
positions (say, herding reindeer as a Sámi). Power in discourse refers to this productive force of
discourse to create behavior, institutions, subjects and objects, as well as to the delimiting and
ruling out of alternatives to the same. 

But this line of reasoning requires that one has a material perspective on discourse, that
there is no non-discursive realm of social reality. Let me show this by asking a question relevant
for this thesis: Is the power to start and run a large-scale mine discursive? It is through discourse
that the meaning of a mine is produced. The meaning of starting and running a mine, its physical
and social characteristics, draw on and is shaped by economy, state bureaucracies of various sorts,
law, technology, education systems, etcetera – things that Fairclough, whom I agree with on this
point, refer to as non-discursive dimensions of social reality. Discourse influences and may
(slowly) change these non-discursive dimensions of social reality, but they in turn influence
discourse practice, help shape knowledge, understandings of what are possible and desirable
actions and not. The existence of a certain economic system, certain bureaucracies, laws,
technologies and education systems must be regarded analytically either as in a dialectic
relationship with discourse or as part of discourse. And if these constructions and systems are
regarded as non-discursive dimensions of social reality, then evidently power must also exist and
be exerted in this non-discursive dimension of social reality. In other words, power must be
regarded as something that is both a result from discursive practices which construct knowledge
about the world in certain ways, and thus creates subjects, objects and power relations – a
productive force – as well as something that is exerted and manifest in non-discursive dimensions
of social reality.

But to me the question if the power to start and run a large-scale mine is discursive seems
ludicrous. That is because a mine is a very physical thing and the type of power represented in
discourse, according to Foucault and Laclau and Mouffe, is founded in language. A mine is 'walk'
and discursive power is 'talk', so to speak. To turn a mountain into rubble and gold is a disturbingly
concrete and powerful physical practice, and it is a power which must be regarded as separate from
whatever discursive meaning we ascribe to the practice. True, discursive and non-discursive power
make things happen in the physical world – large-scale mining, for instance. With a different set of

66 Foucault, Michel, “Truth and Power”, in Gordon, Colin (ed.), Power/Knowledge. Selected Interviews and other 
Writings 1972-1977, New York: Pantheon books, 1980, p. 119.

67 Cameron, Deborah, et al. (1992), “Power/Knowledge: The Politics of Social Science”, in Jaworski, Adam, 
Coupland, Nikolas, The Discourse Reader, Abingdon: Routledge, 1999, p. 142.
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hegemonic discourses, with a different 'worldview' permeating society, a large-scale mine may very
well be socially impossible or unacceptable, and would thus not come into existence. But even with
a set of hegemonic discourses permeating society which lend justification to and reward the
establishing of large-scale mines, the very act of quite literally blowing a mountain up, moving
innumerable tonnes of material, separating elements in the ore, etcetera, is a physical power
separate from whatever meaningfulness we ascribe to that power. Not only discursive and non-
discursive power set the boundaries for what is possible and desirable, the physical world does too. 

This line of reasoning is quite similar to the ideas of von Clausewitz writing on the nature of
war, him writing that “war is not merely an act of policy but a true political instrument, a
continuation of political intercourse, carried on with other means”.68 To understand war in its
entirety, according to von Clausewitz, one needs to separate between means and purpose of war.69

My thoughts are similar, that discourse and the non-discursive give purpose (or meaning) to the act
of starting and running a large-scale mine, but the means to do so is another form of power, a
physical power. Von Clausewitz do recognize that to understand war (or in my example, mining)
one can not merely look at the means nor only the politics (discourse), but one has to see the forms
of power acting as one whole. 

To sum up, I believe I can identify three different forms of power in relation to discourse.
One is the 'purely' discursive power to shape and create subjects and objects in discourse. For this
form of power I instead refer to the concept of ideology (or ideological power) described above,
which I consider to be synonymous to the Foucauldian concept of knowledge. The second form of
power is the power wielded by non-discursive dimensions of social reality – social and societal
institutions like law, infrastructure, economic systems, etcetera – which set the formal rules,
possibilities and limitations for physical activities (such as mining) and is in a dialectic relationship
to discourse. This form of power I refer to as political power. The third form of power is the
extension of the above-mentioned forms of power, the 'means' by which discourse and the non-
discursive physically alter the physical world. I refer to this form of power as physical power.
Ideology and political power guide and give meaning to physical power, and physical practices can
not be understood in isolation from ideology and political power. 

I believe it may be useful to separate between these different forms of power in this thesis
since mining is very much an expression of power in these different forms. The discourse on
mining (in Swedish politics) is evidently ideological, building on certain understandings of ethics,
rationality, and history. The established institutions that make up the non-discursive realm of social
reality, like the Mining Inspectorate and the Minerals Act, are robust expressions of those
ideologies and inform and influence discourse dialectically, set limits for what is politically and
physically possible and encouraged or dissuaded and forbidden. The physical power to radically
alter landscapes, ecosystems and possible livelihoods for people through mining is the physical
extension of ideology and political power. This means that different actors in mining affairs in
Sweden wield different forms of power depending on their position. If one focus the analysis too
much on discursive power (ideology) there is a risk that one forgets the structural inequalities of
non-discursive dimensions of social reality, and there is a risk that one regards the physical practice
of mining as an intellectual one.  

Fairclough reflect this need for separation to some extent. His theory and methodology has
three tiers: the text, the discursive practice, and the social practice. The text level involves
analyzing the text on a linguistic level, wording, grammar, syntax, etcetera. 'Text' in this context
does not only mean written words or even spoken words, but include all aspects of what is

68 von Clausewitz, Carl, in Howard and Paret (eds. trans.) (1984), On War, Princeton New Jersey: Princeton 
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69 Ibid., p. 90.
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communicated in a communicative event. The discursive practice level concerns the production
and consumption of the text, what discourses and genres the producer and the consumer draw on to
create and interpret the text. Here, intertextuality is an important concept which means that a text
always draw on earlier texts, is always created and understood in relation to earlier texts. The social
practice level concerns the larger, societal context of the communicative event, whether it
reproduces or challenges hegemonies.70 

To fully analyze the social practice level of a communicative event, other tools than
discourse analysis are needed since linguistic analysis can never fully explain non-discursive
aspects of a phenomenon.71 In my reading of Fairclough, I discern that ideology is expressed both
in text and the discursive practice. The social practice level reflects what I above termed political
power, how the communicative event connects to other dimensions of social practice. But I still
lack a conception of physical power and actions in this framework. In my opinion, this lack is an
expression of an 'intellectualizing' of concrete, physical power and actions, which is an expression
of ideology in itself that put greater emphasis, primacy, on thought rather than action. Of course,
this is not strange considering that discourse analysis was, obviously, developed as a method of
analyzing discourse, 'talk', not the physical world. But a methodological framework which aims to
investigate the socially constructed meanings of, among other things, physical events, ought to
have at least a conception of power as not entirely discursive and social.

2.3. Narrative – key concepts and theory

In order to find answers to the research question in this thesis, I need to use methods with which I
may 'pick apart' texts and statements, in order to clarify how speakers/writers, intentionally or
unintentionally, draw on and create certain meanings in discourse. Narrative theory can lay the
theoretical foundation for such methods.

There are many ways to define and think about narrative, and the concept consequently runs
across a number of disciplines. In literary criticism where the use of the concept of narratives is
commonly applied narrative can be seen as “the representation of an event or a series of events”.72

Event is an important word here, and it is through the telling of events that a representation goes
from being simply descriptive to a narrative. “My cat is hurt” is a description of my cat and not an
event; “my cat fell and got hurt” is a narrative, albeit simple, in that it describes an event. It is
important, though, to remember that events are not actually demarcated units of reality, but that
what comprises an event is socially constructed through language. Words in themselves, like “fell”
in the example above, is a contingent, or constructed, demarcation of reality.    

One single event may not, according to some, be enough to define a narrative, since another
function – perhaps the most central – of narrative is that it is the “principal way in which our
species organize its understanding of time”.73 Paul Ricœur emphasizes the importance of time as
well in his three volumes of Narrative and Time, in which “one presupposition commands all the
others, namely, that what is ultimately at stake in the case of the structural identity of the narrative
function as well as in that of the truth claim of every narrative work, is the temporal character of
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human existence.”74 

Organizing the “temporal character of human existence” is a fundamental thing narratives
do for us, a main function. One event follows another and the narrative ties the events together and
represents them. So strong is our tendency and wish for chronology (ordering of time) that we as
readers even tend to invent causality in text.75 “My cat fell and got hurt. I smiled” – the
representation of events in that sentence might make me appear as a cruel cat owner since a reader
probably make a causal connection between the first and second sentence (that I smile because my
cat fell and got hurt), even though there is no proof of causality within the narrative itself.
Advertizement routinely make use of this human tendency to invent causality, take for instance a
car ad where a car is parked in front of a beautiful mountainous coastline.76 There is a narrative in
this ad, where driving this car is narratively connected with enjoying the beautiful landscape. The
process of putting the landscape and the car brand together – in effect that it is through owning this
car that one is able to enjoy the landscape – is done entirely by the receiver's ability and desire to
invent causality between disparate elements. 

But more important is the fact that events receive their meaning by this causality. My smile
receives its meaning through my cat's fall, and the car brand receives its meaning by connection to
the landscape. My smile is necessarily interpreted as having something to do with my cat, and the
brand as having something to do with the landscape. These are example of how we humans, through
narrative – not only the literary form of writing but as a form of reflexive analysis of disparate
information – create understanding of events in time through narrative. Events are thus loaded with
meaning, intention and action through narrative. This property of narrative of infusing events with
meaning is, for instance, emphasized by White who see it as part of the very definition of what a
narrative is.77

In the environmental history context, William Cronon, when writing about narratives in
historiographies of the American Plains, makes an important distinction between narrative and
chronicle. A Chronicle, says Cronon, is when the historian lists events rather than make connections
between them.78 By removing the connections one also removes the meaning, the importance, of
events. But moreover, the very construction of 'events' is an act that reveal a pre-understanding, a
bias: “A pure chronicle”, Cronon argues, “would have included every event that ever occurred
[…].” Such text, Cronon notes, is impossible to imagine, much less write, and it would not give us
that which we need in order to understand the past. Since every event, no matter how trivial, would
receive the same attention, no understanding of the relative importance of events would be offered
to the reader. Of the American Plains Cronon writes that “a colorful sunset in September 1623 […]
would occupy just as prominent a place as the destruction of the bison herds”. This is not
historiography nor history as we know it because it is not narrative, it does not offer us
interconnectedness, causality, meaning and agency. Simply put, it does not explain anything. 

That a “pure chronicle”, if this was possible, does not explain the past sufficiently is, at a
first glance, rather ironic since it seems to offer a specific sort of unbiased representation of the past
which ought to be attractive to the rational mind. In some sense, an unbiased listing of past events
ought to be close to a tentative definition of an objective historiography. But this apparent irony
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should be seen as an example of how deeply rooted narrative activity is in human existence: without
narrative, a description of events do not make sense to us. The feeling of irony stem from the idea
(or ideal) that human beings are primarily rational beings, when we probably are just as much
narrative beings. From the effortless, or even reflexive, construction of events to the seemingly
reflexive tendency to seek causality and meaning in representations and symbols, one can draw the
conclusion that narrative is a central human trait. Indeed, it has been argued that the propensity for
narrative is what distinguishes humans from other animals, that narrative is “the central function or
instance of the human mind”.79 As such, theories concerning narrative use and function appear in a
number of disciplines, from psychology, medicine, history, philosophy, and the arts. Such integral
human abilities as symbolic thinking (including language)80 and memory can be seen as narrative
acts.81

Organizing time is, again, a central part of the narrative function, but narrative results in a
specific kind of organization of time. There are, for example, other ways than through narrative or
chronicle to organize and express time – with the help of a clock for instance. A clock or some other
time piece give us an 'objective' organization of time, an organization devoid of meaningfulness. A
chronicle based on clock-time would lend the same amount of attention to events insofar as they
took the same amount of clock-time. Such a chronicle, as a thought experiment, makes it quite
obvious that the chopping up of time into distinguishable units called events, with clear beginnings
and endings, is an arbitrary process. Obviously, also a chronicle based entirely on clock-time would
be virtually unintelligible to human beings, it would probably more resemble a computer log than a
'story'. What narrative does for us – why narrative is so central to our organization of temporal
existence – is that it allows us to “shape time according to human priorities”,82 into what Ricœur
terms human time.83 Narrative allows the events themselves to create the pace of time, and by
choosing what events are important, and how demarcate them, time can crawl to a halt or rush past
us in a dazzling speed. To exemplify, I engage in fiction writing by extend my example with my cat
from above: 

As I recall, it was in August 1992 that my cat fell from the top of the bookshelf, hitting the
protruding backs of Shakespear's collected works in the process, landing head first on my
computer keyboard. After patching the miserable and mangled guy up, I looked at my
computer screen and smiled as I saw that the impact of his fury face had miraculously
written on the screen the word 'tommygun'. Twenty-three years later, when the cat was long
gone, I could not but sympathize with my old cat, standing there on the pavement all
mangled up from the fall from the roof as I did, as Ralph the Thug held said weapon to my
face. 

Note how the cat's fall is as in slow motion, a second in clock time is elongated over almost two
lines of text, given plenty of detail. Then time speeds up, the patching up – minutes – is narrated in
about the same amount of words. Then time speeds up even more, with twenty three years rushing
by in one sub-clause. Clocktime is not what determines how much attention is payed to different
events – it is the events themselves, depending on their importance for the plot, that determine how
fast time goes by in the narrative. This is an example of “human time” understood through a
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narrative, but it is also an example of increased narrativity – richness, detail and color to a narrative.

There are four more concepts related to narrative that need to be examined. Those concepts
are plot – or emplotment, the process of construction a plot – masterplot, type, and plotline. These
concepts have traditionally more to do with what we usually think of as 'stories' rather than the
reflexive narrative thinking described above. But I would like to expand the importance of these
concepts into the realm of reflexive thinking by exemplifying how these concepts are part of our
reflexive way of using the narrative function to understand reality around us. 

A plot is, according to Ricœur and his reading of Aristotle, an operation, not a static
structure, which creates a “synthesis between heterogeneous elements”; a plot “serves to make one
story out of the multiple incidents”. A plot has a wholeness to it, a beginning, a progression and an
end, and events are more than just occurences – events are what contributes to the progression,
beginning and end of the plot.84 This has some interesting repercussions, namely that events are to
some degree chosen to belong to a narrative insofar as they contribute to the plot. 

For fiction, this is fairly self-evident: writers rarely include events that do not fit or
contribute to the over-arching idea of the plot, or details that do not contribute to the narrativity of
the piece. This holds interesting conclusions for the field of history, which is relevant for this thesis.
Do historians do the same as fiction writers, that is, including such events that fit and contribute to
the plot and exclude events that do not? If so, where does the pre-understanding of the plot that they
seek to confirm come from? One can choose to regard the historian's plot as emerging from the
sources that he/she has access to, but even before this, the historian must have asked specific
questions based on his/her pre-understanding to find those specific sources. And if narrative is as
fundamental a trait to human existence as proposed, there is good reason to assume that ideas of
plots help guide the historian – or researchers in general – in formulating research questions.85 This
thesis is no exception as I already in the introduction explained my experiences as an activist in
Gállok, and the two men giving speeches to us activists. That narrative is justified exactly because it
reveals my pre-understanding and set a narrative frame for the emergence of the research question
in this thesis. 

I propose that the historian can include events insofar as they contribute to a preconceived
plot to varying degrees. It is not an either/or operation, even though the argument has been made
that history is to an overwhelming degree 'just' narrative.86 To my mind, there is a continuum from
'objectivity' to 'propaganda' in historiography where neither is fully attainable within normal
academic parameters. Objectivity can not be achieved since the historian necessarily must interpret
sources and does so unavoidably from his/her position, and propagandistic historiography, given
that it is written within at least somewhat critical academic settings, must to some extent be based in
actual sources. A certain historiography can therefore never be totally true and never totally make-
belief, but positioned somewhere in between – and this is fortunate since it is exactly the narrative
function in historiography that renders it meaningful to us. In a word, we do not want
historiography to be make-belief/propaganda or objective but somewhere in the middle. This is
basically the main line of the argument proposed by Fullbrook who anchor the relevance of history
in the social and cultural settings within the academia in which it is produced.87  

But it is not only historians who create histories. We all do. We all have ideas about history –
who were important figures, important events, what those people and events 'meant'. And we also
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have our individual histories, our experiences of life. Freeman, for instance, approaching narrative
theory from the discipline of psychology, makes the case that “[…] the self […] is constituted,
defined, and articulated through its history.”88 Do each of us, individually, also create histories
based on preconceived plots? I would argue that we most certainly do, and I will elaborate more
thoroughly on this topic in the section “Future narratives, temporal ontologies, and 'grand
narratives'” below.  

The notion of preconceived plots brings us to the idea of masterplot which is a plot that is
culturally anchored, easily recognized by members of the culture, oft-repeated in various forms
(that is, various narratives). Masterplot is sometimes referred to as master narrative, but since
different narratives would then be different renditions of master narratives, the term master
narrative seems ill-chosen. In fact, there has been suggestions for another term, story skeleton, for
the same thing, signaling that masterplots are much more 'skeletal' and adaptable to different
forms.89 

Masterplots can be virtually universal. Common masterplots for western culture, which may
be universal (a claim I am not ready to make, however) are for instance The Quest (Exodus, Lord of
the Rings), The Escape (The Count of Monte Cristo, Midnight Express), The Sacrifice (Jesus Christ,
Saving Private Ryan), The Forbidden Love (Romeo and Juliette, Titanic).90 Whenever we start
watching a movie or read a book where we from early on have a pretty good hunch how the story
will progress and end, it is a fair chance we are dealing with a masterplot.

Masterplots are more than just stories we know. This is important. They are operations by
which we interpret reality; they are 'mental maps' onto which we try to fit the reality we see outside
ourselves even it it does not fit very well.91 Masterplots are, as it were, culturally sanctioned
templates for interpreting reality around us. Masterplots thus have similar functions as discourses
and could be thought of as a particular form of discourse. I will elaborate more on this in the section
“Discourse and narrative” below.

What constitutes a masterplot exactly is hard to say. But they often, if not always, come with
specific types. A type is a recurring kind of character.92 The troubled but daring seeker of The Quest
masterplot, the tormented and wise sacrificer from The Sacrifice masterplot, are examples. A type
does not necessarily have to be a human character. Land, water, and animals may also be types in
masterplots, for instance the island, cultivated and turned from wilderness to civilization, in
Robinson Crosoe, or the white whale in Moby Dick. When a type is too shallowly described, and
appears too predictable, we often call the character a stereotype. Masterplots can also be rendered
stereotypically in which case the narrative appears as too simple, shallow and cliché.  

Masterplots and their types can be vital for various forms of identity formation, among them
national identity. Abbott, when discussed masterplots forming the national identity of North
America, brings up the example of Horatio Alger. Horatio Alger was an extremely productive
American writer of the 19th century, who repeated in a vast number of works the masterplot of the
tattered and poor man who through hard work and clean living achieved fortune. This could be
called the American Dream masterplot, and for the American identity, this masterplot is very
important and oft-repeated. But there are other, conflicting masterplots as well, for instance that of
the Discriminated Black Man, or that of Manifest Destiny which help form the American national
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identity, which in Abbotts words: “[ … ] is a complex weave of numerous, often conflicting,
masterplots”93 These masterplots and others contribute to forming the American national identity,
and influence individuals' formation of identity. 

The construction of identities and subject positions through masterplots is important in the
present thesis. Masterplots concerning mining, and masterplots with relevance for colonial relations
(listed below), are important in the formation of a Swedish identity in the discourse.   

A plotl ine, finally, denotes the development within a plot, whether it ends 'better or worse
then it starts'. Academically and analytically, it is perhaps a vague concept, but it is intuitive. Are
things better in the end of a plot than in the beginning? Are the characters (the types) wiser, richer,
more mature, developed or ruined? In what ways have they changed? The characters in a Quest
masterplot are often wiser and richer in the end than in the beginning, even if the quest has its tolls,
while one or both of the lovers are dead in the Forbidden Love masterplot. This is where the
traditional concepts of tragedy and comedy can be applied.

In this thesis, all concepts explained here will be used. But before I continue, I need to
elaborate as to what extent they are relevant as tools in order to answer the research question in this
thesis. In other words, how can this framework, this terminology, be of assistance in the present
thesis? In order to be relevant, two conclusions has to be made explicit. Firstly, we can assume that
the history of colonialism and racism in the western world (and Sweden more specifically) has
generated a number of colonial masterplots, or other masterplots with importance for colonial
relations and the construction of identities. I will try to list a few of these masterplots below that I
believe I can identify and which I believe are relevant for the upcoming analysis. These colonial
masterplots are 'mental maps' which people repeatedly put to use in order to interpret and describe
the world around them, or consciously use as rhetorical devices for discursive effects. 

Secondly, narrative activity is a central human trait; we reflexively organize our
understanding in the form of narratives, and masterplots are almost instantly recognizable to us.
This means that a speaker does not have to tell the entire masterplot narrative in order to activate the
rhetorical leverage, the force, of that masterplot. A single phrase can turn the listener's mind in the
direction of a familiar masterplot, encourage him/her to interpret the narrative in that light, and in
turn also try to fit the characters of the narrative into the types of that masterplot. A proud “I'm
going on a mission” as one heads out to the supermarket comically draws on The Quest masterplot;
a concerned “she's your Juliette” from a friend can draw attention to the hopelessness of a
relationship you are in by drawing on The Forbidden Love masterplot. This is important for this
thesis since the sources investigated – like government reports and parliamentary debates – do not
allow for entire masterplots to be narrated from beginning to end. But the rhetorical leverage of
masterplots are still often applied.

And conversely, and maybe more importantly, these masterplots, being part of our cultural
metaphoric vocabulary as it were, can many times be expressed unintentionally. Saying, for
instance, that Norrland is “wild” and “desolate” are so standard expressions they usually pass
without much notice (even though what today is called Norrland has been populated since the last
ice age).94 This, I would argue, are all expressions of a masterplot about Norrland (or colonized
lands in general perhaps) that renders the indigenous population invisible, portraying the land as 'up
for grabs', as Terra Nullius – “no man's land” – as the Romans called it.

Masterplots can sometimes even be woven into the discourse on the text level itself not just
at the discourse practice level, that is, into the words themselves. Above I wrote about “Norrland”,
but I did so deliberately to make a point. Norrland (literally: 'North Land') is what constitutes
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roughly half or more of Sweden's land mass, and it is obviously named so because the people who
defined and named it were to the south if it. 'Norrland' is north of whatever and whomever is
important enough to define the world. Within that word – 'Norrland' – an entire masterplot could
arguably be read concerning the relationship between the north and south of Sweden. 

In a positivist research tradition there is obviously a focus on that which is positively there,
that is, in the case of language, that which is expressed, not that which is not expressed. It is
extremely rare that politicians in the Swedish Parliament use the word colonialism or use terms that
we directly associate with colonialist power structures and thought frames in regards to Sápmi,
even if and when referencing to the past, which is discussed in the analytical chapters of this thesis.
A naïve, positivist approach would then be to assume that no colonialism exists or has ever existed
since it is not spoken of. Indeed, if the assumption of discourse analysis is correct, if the words are
not there, then neither is the thought. But that can not mean that actual practices and attitudes,
patterns of exploitation, resource flows, and distribution power within and outside discourse, are
not patterned after, or was established through, colonialism. A critical analysis such as presented
here must therefore invent tools for investigation of  that which is not explicit, the in part invisible
and untold, which is still there and informs decision-making and formulation of policy. One should
not forget that silencing, rendering invisible, and exclusion from the forums of discourse are among
the most potent power measures available to maintain hegemonies. It is therefore unacceptable in
critical research, in my opinion, to let the hegemonic discourse, with its particular fixations of
meaning, inform how to design critical research into that same hegemonic discourse. Just because
Swedish politicians do not speak or think of themselves as colonialists does not mean that they are
not pursuing politics with colonial origins or effects. A researcher interested in analyzing power
relations and inequality must therefore have tools to at least tentatively approach the implicit and
assumed in discourse and try to look beyond the ideologies of hegemony. An analysis of Swedish
political discourse using the terminology and theory from narrative theory described here can help
do that, I believe. Discourse analysis may not on its own reach just as far as a narrative approach –
analyzing the ideologies of discourse is crucial, but will not reveal masterplots, narratives and
temporal organization in the same way as narrative theory based methodology will. It is my
position that the two frameworks can be used successfully in conjunction. 

Behind the facade of ideologically laden matter-of-factness in discourse, there are
narratives, there are masterplots, there are types – this is what narrative theory applied in this
fashion may help to uncover. Both the fact that colonialism has led to the establishment of
masterplots, and the fact that a speaker may draw on these masterplots through partial or even
unconscious use of them, makes the communicative event where a speaker in a position of power
use the leverage of colonial masterplots valuable points of entry into a many times opaque and
paraphrased discourse.

 

2.4. Colonial masterplots

I try here to list a few colonial masterplots which I believe I can identify and which I believe are
relevant for this thesis. Some of these masterplots are bound to be more relevant than others in
analyzing current discourse, but I believe all of them, in different discourses in history, has been or
are still employed substantially to portray Sámi and the north of Sweden. 

Masterplots are arbitrary in the sense that there is no formula to easily demarcate them. They
often overlap (The Escape and the Quest masterplots described above could for instance be said to
belong to an even larger masterplot going back to ideas of Purgatory). Someone else making a list
like this would possibly end up with a different categorization than I. I do not claim that this list is
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exhaustive.  

The Terra Nullius masterplot: The land is empty, up for grabs, and the plot line suggest that the
land not only can but deserves to be 'improved'. Cronon extract this quality from American Plains
narratives where the landscape is described as “a stagnant pool”, “raw materials”, “waste”, and “an
uninhabited wasteland” in the beginning of the plot to later, through the workings of civilization, be
transformed into something refined and “better”.95 The land is of course not really empty at all but
is generally perceived and represented as such as the original occupants are lacking the rights to the
land for one reason or another (they are not organized in nation states, they are not christians, they
are not farmers, etcetera). The land itself is an important type in this masterplot. The land is what is
developed by a nation, an industry or a people, who make it – in their eyes – better. (Narratives:
countless Westerns, Star Trek, colonial historiographies, Columbus 'discovering' the 'new world').

The Robinson Crusoe masterplot: Shares a lot with the Terra Nullius masterplot but is more
individualistic. A lone survivor, an adventurer, a settler or entrepreneur leads the way in this 'empty'
land. The focus is on toil and hardships, (western) ingenuity to solve problems and the discovery of
'strange lands'. The protagonist (most often a man) can get to know the indigenous people, but if he
does it is the indigenous who are changed most dramatically by the encounter. The focus is on
character development of the protagonist who most often return to civilization or is saved.
(Narratives: Robinson Crusoe, Carl Linneaus' Lachesis Lapponica: A Tour in Lapland , Meriwether
Lewis, Lars Monsen: Kanada på tvers). 

The Lost Culture masterplot: A romantic or nostalgic masterplot, it seems to pay homage to the
nobility of lost (or about-to-be lost) cultures, neglecting that many of these cultures still exist but do
not fit the romanticized ideal of indigenous people. This masterplot brings relief to the colonialists
because the progression of 'civilization' is regarded as more or less unavoidable. With
unavoidability comes freedom from responsibility. The masterplot can end in roughly two ways. It
can end with 'civilization' progressing (as in Dances with Wolfes) or with the resistence to it being
too strong (as in Avatar). The plot line can therefore vary. Types include the 'noble savage', the 'evil
colonialist', and a westerner who is changed, who 'goes over to the other side'. (Narratives:
Pocahontas, The Last Samurai, Lawrence of Arabia). 

The Noble Savage masterplot: Here the indigenous peoples are portrayed as part of nature rather
than culture. Their nobility, their inherent ecological savvy, is peaceful, harmonic and infantile. The
influence of western culture is seen as harmful and the fragile 'nature's children' need protecting.
The indigenous person is not someone who makes much noise, does not drive a snow mobile, have
a cell phone, or live in the city. When civilization comes around, the noble savage slowly shakes
his/her head and shies away, opting for the peacefulness of nature instead. This is a masterplot
where the indigenous do not change much, do not want change, and where indigeneity is something
more or less fixed. It is up to benevolent colonialists to 'protect' them from the evils of 'civilization'.
Ultimately, however, this protection is futile as the progression of 'civilization' is unavoidable.
(Narratives: The Mission, Jimmy Nelson's Before They Pass Away).

The Development/Industrial Production/White Man's Burden masterplot: I lump these
together because they have much in common, and they could be seen as representing more of a
thought structure, a red thread, common in many colonial masterplots rather than a masterplot in
themselves. With this said, I will in the thesis refer to this masterplot/red thread as the Development
masterplot. The idea where 'raw materials' are transformed into 'finished product' is the linear
production apparatus of modern industrial production; it is the masterplot of industrialism, as it

95 Cronon (1992), p. 1351.
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were. This is not necessarily colonial, but the structure is recurring in colonial masterplots. For
instance in the Terra Nullius masterplot, with the 'raw material' beginning, developed by colonial
forces into a better state, into finished product. Obviously, the word 'development' is central here,
involving change supposedly inherently for the better. This development is good, something
everyone ought to want, but it is also exclusively defined as westernization. In this sense, this
masterplot is closely related to the idea of the 'White Man's Burden', justifying colonialism as a
noble cause. Compare the White Man's Burden idea to the idea of 'developing countries' expected to
be thankful for the introduction of western technology and the inclusion into western institutions
and economic systems. The line between neocolonialism and development can sometimes be
difficult to draw.

The Nation State masterplot(s)/narratives: A similar linear development can be found in
narratives about nation states, born out of dim and/or cruel beginnings, as they are often pictured,
developed over time into glorious, powerful and naturalized institutions. Narratives about nations
can take a number of forms and plots – Rise/Fall, David/Goliath, Good/Evil – but what makes
nation state narratives important to bring up is that they work to unify, in some sense to make, a
homogenous 'people', no matter what masterplot(s) the narratives employ. Not seldom, this is done
through the reminiscence and nostalgia over a more or less imagined lost past.96 “[… A] national
history functions like a 'story of the tribe', providing the people with a sense of shared origins, a
common past and a collective identity in the present.”97 

2.5. Narrative and discourse – historical narratives

[N]arrative analysis deals with a pervasive genre of communication through which we
enact important aspects of our identities and relations with others. It is partly through
narrative discourse that we comprehend the world and present our understanding of it to
others.98

In this section I would like to clarify the distinctions that I make between discourse and narrative.
This has ramifications for how my analyses are actually conducted and structured. In relation to
making the analytical distinction between discourse and narrative clearer, I will also introduce some
key concepts for my analyses.

Discourse is language as social practice, not as behavior or pure linguistics. Discourse is
meaning making, connected to – a prerequisite for – ontology and philosophy, politics and power.
Discourse comes in various forms, various genres – news reports, fairy tales, political speeches,
crime novels, etcetera. I disagree with Jaworski and Coupland, quoted above, when they call
narrative a genre, but I do agree with them that narrative is pervasive in discourse. Ordering events
in time, the narrative function, is pervasive in many genres, and a fundamental human ability
expressed in discourse. 

Narrative is ideological in a number of ways. To construct a narrative, events has to be,

96 Lahtinen, Sara, “A valuable Void: How Nostalgic Reminiscence and Grief over a Lost Past Constitutes Part of 
Cultural Identity”, Master thesis, 2012, found online at: http://www.diva-
portal.org/smash/get/diva2:584359/FULLTEXT01.pdf.

97 McLeod (2000), p. 70.
98 Jaworski and Coupland (1999), p. 32. 
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simultaneously, chosen to belong to the narrative and constructed. The narrator must choose what
he/she regards as worthwhile to communicate and artificially chop up and reassemble the unbroken
continuum of time into delimited, separable units – events. Both these processes are laden with
choices, and even if the speaker attempts to create an objective representation, choices are
inexorably part of communicating information in narrative form. Often, too, the speaker tries to
make a point, engage or provoke the listener, win sympathies, promote him-/herself, etcetera, which
may influence what is chosen to be included or excluded in the narrative. In other words, what the
speaker wants to achieve influences what the speaker chooses to include in the narrative. The
speaker emplot the narrative, furthermore, for certain effects and may use known plot structures –
masterplots – to evoke a desired response from the listener. The narrative is thus constructed in
discursive practice, that is, in conjunction with the audience as a social practice.

Jaworski and Coupland point out that even though narrative can not be regarded as
objective, narratives may still be employed as “objectifying devices”.99 For instance, telling a
historical narrative, constructed and partial as it may be, can lend an air of objectivity to a certain
action in the present. It is important to remember that narrative is not a structure (I would call it an
operation) which belongs only in the realm of fiction, but is employed in matter-of-fact
descriptions, in commonsensical representations of reality. Narrative can therefore be regarded as an
operation, or a form of discourse, which may be used to communicate the
commonsensical/ideological of discourse. 

Discourse and narrative as concepts can sometimes be used almost synonymously, and the
confusion may run deeper by my introducing the concept of masterplot. Masterplot, as described
above, can function as culturally sanctioned templates for interpreting reality – and that could be
said to be exactly what discourses and hegemonies in particular are all about. Furthermore, some
scholars write about 'narrative discourse' which might further the confusion. The risk for overlaping
concepts and confusion is evident. I will try to clear the confusion up.

The way I see it, a fundamental question in order to clear up some of the confusion is
whether all discourse is narrative or not. White, to begin with, seems to regard narratives as 'stories'
with plot structures which infuses meaning into the events of a representation.100 If plot structure is
a part of the definition of narrative, then it is also obvious that not all discourse is narrative, just like
White points out – not all that is communicated in discourse is structured with a plot, with a
beginning, progression and end. Furthermore, the 'strict' definition that narrative is  “the
representation of an event or a series of events” (for example, “my cat fell and got hurt”) can lead
one to assume that if events are not clearly discernable (“my cat is hurt”), then it can not be called
narrative. 

So in the strictest sense, narrative can be defined by the grammatical functions that produces
events (“my cat fell and got hurt”) rather than description of states (“my cat is hurt”), as well as
those events being tied together and given their meaning through a plot structure with discernable
beginning, progression and end. A narrative is in this perspective a story with a plot representing
events in time, not a plot-less description of states. 

But to me, this is too strict a definition. The reason for this is that there are plenty of
communicative acts where narrative is obviously activated but where events, in this strict sense, are
non-existent. Consider, for instance, the opening remarks in by a Social Democrat in a
parliamentary debate about mining: 

There is a broad consensus in Sweden about the importance of the mining industry in
99 Ibid. Italics in original.
100 White (1987), p. 2.
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Sweden. It has in the past, and will in the future, constitute an important foundation for our
ability to maintain employment and welfare.101

In the strict sense, there are no events here and this speech act would thus fall outside the definition
of what a narrative is. History is here told entirely in a “my cat is hurt” grammar. But there is a plot,
and there is a plot line, and there is also an ordering of time. There is a description of Sweden
throughout time – in other words, this narrative offers an understanding of time. It could be said to
contain a plot, describing what Sweden used to be, what it is, and what it will be. And the plot line –
flat, all the way from past and into the future – invites an interpretation of unavoidability of the
continuation of the mining industry's development. Mining is 'natural' to the existence of Sweden.
In fact, one could argue that there is a form of intertextuality between plots in this example, where
this plot is set together with the history of Sweden as a nation state, i.e. the progress from dark and
cruel beginnings to a prosperous future. The plot line in the quoted narrative is flat, but seen
intertextually connected to the progressive plot line of the nation state narrative, it is implicitly
given a progressive inclination.

In this thesis, therefore, I will not regard all discourse as narrative. Narrative is reserved for
discourse which position events or states in temporal existence, and is at least somewhat organized
in a plot structure and/or give the impression of a plot line. Grammatically, though, the narration of
a state is unavoidably positioned in temporal existence – saying, for instance, that “the sky is blue”
organizes the sky's state (blue) in the present time by the predicate “is”. Saying that the sky will be
blue, or that it was blue, also positions the state in time. This means that any description of a state is
unavoidably a positioning of that state in temporal existence through the workings of the
grammatical tense (at least in English and Swedish). The key, then, to identify narrative must lie in
identifying a plot structure and plot line, which leads us back to White's conclusion since the
function of plots and plot lines is to instill meaning into events (or states). 

A plot line can be rather unsophisticated. The sentence “the sky is blue, tomorrow it will be
overcast” suggest a plot line, a development in the state for the worse  – given, of course, that one
thinks a blue sky is better than a grey one. Plots are more complex than the mere changing of states
and the subjective evaluation of those changes. Plots not only consist of changes in states or the
ordering of events. A plot communicates a beginning and/or an origin, a progression or series of
changes, bringing together and giving meaning to heterogenous elements, and an ending with some
sort of moral, goal or plot line. A plot often also reveal intent and agency; types or characters make
choices and develop. 

Since this thesis deal with the construction and use of history by actors in Swedish mining
affairs, and since narrative is about the ordering of time, historical narratives is the concept I
choose to use to refer to this segment of discourse. Historical narratives are the narratives about the
past, riddled with choices of what and who to include and exclude in the narrative (what and who is
important, what and who is not). They are constructed as plots in various ways, for instance by
beginning somewhere in the past, with some key event(s), key figures (types), by describing
progression and changes over time, and end in (and explain, give meaning to) the present situation.
They can also extend into the future, be open-ended, where a particular historical narrative leads up
to the present and is expected to continue into the future – as in the block quote above. The meaning
of the present, of the progression and the beginning, all help shape the plot line. The Marxist view
on history is a case in point, were a 'grand narrative', with distinguishable agents (classes) and their

101 Ingela Nylund Watz (Social Democrat), “Debatt och beslut: Mineralpolitiska frågor”, betänkande 2013/14:NU14, 
2014-03-19. My translation. Swedish original: “Det råder bred enighet i Sverige om gruvnäringens betydelse för 
Sverige. Den har utgjort och kommer även framledes att utgöra en viktig bas för vår förmåga att upprätthålla 
sysselsättningen och vår välfärd.”
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actions (class struggles), will result in an end with a communist utopia.102

The historical narrative is part of the discourse proscribing how to understand the world in a
larger sense. With a different discourse comes by necessity a different historical narrative. For
example, consider the different historical narratives harbored by ecomodernists and anarcho-
primitivists, discussed above. It is unthinkable that an anarcho-primitivist would consider
industrialism to be good and an expression of humans' endless capacity for progress; and it would
be equally unthinkable for the ecomodernist to consider industrialism as an expression of human
destructiveness, violence and tendency to create her own collapse. Historical narratives are, again,
part of the discourse, part of the ideology/power created in discourse. This is why discourse and
historical narrative together shape the understanding of humans' place in and relationship to nature,
which is one of the research goals with this thesis. Discourse and historical narratives together
creates knowledge about the border between culture and nature, ethical behavior and actions,
rationality, and what is desirable to achieve and what is desirable to avoid in environmental matters.
In this sense, history, and what historical narratives are told, are key to understanding both the
origin but also the constitution of a perspective on nature in a discourse.

It is important, though, to understand that historical narratives are not necessarily very overt
and explicit, especially not in formal, rule-bound genres of government reports and parliamentary
debates. Many times, references to history take on a rather vague, over-arching and
commonsensical tone. This means that they are often shared by many (since there is obviously no
need to go deeper into explanations) and ideological. To understand and investigate these narratives
(or, perhaps, this narrative, in singular, in the hegemonic discourse) it is required of the analyst to
reconstruct the narrative from multiple sources and communicative events. It requires something
akin to an analytical patchwork, not necessarily digging very deep in few sources but instead
picking out segments from many. 

2.6. Future narratives and temporal ontologies

A methodological problem I have sought to overcome in this thesis is to find means to explore 'that
which is not said' in the political discourse on mining in Sweden. It is quite clear to me, from my
political engagements and experiences as an activist, that there are dispositions, attitudes,
knowledge formations, etcetera, in the political discourse which stem from colonial relations but
which are difficult, or even impossible, to positively pinpoint when analyzing the discourse. The
methodological problem I have sought to overcome is that the discourse is overwhelmingly opaque
and paraphrased. Current attitudes, the naturalization of unequal resource flows and political and
physical power, are simply not regarded as expressions of, or stemming from, colonialism. They are
not considered problematic at all. I therefore have had to formulate an external definition, as it
were, of what I regard as colonialism in order to be able to discern whether colonialism is indeed
part of the political agenda. I have chosen to make use of narrative theory in conjunction to more
conventional discourse analysis which may further my capability to look deeper into the opaque
discourse.

But there is one more theoretical assumption which I need to explore which will give me the
possibility to look even further, and that has to do with how we think of time.

What is the value of history? Commonly, the value of history is that we can learn from the

102 Fullbrook (2002), p. 14 ff.
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past,103 even though there has been more modest claims as to the merit of history.104 But regardless
of the academic debate concerning the merit, philosophy and nature of history, saying that it is
important to learn from history is rather a common position among academics and non-academics
alike, in my opinion. But why should we learn from history? This question is not so often asked
because it seems rather self-evident: we should learn from history so that we may make better
judgements and decisions in the present. And why is that important? Well, again, the answer is self-
evident: so that we may get a better future.

It is, in other words, a common assumption that we should learn from history so that we
make informed decisions today which will lead us to a better future. History, the present, and the
future are thus tied together in a way which lend import to the history discipline. 

This tying-together of past, present and future is not something that belongs only to history
as an academic discipline. The way I see it, and this is my main argument here, we all make use of
history in the present for future needs in virtually all conscious human action. Almost any act is
guided by our individual knowledge and experience of the past in order to accomplish a desired
goal in the future. Something as mundane as shopping at the supermarket is something we do
because we want to eat in the future, and we know to go to the supermarket, choose what to buy,
etcetera, based on our past experiences and accumulated knowledge. Or take yet another example:
writing this argument. The reason I write this argument is so that a reader may understand my
reasoning in the end (that is, in the future), and in the long run so that I will receive the degree of
M.Phil. in Environmental History. And in the process of formulating the argument I draw on all
kinds of knowledges and experiences from my past, from my learning english, to the embodied
knowledge of how to handle a computer, to the knowledge of the human mind given to me through
years of education and reflection, etcetera. Apart from unconscious actions, the autonomous
reflexes of the body, all conscious actions arguably depend on perceptions of the past and the future.

Saint Augustine is one of the earliest philosophers to contemplate the very nature of time.
His formulations and conclusions are quite apt for this thesis, as he writes:

Wherever [the past and the future] are and whatever they are they exist therefore only as
present. Although we tell of past things as true, they are drawn out of the memory – not the
things themselves, which have already passed, but words constructed from the images of
the perceptions which were formed in the mind, like footprints in their passage through the
senses.105    

The past and the future are “words constructed” in the present – a formulation which sounds almost
eerily modern. The past and the future do not exist in any real sense but are constructed by words
and images – in other words, by narrative and discourse. The present – however fleeting – is
characterized by our ability to act, and my argument is that we constantly – individually,
consciously or unconsciously – act in the present in accordance with our individual understandings
of the past and the future. 

There is, again, a risk for some conceptual confusion here. I have used the term historical

103 For instance: Carr (1961), p. 20, and Collingwood, R., G., The Idea of History,Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2005 (1946), p. 10.

104 von Ranke, one of the founding scholars of the modern historical discipline, wrote: “History has been ascribed the 
office of judging the past in order to teach the contemporary world for use of future years; the present attempt is not
subservient to such high offices; it only seeks to show how it actually was”. In Fullbrook (2002), p. 13. Fullbrook's 
translation.

105 Saint Augustine, Confessions, book XI, Ch. XVIII. Read at: http://faculty.georgetown.edu/jod/augustine/conf.pdf. 
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narrative for shared perceptions of history within a discourse, while I here speak of individuals'
understanding. I will retain my earlier meaning for the term historical narrative and not expand it.
Historical narratives refer, in other words, to the shared narratives of history within a discourse. But
there is also room and need for an expansion of the concept since an individual – however much a
subscriber of a certain historical narrative in discourse – have personal experiences, stories and
memories that belongs only to him/her which shape that individual's perception of the past, and
result in a unique perspective, a unique understanding. I will refer to this individual understanding
of the past as individual historical narratives. A person's individual historical narrative refers to that
person's amassed and total idea of everything past everywhere, combining discursive historical
narratives and personal experiences, including embodied knowledge. 

The tying-together of past and future to inform action in the present means that not only the
past but also the future is formed and negotiated through discourse. I will refer to these perceptions
of the future as future narratives and individual future narratives respectively, analogous to the
historical ditto. A future narrative is negotiated and struggled over in very much the same way as
historical narratives are negotiated and struggled over in discourse. For instance, the discursive
struggles between different discourses on mining affairs in the Swedish north/Sápmi is not only
struggles over history or the present, but also over the future, over what kind of future is good for
the people and the environment in the Swedish north/Sápmi, what future is desirable and attainable
and which is not.

When making decisions in the present, there is constantly a dialogue within ourselves
between the past and the future. So much so in fact, I would argue, that there is a need for a term for
this 'dialogue', for this apparent oneness of temporal reflexivity. In my readings, I have not come
across this line of reasoning nor a concept that seems intuitively suitable to describe it. Though I am
surely not the first to have regarded the cognition of human action in this narrative/temporal
fashion, I will have to run the risk of treading on toes by inventing a term of my own. I will call this
temporal totality, where individual historical narratives and individual future narratives converge
and shape actions and decisions, a person's temporal ontology. 

2.7. The metanarrative of late capitalism, and 'capitalist 
realism'

I would also like to extend the term temporal ontology to discourses as well. A certain discourse
comes with certain historical and future narratives, and it could be said that the manner in which
these narratives inform decision-making in the present – how the historical and future narratives of
the discourse converge to explain the present – is a discourse' temporal ontology. 

This is where the concept of metanarrative is relevant. I would argue that many political
ideologies (in the classical sense), like liberalism, marxism, and capitalism, comes not only with
narratives about history and the future, but that these narratives are tied together to form temporal
ontologies. Often called 'grand narratives' or, as I choose to call them, metanarratives, these
historical and future narratives, with their plot structures, plotlines and types, help explain how and
why the world was, is, and will become. Fullbrook puts it like this:

Marx inherited the somewhat metaphysical 'grand narrative' [from Hegel] in terms of
historical progress towards an ultimate goal, the 'end' of human history: in his case, this
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was to be an indistinctly defined, because as yet unrealised, communist society of plenty.
There have been many subsequent reactions against this, often simply replacing one grand
narrative with another, such as the rise of liberalism, democracy, 'Progress' – or, in the case
of postmodernism, with a narrative of chaos and indeterminacy.106

The 'end' of history in politico-ideological metanarratives – either in communism, in chaos, in
technological utopia, in freedom – all serve to give meaning to history, and history is in turn
narrated in such a way as to portray the past as leading, more or less unavoidably, towards the 'end'.
The 'middle', that is, the present, is where these narrative converge and are able to inform action.
The interesting thing here is not that these metanarratives are narratives – narrative is, like
explained above, a pervasive form of discourse – but that they can be understood as powerful
expressions of temporal ontologies, hegemonically informing action in the present. The very term
metanarrative I believe signals exactly this, that these are narratives which informs 'all' other
narratives within a discourse.

I would thus like to submit that also these metanarratives of political ideologies may be of
vital importance for colonial relations, and may form the ideological backbone for how power
relations are configured in a certain hegemony. Tracing such metanarratives in discourse can thus
give important insights as to how and why historical and future narratives are constructed the way
they are, as well as inform us as to why the present is represented the way it is. 

The metanarrative of late capitalism is of particular interest because of its current
dominating position, or, as Fisher elegantly puts it, that “[c]apitalism seamlessly occupies the
horizons of the thinkable”.107 The following description of the metanarrative of late capitalism
should be considered as yet another narrative with relevance for colonial relations. Even though
metanarratives could very well be called masterplots as well, I retain the two concepts as separate. A
metanarrative is the narrative of a political ideology in particular, and masterplots must be
considered as much more abundant and commonplace. One could say that all metanarratives are
masterplots, but far from all masterplots are metanarratives. 

Capitalism share, with many or most politico-ideological metanarratives, the idea and
centrality of technological progress. This progress, however, unlike in marxism, will not lead to
revolution and communism, but to something much more indistinct, plastic, and desacralized.
Jameson concluded that postmodernism (with its “chaos and indeterminacy”, as Fullbrook put it)
was the “cultural logic of late capitalism”,108 Fukuyama famously proposed that liberal capitalism
might be the “end of history”,109 and Fisher conceded, referreing to Zizek and Jameson, that “it is
easier to imagine the end of the world than the end of capitalism”.110 The capitalist grand narrative is
thus peculiar since its 'end' is not a state, but a process; a process of continuous capital
accumulation, technological progress, 'development', and reconfigurating reality111 – a sort of
permanence of change marks the 'end' in a capitalist metanarrative. This means that there is no
distant utopia towards which history is marching, but rather that we are already there. In a sense, the
future is already here.

On an academic and philosophical level, historical theory under late capitalism and
postmodernity has taken to question the positionality of the historian and emphasize the

106 Fullbrook (2002), p. 14.
107 Fisher, Mark, Capitalist Realism: Is There No Alternative?, Ropley: O Books, 2008, p. 8.
108 Jameson, Fredric, Postmodernism: Or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, U.S.: Duke University Press, 2003 

(1991).
109 Fisher (2008), p. 6 ff.
110 Ibid., p. 2.
111 Ibid., p. 54.
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narrative/discursive nature of all historiography, which in more extreme cases has led to regard all
history as so propagandistic and flawed that the very preoccupation with history at all has been
seriously questioned.112 Postmodernity, the cultural bedrock of late capitalism, comes – ironically –
with “the death of metanarratives”,113 which in itself, of course, make up a metanarrative. The point
is that history in itself, not only certain competing historical narratives, has been seriously
questioned under postmodernity in late capitalism. Postmodernity has, in a sense, created an anti-
metanarrative in which history is devalued of its importance in affecting the present, and all that
exists is a perpetual and amorphous now and a future in which it is impossible to even imagine an
alternative to capitalism.

The capitalist metanarrative thus appear as though history and the future (the idea of utopia
in the future) is no longer very relevant. We have already reached the end, and what came before is
no longer very important, and, either way, practically unknowable. What is important is the
perpetual and narcissistic now. 

Dystopic (utopic?) as this may sound, outside the ivory towers of academia, history is still
very much an active part of political and everyday discourse. And the academic discourse on the
philosophy of history has changed and become more reliable and firm since the heydays of
postmodern philosophy of the 1990's (which Fullbrook [2002] is a good example of and proponent
for). In the hegemonic political discourse in Sweden, in particular, I see a history viewed mainly
through the idea or lens of progress (in economic and technological terms). History seems to focus
on inventors, entrepreneurs, industries, and the state as types, as agents that changed history and
made Sweden progress from less developed states. The 'beginning' of the narrative is the dim and
dark times before modernity, though there are several examples in the present thesis of how the
present importance and meaning of the industry is projected far into history.114 The main period,
however, is the industrial era, which is a perspective which reaffirms the connection to
technological progress. The main 'article of faith', as it were, seems to be that things get better, that
humanity progresses, which is fundamentally the plot line as well (though it may be interspersed by
economic crises now and again). The march of progress is virtually inevitable in the long run. The
metanarrative thus make particular claims concerning human nature.

The Capitalist metanarraive is obviously linear. It is also intensely eurocentric in that the
history that matters is the history of industrial society and western ingenuity and economics. The
close historical ties – or interdependence – between colonialism and capitalism is, in my experience,
never part of the historical narrative of capitalism, at least not in Sweden. Structural racism and
other forms of discrimination are not central, but rather pictured as problems overcome by
capitalism, not things capitalism thrives on (like capitalists thriving on the repression of the working
class in marxism). Instead, capitalism and the adjacent technology get to represent a means of
escaping repression (such as unemployment and poverty). 

In this very broad, and largely subjective, summary of what I in this thesis regard as the
metanarrative of capitalism, it is important to note that capitalism as a word is rarely used at all, at
least not by politicians. Economy is the word used instead. From my perspective, it appears to be a
rhetorical device – anyone can have second thoughts about capitalism, so to speak, but who can be
against economy? Economy – to be careful not to waste resources needlessly, to get as much out of
what was put in – is fundamental to the very biology of living beings, whereas it is hardly accurate

112 For instance, Jenkins argued that “If […] historical knowledge has been fatally undercut by postmodern scepticisms
and relativisms and pragmatisms anyway, then not only is the question indeed raised as to what would a 'viable' 
postmodern history look like, but the question of why bother with one at all looks not only attractive but positively 
compelling.” Jenkins, Keith (1999), Why History? Ethics and Postmodernity, quoted in Fullbrook (2002), p. 57. 

113 Fullbrook (2002), p. 58.
114 See for instance the analysis of Hedstrom (2012) in chapter 5 in the present thesis.
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to consider all living beings capitalists. This rephrasing or omittence of the word capitalism in the
discourse is a sign of and a means for the naturalization of the capitalist metanarrative.

In relation to the metanarrative of late capitalism, I would like to bring up the concept of
capitalist realism introduced by Fisher. Capitalist realism is a term that, according to Fisher,
captures “[…] the widespread sense that not only is capitalism the only viable political and
economic system, but also that it is now impossible to even imagine a coherent alternative to it.”115

Fisher's succinct and lucid description of 'capitalist realism' is what I would call a capitalist
hegemony, but what Fisher brings into sharp view is how universally this hegemony creates a
'realims' of sorts. In the present thesis, some statements and historical narratives will inevitably not
fit neatly or confirm the capitalist metanarrative, but the burden of 'realism' – framed by the
capitalist hegemony – is still often the 'bottom line', the basis for how to interpret a situation.
Discursive transgressions of this sort are often short and excused, and speakers generally return to
the 'realism' of capitalism eventually. Fisher's emphasis on 'realism' reminds us how hegemonies
work, which is why 'realism' is an interesting analytical concept to use.   

2.8. Practical mothodology and structure of analyses

Each analysis of the discourse in different institutions is divided into two sections, apart from an
initial, short section where I elaborate on what source material I have chosen in order to make the
analysis. 

The first part is a discourse analysis, in which I aim to trace the ideologies of that discourse.
In particular, I am interested in how mining, Sweden, Sápmi, sustainability, development, and
nature – as well as other important conceptions in the discourse – are constructed and understood
ideologically. 

In the second part of each analysis, I aim to trace the historical and future narratives of the
discourse. Statements concerning history and the future are of particular interest. In these sections, I
try to discern what and who is represented in the historical and future narratives, what and who are
the agents in the narratives. In these sections I also investigate what masterplots and plot structures
are discernable, in particular those with bearing on colonial relation.

In the “Conclusions” section after the analyses, I will conclude and draw parallels between
the different discourses, draw conclusions as to commonalities and differences between them. This
is where I will represent the discourse more broadly. In the “Discussion” section I will then discuss
political implications and suggest further research.

The source material is approached through careful and close reading to seek answers to my
research question with the help of the theoretical framework explained in the theories and methods
section. 

115 Fisher (2008), p. 2. Italics in original.
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3. Analysis of Discourse and Narratives in the Swedish 
Government

3.1. Sources and disposition of analysis

Sweden's Minerals Strategy: For Sustainable Use of Sweden's Mineral Resources that Creates
Growth Throughout the Country (The Minerals Strategy for short) is the central document under
study in this analysis.116 Presented in March 2013, it is a strategy document, condensing the
Swedish Government's position and aims for the mining industry, published a few months before
the protests in Gállok. The Minerals Strategy was the product of a over a year of work by the
government, led by the Ministry of Enterprise and Innovation and spearheaded by the minister
responsible for mining affairs in Sweden, the Minister of Enterprise, Annie Lööf. During the
process resulting in the document, the government invited several mining interest organizations,
mining companies, mining unions, and government agencies to participate with their perspectives.
Four meetings, open to the public, were also held to discuss and shape the content of The Minerals
Strategy. 

To complement the analysis, other sources will also be part of the analysis. The
government's Mining Coordinator, Christina Lugnet, wrote a report to the Government regarding
needed actions to accommodate the expansion of the mining industry.117 Her work began in
september 2012 and the report was published in March 31, 2015. Lugnet's report functions as a
compliment to The Minerals Strategy and contains, in further detail, formulations of problems and
opportunities seen with the advancement of the mining industry. Lugnet was appointed by the
Minister of Enterprise and reported her findings to the Ministry of Enterprise and Innovation. The
Minister of Enterprise also wrote two debate articles directly concerning mining in the autumn of
2013, right after the protests in Gállok, which will also be part of the analysis.118 In January 2013,
Annie Lööf was the opening speaker at the yearly mining conference “Framtidens gruv- och
mineraldagar” at Grand Hôtel in Stockholm, and that speech will also be part of the analysis.119

Furthermore, Annie Lööf's chief of staff, Marie Wickberg, participated in the mining conference
“Bergforsk 2013” where she gave a presentation shortly after the publication of The Minerals
Strategy.120

The analysis has three subsequent parts. In the first part, ideological formations in The
Minerals Strategy are investigated using discourse analysis methods. In the second part, other
sources are investigated using the same methods, in particular Lugnet's report. In the third part,
116 Swedish Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and Communications, Sweden's Minerals Stratey: For Sustainable Use of 

Sweden's Mineral Resources that Creates Growth Throughout the Country, Article No. N2013:06. Read online at: 
http://www.government.se/content/1/c6/21/89/86/30eccfae.pdf, (accessed 2015-05-23).

117 Regeringens uppdrag angående gruvnäringens utmaningar, Hållbar gruvnäring kräver en klimatsmart 
industristrategi och en helhetssyn på Sveriges naturresurser: Förslag till Industri 5.0. Not published or printed by 
the government, but retrievable at the mining interest organization Svemin's website: 
http://www.svemin.se/MediaBinaryLoader.axd?MediaArchive_FileID=d52c562d-4e4f-43f2-a980-
0ec52dc30201&FileName=gruvsamordnarens+slutrapport.pdf, (accessed 2015-05-23).

118 Lööf, Annie, “Gruv och rennäringarna behöver kunna existera sida vid sida”, Västerbottenkuriren, 2013-09-06, 
http://www.vk.se/967728/annie-loof-gruv-och-rennaringarna-behover-kunna-existera-sida-vid-sida (accessed 2015-
05-23); Lööf, Annie, “Höga miljökrav på gruvor motiverar låg mineralavgift”, Dagens Nyheter, 2013-10-02, 
http://www.dn.se/debatt/hoga-miljokrav-pa-gruvor-motiverar-lag-mineralavgift/, (accessed 2015-05-23).

119 Transcript from this speech in appendix 1.
120 Stiftelsen Bergforsk, Sveriges mineralstrategi, Marie Wickberg, Stabschef Näringsdepartementet, [online video], 

2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8nqn1zmCoM&index=8&list=UUj2fsqo8kRRaWx3NayERnCQ, 
(accessed 2015-05-24).
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narratives and plot structures are investigated in all sources combined.  

3.2. Discourse analysis of The Minerals Strategy

Mineral resources or natural resources – both concepts are use interchangeably throughout The
Minerals Strategy – are described as “[…] vital for the global economy and a good quality of life”
(p. 8). This ideological formation of what “a good quality of life” is is reverberated throughout the
text in various ways (see for instance p. 14, 21, 46). In particular, it is connected to the idea,
expressed in the introduction signed by the Minister of Enterprise herself, that the Swedish mining
industry is important for when “[…] more people extricate themselves from poverty, build cities
and develop their industry” (p. 3). In other words, the picture of the rest of the world following, in
large part, a western model of development is interpreted as more people getting “a good quality of
life”, and for this development mining is central. This 'good life' is thus pictured as a high-tech way
of life, where industry and the global economy form the economic foundation. The discursive
formulation of what a good life is is important since it means that other perspectives on what a good
life is – for instance, traditional livelihoods and local and informal economies – are excluded from
the discourse.  

If mining is represented as vital in extricating people from poverty and bringing the good
life, then it stands to reason that there is more to mining than the mere search for profits and growth.
Mining is, in other words, set as a larger effort to contribute to a better world – mining is, in some
sense, a philanthropical enterprise. This ideological position is central to how mining is represented
in the text. Swedish mining is seen as helping developing countries (p. 46), developing Swedish
local societies and regions where “[…] investments have been conspicuous in their absence for a
long time” (p. 3), bringing sustainable development and what is referred to as “green growth” (p. 8),
and leading to what is considered “cultural environments of considerable value” (p. 28), among
other things. In short, mining is constructed as something more than an industry just interested in
earning profits and paying taxes to the state; it is in some sense an industry with a social and
environmental 'mission'.

One of the goals of The Minerals Strategy is to strengthen Sweden's position as the leading
mining and mineral nation of the EU (p. 3, 5, 8, 14, etcetera). This ambition, I believe, must be
viewed in light of the ideology that the mining industry makes the world better. The Minerals
Strategy is not simply a text with the aim toward Sweden and the country's mining industry
profiting. The ambition to retain and strengthen Swedish mining's competitiveness in the global
market, and to strengthen its position within the EU, is thus tied to a conception of Sweden as a
country that contributes to making the world better. The reasoning can be described as: The
Swedish government supports the mining industry, and the mining industry makes the world better,
so therefore Sweden makes the world better. Sweden and mining are to some extent intertwined
ideologically in the text, as both are forces for good in the world, interdependent on each other. This
is particularly obvious in the introduction by the minister mentioned above (p. 3). 

The intertwined nature of the ideological constructions of Sweden and mining is perhaps
best exemplified through the establishment of Sweden as a “mining nation” or a “leading mining
nation” (p. 3, 21, 45, 46). To call Sweden a “mining nation” means something more than the mere
acknowledgement of the fact that there are mines in Sweden – it suggests an identity and pride.
Sweden as a nation state is not only connected to the mining industry by means of an economic
interdependency, but also in terms of cultural significance. Recognizing Sweden as a “leading
mining nation” means that mining is not only important for the nation state as an institution, but for
how Swedishness is constructed in the text. 

As Sweden is ideologically intertwined with mining, it comes as no big surprise that Sápmi
is never mentioned in The Minerals Strategy – this despite the fact that the vast majority of the ore
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produced in Sweden is produced in Sápmi. I draw two conclusions from this. Firstly, Sweden (or
northern Sweden, p. 21) is considered the 'objective' way of describing the north. Sweden is in other
words naturalized and the Swedish 'ownership' of Sápmi is not in any regard challenged. Secondly,
the exclusion of this name reinforce the conception of a unified and uniform Sweden, and Sweden
as a mining nation. The ideological construction of Sweden as a country which makes the world
better, and mining as an industry which makes the world better, also excludes the possibility of the
country's mining industry being destructive to – or, indeed, colonial towards – Sápmi and Sámi
culture. 

The description of Sámi culture in The Minerals Strategy is set in a rather stiff, legal
discourse: Sámi rights to land and water are described, the Sámi villages right to herd reindeer, and
the Sámi Parliament's mandate. Reindeer herding is recognized as “[…] a basic prerequisite for
Sami culture” (p. 26), but, as is common in the Swedish political discourse in general, the focus is
on reindeer herding, not Sámi culture per se. That mining could have detrimental effects on Sámi
culture in general is not addressed in the document, nor is the threat of mining to reindeer herding
treated with much gravity. “Dialogue” is the universal, indeed only, recommendation for mining
companies in order to meet Sámi protests and objections, and the Country Administrative Board of
Norrbotten is charged with leading the work of creating a manual for this dialogue. 

On the other hand, it is recognized, in both text and images, how reindeer herding areas are
“exposed to a number of other activities” (p. 26) – hydro power, wind power, infrastructure,
etcetera. The image on p. 27 is interesting in this regard since it may be interpreted in two very
different ways, depending on perspective. The image show the northern part of Sweden from
Jämtland to Norrbotten and where the various national interests are located, for instance the national
interests of minerals, energy production, fishing, nature, and reindeer herding. The national interests
of reindeer herding covers large areas whereas the national interest of minerals (i.e. mining) is
plotted like little dots here and there. (It should be mentioned here that when the Geological Survey
of Sweden appoint an area a national interest for minerals, they only appoint the concession area,
not the industrial area surrounding it. It is the minerals that are appointed, not all the dams,
infrastructure, mechanical and extractive facilities, etcetera.) Even though the argument is not
explicitly made in The Mineral Strategy (possibly because this is not a debating kind of text), the
image is intertextually connected to a common argument in the debate on mining and reindeer
herding in Sweden, namely that reindeer herding takes up a lot of space in comparison to mining. A
common comparison is between the amount of land devoted to mines with that devoted to golf
courses in Sweden.121 The image on p. 27 can be seen as a wordless version of the argument, that
mines are small and insignificant in relation to the large areas devoted to reindeer herding. Without
going into the validity of that argument now, needless to say the situation may be described as more
complex than what that argument may lead one to assume. Either way, what is interesting is that the
image can be interpreted in an opposite way, namely that the lands devoted to the national interest
of reindeer herding (appointed by the Sámi Parliament) are intruded on by various other national
interests, including mining but also recreation, nature, water, and energy production. So the image
can represent two very different arguments: either that mining is very small and negligible in the
larger picture, or that the reindeer herding territory is under many pressures from many interests.
But considering the argumentation and the political ambitions with the text, the image gives the
impression that the mining industry's land claims are negligible in comparison to the land claimed
by reindeer herding. 
  The map of p. 27 is interesting in one other regard, namely what part of the country the map
shows. If the writers wanted to show the reindeer herding territory, then the southernmost part of
Sápmi is cut off with about 300 kilometers or so. And if they wanted to show the proliferation of

121 See for instance Weihed, Pär, “Världen behöver mer metall och fler gruvor”, Svenska Dagbladet, 2012-12-06, 
http://www.svd.se/opinion/brannpunkt/varlden-behover-mer-metall-och-fler-gruvor_7775534.svd, (accessed 2015-
05-24). 
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national interests, then why show only roughly a third of the country? The selection of showing this
particular section of Sweden is arguably because it is within this area that most mining today is
located, and the image reinforce the perception that mining is something that belongs to the north of
the country. The emphasis – deliberate or not – on the northern part of Sweden is obvious in many
other images and figures in the text as well. The cover picture, as well as pictures on p. 8, 15, 16,
34, 39, 41, 42, and 52, are all from Norrbotten and Västerbotten counties (the two northernmost
counties in Sweden). An almost equally large group of images are from Bergslagen, just south of
the Norrland Border, north-west of Stockholm (p. 22, 24, 25, 28, 30, 37, 44). Only one picture in the
entire text is from south of Stockholm (p. 43). The pictures from Norrbotten and Västerbotten
counties are found mainly in the beginning and the end of the text, whereas the pictures from
Bergslagen – which is a region with a long history of mainly smaller mining operations in
comparison to the north's mainly large-scale industrial mining of the 20th century – are found mainly
in the middle of the text. This positioning of the pictures is interesting for it is in the middle section
of the text that the strategic goals of The Minerals Strategy are listed and elaborated on (p. 24-46). It
is, in other words, in this middle section that the brunt of the political ambitions in The Minerals
Strategy are found, and it is here that most pictures from and of a historically significant area for
Swedish mining are located. One could therefore make the argument that the positioning of the
Bergslagen pictures to the section devoted to elaborating on the political ambitions for the future
means that future ambitions are visually contextualized by subtle reminders of the historical
importance of mining in Sweden. The sections with the pictures from Norrbotten and Västerbotten
counties – mainly the beginning and the end of the text – are instead the sections mostly devoted to
describing the current situation and context (the beginning), and the implementation/action plan of
the political ambitions with The Minerals Strategy (the end). The Norrbotten and Västerbotten
pictures are thus found in the sections devoted more to 'matter-of-fact' descriptions of the current
situation and the 'matter-of-fact' descriptions of concrete actions, not the more, so to speak,
politically lofty sections. The argument could therefore be made that the sections more devoted to
'being realistic' are illustrated by pictures of the northernmost counties in Sweden.

A more qualitative analysis of all pictures individually is not really feasible here, but one can
easily see a common theme in the pictures, which reconnects to the ideology of mining as making
the world better as well as to the ideological construction of sustainability. Most pictures are close-
up, down to a microscopic level, of interesting and (in my opinion) beautiful geological features (p.
1, 8, 13, 15, 20, 22, 25, 34, 37, 43, 52). Few pictures actually have anything to do with the adjacent
text but are more decorative. Not a single picture show an actual mine currently in operation. It is
rather remarkable that one can not find a single picture of a mine in operation while one finds the
whole document riddled with pictures of, so to speak, pretty little stones. These pictures represent
mining not as a large-scale, industrial enterprise, but rather as the fascination over the wonders of
geology. The negative impact of actual large-scale mining – the impact on the environment and the
transformations of landscapes – is thus removed from The Minerals Strategy both visually and,
indeed, textually. 

Sustainability is a central concept in The Minerals Strategy. The concept of sustainability is
put to different uses, as “sustainable supply of raw materials” (p. 15), “sustainable growth” (p. 15),
“sustainable development” (p. 18), “sustainable living environment” (p. 19), “sustainable use of the
country's mineral resources” (p. 20), “ecologically sustainable reindeer herding” (p. 26), and, of
course, “sustainable mining” (p. 46). The varied application of the concept makes it difficult to
ascribe to it only one meaning, though five dimensions are mentioned throughout the text:
economical, social, cultural, natural, and ecological dimensions (p. 4, 24, 28). 

The ideological formation of mining as sustainable is part of representing mining as a well-
meaning enterprise, in two perspectives. Firstly, mining is sustainable, and, secondly, mining will
enable – is a prerequisite for – sustainability by the products produced by the industry. In relation to
the latter perspective, it is stated early on that: “Access to metals such as iron, copper, silver and
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high-tech metals is a pre-condition for the production of modern energy and environmental
technology such as wind power, solar cells, low-energy light-bulbs and catalytic converters in cars.
Green growth without access to raw materials for green technology is unfeasible.” (p. 8) Even
though sustainability is not mentioned in the quoted segment, it is clear, in my opinion, that the
segment reveal something of the underlying idea of what constitutes sustainability. Interesting, in
this regard, is that the goal of “energy and environmental technology” is not sustainability but
“green growth”. This swap, or conflation, of sustainability (or sustainable development) for green
growth reveals a common trend in the text, namely that sustainability is defined as economic
growth. For instance, in the very beginning of the text (p. 4) it is said that “Sweden's mineral assets
are to be exploited in a long-term sustainable way, with consideration shown for ecological, social
and cultural dimensions […]”. This formulation would suggest that exploitation “in a long-term
sustainable way” is something different from “ecological, social and cultural dimensions” since
sustainable exploitation does not entail ecological, social and cultural dimensions but should only
show consideration for those dimensions (of sustainability). What is reasonably left out is the
economic dimension of sustainability, which would mean that what is meant by exploitation “in a
long-term sustainable way” is exploitation in a long-term economical way. Yet another example of
this way of thinking comes on p. 20 where it is stated in the headline that the vision of The
Minerals Strategy is “[t]o create growth throughout Sweden by means of sustainable use of the
country’s mineral resources, in harmony with environmental, natural and cultural values.” Again,
“sustainable use” is linguistically set apart as something different from “environmental, natural and
cultural values”. 

Furthermore, ecology is only mentioned four times in the entire text (compared to growth
which is mentioned 87 times), and three of those times it is part of a listing of dimensions of
sustainability (as in the quote above). The forth time it is used, and the only time it is used in
relation to an actual activity, is when describing “ecologically sustainable reindeer herding” (p. 26).
I believe this to be of significance in two different ways. Firstly, the emphasis on reindeer herding
as ecologically sustainable, and not simply sustainable (like mining), means that reindeer herding is
lacking something of the quality that makes it completely sustainable. That missing quality is, in my
interpretation, the potential for economic growth. Secondly, since mining is never described as
ecologically sustainable, the emphasis on reindeer herding as ecologically sustainable can be
interpreted as (perhaps inadvertently) portraying mining as lacking the ecological dimension of
sustainability. These two interpretations are not exclusive to each other but go hand in hand: mining
is not ecologically sustainable but it is described as sustainable nonetheless because of its potential
for economic growth; reindeer herding, on the other hand, which is described as ecologically
sustainable, is not described as simply sustainable because it lacks the potential for economic
growth. In other words, the potential for economic growth has primacy in the text for what to regard
as sustainable.

If sustainability in mining is portrayed as sustained economic growth in mining, then I
would argue that a prerequisite for that sustainability is the global market prices on ore, and those
prices depend on global consumption. In other words, sustainability is indirectly portrayed as
dependent on continuous increase of global consumption of finite resources. The continuously
increasing consumption of finite resources is also important in The Minerals Strategy for explaining
the inadequacy of recycling to meet demand: “Recycling on its own is not sufficient however to
meet the growing societal need for metals and minerals, making the extraction and processing of
virgin raw materials still necessary.” (p. 24)  

The two perspectives on sustainable mining – mining a s sustainable and as leading to
sustainability by means of its products – hinges, I argue, on a double understanding of economic
growth. Economic growth is not only a means to a sustainable end – making the world better,
bringing development and sustainable technologies – but also a sustainable end in itself.
Sustainability is when growth continues, and if growth continues in the mining industry there will
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be materials available for sustainable technologies.
No mention is explicitly made in The Minerals Strategy regarding nature as such (only one

mention of “nature conservation”, p. 17). Any analysis here regarding the perspective on nature is
therefore built on extrapolations from statements concerning, in particular, 'environment'. Reading
The Minerals Strategy I can not help get a contradictory perception, that environmental issues are
not really discussed to any considerable degree yet 'environment' is used 108 times throughout the
text. Environmental concerns are portrayed as manageable within the framework of capitalism.
Resource and energy efficiency, sustainable technology, post-mining restoration, and recycling are
among the methods discussed.  “Emissions are generally low and environmental impact is measured
and managed”, it is stated on p. 24 when describing sustainable mining. It is also stated, on the same
page, that “[s]ustainable development is to be business-driven […]” and that “[r]esource efficiency
can […] lead to both environmental benefits and new business opportunities.” Environmental
problems managed within a capitalist framework are mainly technological problems, and in order to
make technology, metals and minerals are necessary. The extension of that reasoning is that in order
to manage nature, mines are necessary. Mines are thus not in conflict with solving environmental
problems, but on the contrary vital for managing those problems, as is economic growth. 

 Furthermore, we (humans) are represented as having the obvious right to exploit natural
resources for our own gain. This is never stated but evident throughout the entire text as a taken-for-
granted subtext. Indeed, since it is through modern technology and western perceptions of
development that the world is understood as getting better and progressing, I think it safe to say that
we not only have the right but the responsibility to exploit nature. It is through this exploitation that
progress is made, it is this exploitation that leads to the betterment of the world. Even though
exploitation should be commenced “in harmony with environmental […] values” (p. 3), exploitation
is nontheless understood as progress and a source of various beneficial social and environmental
effects. The Minerals Strategy gives voice to an anthropocentric perspective of nature in which
nature is there for humans to exploit, and in which nature is commodified. The value of nature is the
economic value which can be derived from it – nature does not have 'a voice' of its own. For
instance, in the reasoning around potential conflicts between reindeer herding and mining, there is
no mention of concern regarding the well-being of the reindeer. The reindeer is also the only other
living creature apart from humans that are mentioned in the text. 

3.3. Discourse analysis of other sources from the government

Christina Lugnet's report, “A Sustainable Mining Industry Demands a Climate-Smart Industry
Strategy and a Wholistic Approach to Sweden's Natural Resources: A proposal for Industry 5.0”, is
a text where the ideological foundations of The Minerals Strategy are in some regards expressed
more clearly and also elaborated on. The report appears as an extension of The Minerals Strategy,
with many suggestions as to how to achieve the goals and aspirations set in The Minerals Strategy. 

No effort is spent in Lugnet's report on morally justifying the expansion of the mining
industry (as an industry which brings the good life and makes the world better) which is clearly
important in The Minerals Strategy. Instead, economic growth is the sole goal and justifying reward
for the expansion. It is, in other words, simply assumed by Lugnet that growth is good and no other
justification for why the mining industry should expand is needed or offered.122 The report begins
by picturing Sweden as not having kept pace with other “mining nations” over the last years:

122 It should be mentioned that Lugnet is the former Director-General for the Swedish Agency for Economic and 
Regional Growth. She has, in other words, had substantial previous work experience from working with strategies 
for achieving economic growth. It is conceivable both that this previous work experience influenced her work with 
the present report, leading to her a rather one-sided analysis, and that she was chosen to write the report specifically
because of her previous work experience. 
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“Sweden has not expanded [its mining industry, sic] in the same rate as other mining nations in the
world and therefore decreased its share of the global market.” (p. 11).123 The growth in the Swedish
mining industry has not been as strong as in, for instance, Australia or Canada. What is different
from The Minerals Strategy is that this is represented as a problem not only to the mining industry
but to all basic industries in general, and the solution to this problem is a wholistic approach to
natural resources (p. 63). The perspective that Sweden is lagging behind is different not only from
The Minerals Strategy but to virtually all other sources investigated here where, instead, Sweden's
position as a 'leading mining nation' within the EU is emphasized. In The Minerals Strategy as well
as in all three debate articles by Lööf, there is a distinct subtext, sometimes explicit, which express a
concern for loosing the position as a “leading mining nation” in the EU. In Lugnet's report,
however, the race globally is already lost and Sweden has to intensify its efforts in order to catch up.
In a way, Lugnet's ambition seems to be greater, aiming towards making Sweden a leading mining
of not only the EU but of the world. Either way, both representations seem to fill the same function,
namely to justify why it is important for Sweden to work harder to support the mining industry.

Sustainability in Lugnet's report is less about the products of mining being vital for
environmental technologies and more about how mining is actually conducted. A wholistic
approach towards, and “synergy effects” between, different basic industries is exemplified with the
utilization of raw materials and products from “bio based” industries (agriculture and forestry) in
the mining industry, for instance bio fuels, new materials and “green chemicals” (p. 71, 81). “A
sustainable mining industry” could therefore become “an engine for sustainable growth in the whole
basic industry” (p. 81).124 Growth is here, too, undisputedly the most important aspect of
sustainability. Ecology is only mentioned once, and then in relation to a Finnish forestry concern
which is producing “sustainable and ecological materials for the car industry” (p. 70). Even though
using “bio based raw material” has environmental benefits, according to Lugnet, the main
importance comes from the “transindustrial solutions” resulting in growth in multiple Swedish
natural resource based industries (p. 63). Lugnet also proposes strategies for how municipalities can
reap the rewards of mining in the form of local taxes in order for municipalities to accommodate a
rapidly changing situation when large-scale mining starts up (p. 37). This goes against what Lööf
argues in one debate article where she claimed that low tax on mining industries leads to greater
investments, and that low tax is claimed to be justified as Sweden has “one of the world's toughest
environmental codes”.125 Notwithstanding that the parliament responsible for passing the Minerals
Act in 1992 hardly could have had the prescience of the Environmental Code, which would not
come into existence until 1998, the stringency of the Environmental Code is still fundamental for
why a low tax is justified in Lööf's article. Furthermore, since the Environmental Code – and the
perception of it as the “toughest in the world” – is important to Lööf to justify the low tax, it is
interesting to note that Lugnet argues for weakening the import of the Environmental Code in the
permit proceedings: “Today, the permit process is one-sidedly focused on the environmental aspect.
To safeguard the dimension of sustainable growth in the permit process there is a need to expand
the number of referral instances in the permit process to the Geological Survey of Sweden and the
Agency for Economic and Regional Growth” (p. 61).126 

Lugnet argues, in other words, that the Land and Environment Court should have to consult
the agency under which the Mineral Inspectorate lies – the agency responsible for granting mining
concessions – as well as the agency responsible for strategies to achieve economic growth in

123 My translation. Swedish original: “Sverige har inte expanderat i samma takt som andra gruvnationer i världen och 
därför minskat sin andel av den globala marknaden”.

124 My translation. Swedish original: “En hållbar gruvnäring skulle kunna bli en motor för hållbar tillväxt i hela 
basindustrin.”

125 Lööf (2013:B).
126 My translation. Swedish original: “Idag är tillståndsprocessen ensidigt fokuserad på miljöaspekten. För att säkra 

dimensionen hållbar tillväxt I tillståndsprövning finns det behov att utöka antalet remissinstanser vid 
tillståndsprövning med Statens geologiska undersökning (SGU) och Tillväxtverket.”
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Sweden, before coming to a verdict. Not only would this suggestion undermine the legal security of
the process and the effectiveness of the Environmental Code, but it would also undermine what the
Minister of Enterprise express as the reason for low taxation. So one can see a difference between
Lugnet's position on the one hand and Lööf's debate articles and The Minerals Strategy on the other:
Lugnet suggests allowing for the introduction of municipal taxes and for diminishing the import of
the Environmental Code for the sake of “sustainable growth”; Lööf and The Minerals Strategy want
to maintain low taxation and leave the Land and Environment Court to their work (even though
Lööf and The Minerals Strategy are very much in favor of making the permit process more
efficient). Furthermore, Lugnet suggests that the state put venture capital into prospecting, in
partnership with private actors, who will later – if the prospecting leads to the establishment of a
mine – have the right to buy the state out (p. 41 ff.). Basically, this would mean that the state
subsidizes prospecting companies, share the risk in order to have greater growth in the mining
industry, but reap little or non of the rewards. Lööf's position, and the position expressed in The
Minerals Strategy, seems to be more liberal in the sense that the private sector is expected to carry
its own risk – Lugnet's report suggests a more active participation in the growth of the mining
industry from the state. 

A quantitative search of Lugnet's report reveal that “Sámi”, “Sápmi”, “local population”,
“indigenous”, “Kallak”, “reindeer herding”, or “sámi village”, or any grammatical variations of
these search words, are not mentioned at all in the 115 pages of the report. Considering that Lugnet
has worked within Sápmi, that she has had the County Governors (the heads of the County
Administrative Boards) as advisors to her report, and that her assignment was to “[…] facilitate the
dialogue between actors whose operations are affected by questions that arise as a result of the
expansion of the mining industry in Sweden” (p. 6), these omissions are nothing short of
remarkable. I believe these omissions reveal that Sámi are not, in Lugnet's view, one of those
“actors” affected by the expansion of the mining industry and that Sámi therefore do not need to be
included in “the dialogue”. Inclusion in “the dialogue” means power, it means recognition of
importance, it means influence, and so completely omitting Sámi and Sámi interests and livelihoods
in this fashion is an effective means of discursively dispossessing Sámi of any access to power. This
dispossession is even more remarkable when contemplating that what Lugnet suggests in the report
is that the expansion of the mining industry can and also should lead to an expansion of the forestry
industry, of wind power facilities, and of various forms of infrastructure – all of which impacts
reindeer herding and other Sámi livelihoods and interests, and all of which are at least nominally
mentioned in The Minerals Strategy. The omission of Sámi by Lugnet is, in my opinion, an
expression of ideology in which Sámi are invisible, their rights and perspectives made null and
void. 

The only source in the material on the governmental level chosen for this analysis which
deals more or less exclusively with Sámi issues in relation to mining is one of the debate articles by
Lööf.127 Published in the wake of the protests in Gállok, and most likely in response to the statement
from the Sámi Parliament in late august 2013 which demanded the Swedish state to immediately
halt all new mining projects in Sápmi,128 Lööf takes her point of departure in what she calls the
“intensive debate” currently going on about the possibility of important livelihoods/industries
(näringar) to coexist. “Sustainable mining communities”, Lööf argues, “demands that these
important interests [mining and reindeer herding] are given the conditions to coexist”.129 However,
despite the subject, and despite that the article was published simultaneously in two local
newspapers in Norrbotten and Västerbotten and as a response to Sámi protests, there is still no
mention of Sápmi. Again, this reaffirms an image of national unity and naturalization of Sweden.

127 Lööf (2013:A).
128 Sametinget (2014). 
129 My translation. Swedish original: “Hållbara gruvsamhällen förutsätter att dessa viktiga intressen ges förutsättningar 

att samexistera.”
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Even when discussing mining and Sámi culture and livelihoods exclusively, the name Sápmi is not
used. Perhaps the strongest line of argument in the article is the emphasis on the importance of
mining to the Swedish economy, to jobs and growth. There is a tangible nationalistic thread in the
article. Also reindeer herding is described as “part of Sweden's heritage”, which, of course, is in
stark contrast to Lugnet's report, and Lööf concludes by stating that “Sweden's affluence has for
centuries largely been built on our ore exports to Europe”. Again, just like in The Minerals Strategy,
there seems to be a conflation of the mining industry with a Swedish identity, but here with the
added attempt to include reindeer herding as a Swedish tradition. In other words, the very
coexistence of reindeer herding and mining is understood as Swedish. 

Sápmi does simply not exist in the discourse, and the north in general has a peripheral status.
Lööf's Chief of Staff, Marie Wickberg, speaks at the Bergorsk conference in Luleå of the north as a
periphery: “we are located very, very far up at Europe's outer edge […]” and “we are located pretty
far out in the periphery of Europe, in a region which would not, for natural reasons, have loads of
jobs and growth”. Periphery is a relational concept – a place is a periphery in relation to someplace
else – and the center from which the north is seen, that is, the vantage point of the observer who is
describing reality in the discourse, is European in Wickberg's statements. The connection to Europe
is also explicit in The Minerals strategy where the Swedish minerals politics is set in a framework
of EU policies and resource demands from European industries (The Minerals Strategy, p. 15). The
absence of Sápmi in the discourse, and the apparent nationalistic formulations of Sweden as
homogenous, leads to understanding the vantage point of the observer who looks at the north in the
discourse as Sweden and Europe (or the EU). There is, thus, obviously and quite concretely a
eurocentric perspective in the discourse. 

At the same time, one of the most pressing issues – expressed in virtually all sources
analyzed here – is to make sure that the establishment of mines comes with the development of
attractive and well-functioning communities. The introduction of mining should not mean that local
communities are plundered and left to their own devices. However, this concern does not negate the
eurocentric perspective. What the local communities are expected to embrace is still something that
is proscribed by the center, and local communities are expected to sacrifice their landscapes and
environments, as well as traditional livelihoods and informal economies, for the sake of growth in
the hands of share holders and resource needs of European industries.  

However, Wickberg's explicit referral to the north as a periphery is unusual, and I rather see
an ambiguity towards the north. I interpret there being two contradictory trends simultaneously in
the discourse: one is the eurocentric trend of regarding the north as a poor periphery that is
'different' from the centers of power and that should be thankful for any 'development' the mining
industry will bring. The other trend is to construct the north as being a naturalized part of Sweden,
as there being 'no difference'. This is possibly a contributing factor for why Sápmi is not used in the
discourse, to maintain sameness and uniformity. So the north seems to be ideologically constructed
both as a periphery and not at the same time. I believe the discursive method for diffusing this
antagonism between identities of the north is the strong focus on economic growth. Investments and
growth, jobs and 'development', are crucial for discursively incorporating the north into the Swedish
identity. Consequently, the mining industry, which is represented as bringing jobs, growth,
development, etcetera, is central in incorporating the north into the Swedish identity.
Simultaneously, the portrayal of the north as a region which needs the growth, jobs and
development that the mining industry brings, creates a peripheral status and identity for the north.
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3.4. Narratives and plot structures – history and future in the 
government discourse

The extraction of ore and minerals has characterized Swedish history since the 16th century.
A significant part of Sweden's affluence has for centuries been built on extraction and
refinement of metals and minerals. In the wake of rising world market prices on iron ore
and rare earth elements, there is now an increased interest in opening new and expanding
existing mines. The agency The Geological Survey of Sweden estimates that there will be
30 metal mines in Sweden by the year 2020.130

Mining and the refinement of mining products is repeatedly intertwined with the advancement and
progress of Sweden as a nation state in the discourse. The narrative puts mining as one of the
central building blocks of Sweden as a modern nation state, often together with other extractive
industries. In The Minerals Strategy, the time frame for mining and Sweden as intertwined is even
greater as “[t]he mining of ore and minerals has characterised Swedish history and metal has been
extracted in the country for 4000 years” (p. 9). Though not part of the government in any direct
capacity, the moderator in the panel discussion at the Bergforsk conference, LKAB representative
Martin Ivert, stated that “it was, of course, the forests, the ore and the steel and so on that built the
country once upon a time”.131 Furthermore, Lugnet's report as a whole can be seen as representing
this narrative, where mining is understood economically, politically, and historically as intertwined
with other extractive industries. These extractive industries, which have distinctly colonial histories
in the north, are what “built the country” and will build it in the future. However, the geographical
distribution of mines, forestry, hydro and wind power, etcetera, is rarely explicitly mentioned in the
discourse.

This narrative of 'mining makes Sweden' is a historical narrative so pervasive in the sources
that it should be understood as part of a masterplot – a culturally anchored, shared plot structure
which infuses events and states with meaning. In this masterplot, extractive industries and the
Swedish state are the prominent types, working in unison for a common goal. This unison is
perhaps best exemplified by the repetitive description of Sweden as a “mining nation”, which is an
expression that, to some degree, can be said to condense the entire masterplot. The industry's and
the state's actions and developments over time are set in a progressive plot line aimed toward
making Sweden and the industry 'better' – more modern, wealthier, more sustainable, more efficient.
Like the block quote introducing this section, mining stretches from early modern times (or even
ancient times) into the present and projects into the future. 

The historical narrative is entirely premised on the naturalization of Sweden and the
disregard of Sápmi. For instance, The Minerals Strategy states that “[f]rom the beginning of the
20th century and onwards, the mines of Västerbotten and Norrbotten in the very north of Sweden,
not least the iron ore mines in Kiruna and Malmberget, have formed the backbone of the Swedish
mining and metals industry” (p. 11). Events and states are chosen, represented and interpreted, in a
specific way so as to represent Sweden as having self-evident right to the north. The events and
states represented in the historical narrative are therefore chosen and represented to fit and
contribute to the masterplot which puts Sweden and the mining industry side by side in the struggle
for progress. Importantly, other events and states, which might contradict and disaffirm the
masterplot, are excluded. For instance, that these mines in the north, and the railway infrastructure
on which they depend, were constructed in a time when political discourse was explicit about the

130 Lööf (2013:B).
131 Stiftelsen Bergforsk, Paneldiskussion, [online video], 2012, https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=VEO2fJvJczY&index=18&list=UUj2fsqo8kRRaWx3NayERnCQ, (accessed 2015-05-24). 
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colonial aspirations and goals, is not acknowledged.132 Neither is the fact that the naming (and
terefore the 'ownership') of this land is contested.    

What is also excluded is alternative representations of the future. The future narrative in the
government level of discourse is one in which the mining industry grows, the level of technological
development increases over time, and sustainability will be achieved through this technological
development and growth. A future in which Sámi have more power (to resist) – for instance through
the ratification of ILO 169 – is excluded. Instead, a future in which the conflicts between the
'interests' of mining and reindeer herding is diffused through dialogue is narrated – that is, if
reindeer herding or other Sámi 'interests' are represented at all. These exclusions have the effect to
further extend and naturalize current unequal power relations into the future. In this regard, it is
important to bring up the emphasis on sustainability as part of the future narrative. As Lööf said in
her speech at Framtidens gruv- och mineraldagar: “[i]f we are going to have climate smart and
sustainable products, then, on the other hand, it is required that we get the possibility to mine these
minerals in a sustainable way”.133 Mining is thus understood as an industry where capital interests
and sustainability work in unison, and thus fit perfectly in a neoliberal understanding of how to
tackle issues of sustainability through market-driven means. And, more importantly, sustainability is
the moral backdrop for the expansion of the mining industry; mining is about 'more' than just
money, it is part of a moral mission to make society sustainable. This, in combination with the
disproportionately little attention given to Sámi livelihoods and culture, and the complete disregard
for Sápmi and historical colonialism, effectively means that the idea of sustainability acts as a moral
chaperon for continued dispossession in the future. In a word, the idea of sustainability – and the
future narrative where sustainability will be achieved through market-driven consumption,
technological development, and economic growth – hides systematic appropriation and
dispossession. It should come as no surprise that the terms of 'justice', 'equality', and 'ILO 169' are
just as absent from the discourse as 'colonialism' or 'Sápmi' are. Furthermore, the conflation of
economic growth and sustainability means that the idea of sustainability hides that this
dispossession is done to a large degree for the sake of economic growth – that is, the same driver
that drove colonial endeavors of the past.

Again, events and states are chosen to belong to the narrative insofar as they contribute to
the preconceived plot, which position the mining industry as a naturalized part of a naturalized
Sweden, from ancient times through history, to the present and into the future. Events and states
which contradict or disaffirm the preconceived plot are excluded. In this case, the plot seems to be
so pervasive and shared that I argue it constitutes a masterplot about the Swedish north. But
masterplots are not easily demarcated – they often work in unison with other masterplots in
intertextual ways. The masterplot found here in the government level of discourse can be said to
touch upon several kinds of more clearly colonial masterplot structures. Firstly, there is obviously a
nation state narrative/masterplot where the construction of Sweden and Swedishness is firmly
connected to mining and extractive industries in general, with assumptions of national unity and
uniformity throughout history. In the rare occasions where Sámi culture is mentioned, it is
incorporated into an image of Swedish homogeneity, and Swedish reindeer herding is expected to
coexist and work together with the mining industry through 'dialogue'. Sámi are thus not legally nor
morally empowered in any way to oppose mining projects in the narrative but are expected to make
room for the mining industry. Moreover, there is evidently a clear tendency to historicize Sweden in
relation to mining, as the block quote in the beginning of this section is a good example of. The
development and progression of Sweden throughout history is interconnected with a history of
mining.  

Secondly, the absence of recognition of Sápmi and historical colonialism, furthermore, add
to the image of Sweden as homogenous, naturalized and well-meaning. The disproportionately little

132 See discussion in Sörlin (1988).
133 Annie Lööf, Framtidens gruv- och mineraldagar, appendix 1. My italics.
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attention given to Sámi interests, considering the major importance Sápmi has for the mining
industry, signals, in my opinion, a Terra Nullius masterplot perspective, where the land is empty and
“up for grabs”. This perspective is especially clear in Lugnet's report where Sámi are not recognized
as one of the actors eligible for participation in “the dialogue” concerning the expansion of the
mining industry. Lugnet's representation is one where the indigenous people simply do not exist.
Furthermore, when Sámi are represented they are almost exclusively represented as reindeer
herders, and reindeer herding is represented as an 'interest', not as a vital part of Sámi culture and
identity. This is important because by representing Sámi claims in this fashion, Sámi rights as an
indigenous people to land and water for their culture is effectively removed and excluded from the
masterplot. Furthermore, there are several constructions of arguments for why Sámi do not or
should not have the rights to the land, and why they do not need to be brought into the masterplot of
the Swedish north. This is part of the construction of Sámi as a type in the Terra Nullius masterplot.
Perhaps foremost would be the inability of reindeer herding to be a livelihood which can sustain an
exponential economic growth. This inability ties into a long history of colonialism being justified
because the colonizing power regards the indigenous as unable to use the land properly or
efficiently enough.134 Secondly, Sápmi is not a sovereign nation so there is no question as to the
Swedish jurisdiction over Sámi ancestral lands. Thirdly, reindeer herders do not technically or
legally own the land, their rights being rights of usufruct. Even though this is largely a result of
historical colonialism, it is always conveniently silenced, and the fact that they do not hold private
ownership of the land is a reason why they can be excluded from the masterplot. So even if Sámi
are represented in the narratives of mining and the north, there are several arguments constructed
within the discourse for why their claims and protests are not valid. Just like the Terra Nullius
masterplot depends on both ignoring the indigenous people and representing them as unqualified, in
one way or an other, to own and/or manage the land and its resources, so is Sámi representing in the
masterplot about the Swedish north in the discourse in the government level.

Thirdly, there is also a strong development masterplot where local communities are expected
to be greatful for the development mining companies bring. Like Lööf puts it, the debate about
mining is a debate “about jobs and hopes for the future for smaller communities”.135 In other words,
mining is understood as – or promoted to be – a blessing for local communities. In a colonial
perspective, this representation is, of course, problematic – especially considering that
municipalities, just like Sámi villages, do not have the right to veto mining projects. Local
communities do not have any real power of opposition yet are expected to regard the advancement
of the mining industry as a blessing. The disempowered local and indigenous communities in the
north are thus partly left out, partly expected to work together with the mining industry, and partly
expected to consider the advent of mining a blessing, in the masterplot. The most common type in
the this masterplot, however, is undoubtedly the greatful, small and depopulated municipality, a
municipality which regards mining plans with a similar gaze as would a thirsting man an oasis in
the desert.

Furthermore, the development masterplot is also connected to the perceptions of what is
Swedish and and what is Sámi. Sámi are represented as having “a long tradition of reindeer
husbondry” (The Minerals Strategy, p. 22) and reindeer herding rights are founded on
“traditional/ancient customs” (p. 26). These claims are of course true and important from a Sámi
perspective, but set in a development masterplot – especially within a capitalist meta-narrative of
endless progress – it can lead to the conclusion that Sámi represent the 'past' and mining (with its
growth, technology, 'development', 'progress' in tow) represents the 'future'. This could be part of the
reason why Sápmi is never mentioned in the discourse; Sweden is modern, Sápmi is traditional –
Sweden is 'forward', Sápmi is 'backward'. This ties nicely into older theories of colonialism where
colonialism was seen as the meeting between “the progressist” (that is, the European) and “those

134 See a discussion on this topic in section 2.1. in this thesis.
135 Lööf (2013:B).
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who stand still” (that is, the indigenous).136 The extraction and refinement of metals is also
important in this regard since these activities since a long time have been tied to ideas of the
progression of societies in different stages, in the spirit of social darwinism and eurocentrism. In
fact, the extraction, refinement and use of metals has often been part of defining civilization as
such. Sörlin emphasizes that the ability to extract metals was instrumental in defining civilization in
the north of Sweden during times of colonization and thus separating between civilization (Swedes)
and non-civilization (Sámi).137 Hagström Yamamoto echoes this perspective and traces the idea back
to Rousseau who, in 1755, argued that farming in combination with iron works showed that a
society had evolved into a higher state of civilization.138 The division within archaeology between
different metallurgical ages, such as Bronze Age, Copper Age, and Iron Age can be said to reflect
this view on mining and metal works as a measuring stick as to how 'far along' a society has come
in its development. Furthermore, the strong underlying ideology of progress in the discourse
creates, or rather presumes, a narrative in which technology is constantly 'getting better' and more
advanced over time. This 'unavoidable' technological development is, in other words, deterministic,
and because of the close ties between technological development and the idea of progress of
humanity, it is fair to say that the very idea that humanity progresses over time is also of a
deterministic character. I propose that part of the reason why mining is as cherished as it is on the
government level, at the expense of reindeer herding and other Sámi livelihoods, is because of this
deterministic view on technological development (which effectively, because of its deterministic
nature, acts as a self-fulfilling prophecy), and because mining gets to represent progress and
reindeer herding gets to represent 'standing still' (or perhaps even regress). 

One can think of this as networks of connotations, that is, as chains of equivalence. One
chain of equivalence centered around 'Sweden' could rudimentarily look something like this:
Sweden – mining – progress – growth – future. A chain of equivalence centered around 'Sámi' could
be represented as this: Sámi – reindeer herding – “standing still” – no growth – the past. In the
discourse, this line of reasoning is rather vaguely expressed but I believe it is found in the
combination of future narratives where technological development and economic growth continues
endlessly and necessitates mining, the emphasis of reindeer herding as traditional and ancient as
well as not quite sustainable (because it lacks the propensity for endless growth), the perspective on
development as urbanization, industrialization and capital accumulation (The Minerals Strategy, p.
3), and the complete disregard for Sápmi and historical acts of colonialism.139 Of course, this
development masterplot ties directly into the Terra Nullius masterplot in the sense that Sámi as a
type is further delegitimized as rights holders to the land in the north.

The repercussions of representing mining and Sweden as the 'future' and reindeer herding
and Sápmi as the 'past' is, effectively, that historical colonialism can be left unexplained and untold
because the progress of Sweden (the 'future') is understood as a natural and deterministic
development of technological development and human progress – not so much a political
development. This would mean that historical colonialism is regarded as good since it led to
'progress'. And this is exactly what is done repeatedly in the discourse by hailing extractive
industries as vital for Sweden's development and economy without acknowledging the colonial
history underlying many of these extractive industries. So, in a word, historical colonialism can be
excluded from the historical narrative and the discourse completely simply because historical
colonialism is understood as unavoidable progress. And current and future colonialism is, of course,
understood in the same vein: growth, technological development and mining are understood as
progress and the 'future' in a deterministic way, and thus as unavoidable and necessary
developments rather than as political acts of dispossession and colonialism. 

136 Sörlin (1988), p. 175, quoted in Hagström Yamamoto (2010), p. 81.
137 Sörlin (1988), 174 ff.
138 Hagström Yamamoto (2010), p. 44 ff.
139 Even though it is difficult to pinpoint in the discourse, similar conclusions are drawn, to vaying degree, in various 

other research, such as Hagström Yamamoto (2010), Ojala (2009), and Sörlin (1988).
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In the Terra Nullius masterplot, the land is a characteristic type. This type is being developed
by a people, a corporation or a nation into what they see as something better. As Cronon argued, the
land not only can but deserves to be improved, by which he meant that the land has to be
discursively constructed as stagnant, wild, raw material, or dormant before the arrival of the
colonizers. In the narratives that either disregard or downplay the histories and rights of Sámi and
instead see the north only as a scarcely populated region of Sweden, Sápmi is inevitably constructed
as dormant before colonization and the introduction of industries. This is expressed in the discourse
for instance by regarding the “fennoscandic shield”, which is the geological formation that make up
a large part of Scandinavia, as full of potential and untapped resources (The Minerals Strategy, p.
9). Not only does this perspective downplay indigenous and local communities, but it also
downplays that there are other ways of using nature's resources than to 'tap' them. The Terra Nullius
masterplot, in this case, constructs a discursive understanding of human's relationship to nature as
one characterized by exploitation rather than usage and patronage. This social construction of the
landscape ties back to the idea of Sweden and mining as representing the future and Sámi and
reindeer herding as representing the past in the way that modernization entails a change in the
relationship with nature to a relationship premised on exploitation. 
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4. Analysis of Discourse and Narratives in the Swedish 
Parliament

4.1. Sources and disposition of analysis

Every spring, in March and April, since at least 2010 up until today, the Swedish Parliament have
had debates regarding the mining industry in general. Some of these debates are rather lengthy – in
some cases over four hours. These yearly debates, which deal with mining politics in general, make
up the sources in this analysis.140 

The parliament consists of 349 members (MP's) from eight different parties. During the term
of office mainly under investigation here, between 2010 and 2014, the Alliance, consisting of the
four parties on the political right – The Moderate Party, the Liberal Party, The Center Party, and the
Christian Democrats – were in government. The opposition consisted of the Social Democrats (the
biggest party in the opposition), The Green Party, The Left Party (these three parties are often in a
more or less firm alliance, referred to as 'the red-green') and the far-right party The Swedish
Democrats. 

With these many political parties and MP's there are, needless to say, different opinions and
positions in relation to mining. The Minerals Strategy and other sources analyzed in chapter 3 were
all products of the government, the Alliance, whereas parliament debates include a greater variety of
political opinions. However, there are also certain positions that are agreed on – ways of speaking,
narratives, expressions, goals, hopes and fears. The analysis will try to focus primarily on that
which the MP's – independently of party allegiance – seem to have in common in order to trace the
hegemonic discourse. Debates are, however, expressions of discursive struggles, and the hegemony
is sometimes challenged and defended, new discursive formations come in and old ones are
reiterated. When valuable for the analysis, I will bring up differences in opinions and discursive
struggles between parties as well. 

The analysis is divided into two sections. In the first section, 4.2., I analyze the discourse
using discourse analysis concepts. In the second section, 4.3., I analyze the narratives in the
discourse.

4.2. Discourse analysis of mining debates in the Swedish 
parliament

When reading the debates held over a number of years, it becomes clear that the discourse has
changed and evolved over time. In the debates from 2010 to 2012, no MP mentions any public

140 Riksdagen, “Vissa mineralpolitiska frågor”, betänkande 2009/10:NU14, 2010-03-24, read online at: 
http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Debatter--beslut/Debatter-och-beslut-om-forslag/Arendedebatter/?did=GX01NU14, 
(accessed 2015-05-24); Riksdagen, “Vissa mineralpolitiska frågor”, betänkande 2010/11:NU14, 2011-04-27, read 
online at: http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Debatter  —beslut/Debatter-och-beslut-om-forslag/Arendedebatter/?
did=GY01NU14, (accessed 2015-05-24); Riksdagen, “Mineralpolitiska frågor”, betänkande 2011/12:NU14, 2012-
03-01, read online at: http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Debatter--beslut/Debatter-och-beslut-om-
forslag/Arendedebatter/?did=GZ01NU14, (accessed 2015-05-24); Riksdagen, “Mineralpolitiska frågor”, 
betänkande 2012/13:NU14, 2013-03-20, read online at: http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Debatter--beslut/Debatter-och-
beslut-om-forslag/Arendedebatter/?did=H001NU14, (accessed 2015-05-24); Riksdagen, “Mineralpolitiska frågor”, 
betänkande 2013/14:NU14, 2014-03-19, read online at: http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Debatter--beslut/Debatter-och-
beslut-om-forslag/Arendedebatter/?did=H101NU14, (accessed: 2015-05-24).
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opposition towards mining (apart from uranium mining) while in the later debates there are several
references to both the public opposition, manifestations, and the conflicts of interests that arise over
land use in relation to mining (reindeer herding among them). There is generally a greater
acceptance for critical perspectives, which are much more commonly occurring as well, in later
years' debates. I assume that this is a result of the increase in public opposition that grew, in
particular, in the wake of the protests in Ojnare forest on Gotland in the summer of 2012 and the
first ever national demonstration against the expansion of the mining industry held in Stockholm
November 17, 2012. This change in discourse is interesting in itself since it suggests that protests
and manifestations had an impact on and, to some extent, changed the hegemonic discourse on
mining. 

A central part of the ideological formation around mining is that mining is an important
industry for Sweden. It is an industry which all speakers in the debates promote and want to
support, even though there are different opinions between parties as to to what extent and in what
forms the support should come. In 2010-11 debates, the importance – almost sanctity – of the
mining industry is clearer than in the later debates. There seems to be a need in the earlier debates
(2010) for MP's to not appear critical to the mining industry in virtually any regard. For instance,
Carl B Hamilton, a member of The Liberal Party, says in 2010 that “[t]he question is not if Sweden
is about to get an opposition that is hostile towards mining but how hostile that opposition already
has become mainly by the increasing influence of the Green Party […].”141 The accusation of being
'hostile towards mining' is repeated several times by several speakers and is retorted equally
fervently, for instance by the Social Democrat Karin Åström: “[w]e, the red-green, are not hostile
towards mining. On the contrary, we are for the mining industry and economic growth.”142 The
anxiety of being critical towards the mining industry – to be deemed hostile towards mining – could
be seen as an important sign of the hegemonic discourse. Within a hegemonic discourse, there is
room for flexibility of opinions, flexibility concerning which statements and opinions are valid to
hold within the hegemony. The hegemony here obviously proscribe to be positive to mining, but
there is room within that hegemony for having different opinions as to, for instance, what the state's
role should be, how severe the environmental impacts of mining actually are, taxation levels,
etcetera. The framing of critical perspectives as being 'hostile' is in this sense attempts to draw the
line for what is a valid opinion to hold within the hegemony and what opinions are not. I believe the
accusation of being 'hostile' signifies where the border of the hegemony is drawn in the 2010
debate. If someone would be found, and admit to being 'hostile' towards the mining industry, that
would mean that the MP's position would not have to be taken seriously because his/her position
falls outside the hegemony.

In later debates, from 2012 and onward, the accusation of being 'hostile' is not applied, and
there is more room for critical opinions, even though the fundamental premiss is still that one ought
to be positive towards mining. Environmental concerns and conflicts between different interests
(among them reindeer herding), are more commonly expressed. At the same time, mining is
understood, throughout all debates, as a good way for the Swedish countryside to develop, and as a
good way to create jobs. The good always outweighs the bad. 

The importance of mining is reiterated over and over again in the discourse, and it is often
explicitly referred to as something that we (Swedes) should be proud of. The pride is indisputably a
result of the connection between Sweden as a nation state and mining. Like Kent Persson from The
Left Party puts it: 

The history of Sweden and the development of Sweden into an industrial nation is largely

141 Riksdagen (2010), address 113. My translation of record. Swedish original: “[f]rågan är inte om Sverige håller på 
att få en gruvfientlig opposition utan hur gruvfientlig den redan har blivit framför allt genom Miljöpartiets ökade 
inflytande […].”

142 Riksdagen (2010), address 160. My translation of record. Swedish original: “[v]i från de rödgröna absolut inte är 
gruvfientliga. Vi är tvärtom för gruvnäring och tillväxt.”
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the history of our ore assets. It is the ore, the forests and the water, the basic industries,
which have given us the world leading engineering industry that exists today. Look at Seco
Tools, Sandvik, SKF, ABB, and so on. It is also this industry that has led to the welfare
state that we have today, which we are so happy for and proud of. […] There is reason to
proud over the development optimism in many of these areas in the countryside [where
mining operations are starting up].143    

Or, to take an example from the opposite end of the political spectrum, the statement by the
Swedish Democrat Lars Isovaara: 

Sweden has since ancient times had a mining industry of significance. We can not ignore
the fact that the forests, the hydro power, and the ore was fundamental, and is still
fundamental, for Swedish prosperity. […] Let us safeguard Swedish mining also in the
future. We actually do have all the reason to be proud over the Swedish mining industry.144

There are several statements like these, where the history of Sweden, and pride thereof, is
intertwined with the basic industries (mining, forestry, hydro power). It seems the logic is that to be
proud of the mining industry is to be proud of Sweden, and therefore to support the mining industry
is to support Sweden. Just like in the government discourse, mining is ideologically given greater
importance than a mere profit-seeking enterprise but is portrayed to represent – among other things
– a proud Swedish heritage. Eva Flyborg from the Liberal Party points out at two occasions that
Falu Rödfärg – the red paint traditionally used on Swedish houses – is a by-product of the Falu
copper mine.145 This pride might help explain why some MP's accused others of being hostile in the
2010 debate: being critical of mining meant being critical of (the image of) Sweden, which was
unacceptable. 

Interestingly, though, this sense of pride does not include all kinds of mining. Swedish
mining has historically mainly been based in iron, copper, silver and gold, but uranium mining –
which is debated quite extensively since Sweden has several nuclear reactors – is not at all included
in the hegemonic pride. On the contrary, it is here, when debating uranium mining, where many of
the arguments commonly used by the public opposition to the expansion of the mining industry can
be found. Here Lise Nordin, The Green Party, in one single address:

Uranium mining can never be conducted in environmentally acceptable ways. […] How
can anyone dare to invest in tourism, in renewables, or green enterprises if one does not
know if the ground will be left in place? […] The threat of uranium mining puts a dead
hand over these areas' development. […] The local communities have nothing to put up
against the foreign companies that want to test drill. […] Today, Sweden imports uranium
from countries like Namibia, Kazakstan, Australia and Canada. In the two latter cases only
from regions where indigenous peoples live. Uranium mining is a classic example of
environmental injustice where poor people and their environment is hit.146

143Riksdagen (2014), address 113. My translation of record. Swedish original: “Just historien om Sverige och 
utvecklingen av Sverige till industrination handlar mycket om våra malmtillgångar. Det är malmen, skogen och 
vattnet, basnäringarna, som har givit oss den världsledande verkstadsindustri som finns i dag. Se på Seco Tools, 
Sandvik, SKF, ABB med flera. Det är den verksamheten som också har lett fram till att vi i dag har den välfärdsstat 
som vi är så glada och stolta över. […] Den utvecklingsoptimismen i många av dessa områden i glesbygden finns 
det anledning att känna stolthet över.”

144Riksdagen (2011), address 44. My translation of record. Swedish original: “Sverige har sedan urminnes tider haft en
gruvnäring av betydelse. Vi kan inte blunda för det faktum att skogen, vattenkraften och malmen var det som låg till 
grund och fortfarande är väsentligt för det svenska välståndsbygget. […] Låt oss slå vakt om svensk mineralnäring 
även fortsättningsvis. Vi har faktiskt all anledning att vara stolta över svensk gruvnäring.”

145 Riksdagen (2012), address 5.
146 Riksdagen (2012), address 2. My translation of record. Swedish original: “Uranbrytning kan aldrig ske på 
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This is rather remarkable because arguments like these are never heard in the debates regarding
'normal' mining. I say 'normal' mining for a reason which is that I believe the absence of these and
other critical arguments is an expression of a normalization or a naturalization within the hegemonic
discourse concerning what, so to speak, 'proper Swedish mining industry' is supposed to mine.
'Proper Swedish mining industry', or 'normal mining', is supposed to mine iron, copper, silver, gold,
etcetera, not uranium, and I believe the reason for this naturalization is found in the historical
narratives told about Swedish mining. Uranium is the only metal for which Swedish municipalities
have the right to veto mining plans, so the aversion to uranium mining in the discourse is also
expressed in the Minerals Act. Furthermore, there are several other debates in parliament during the
time period that concerns uranium mining specifically, so the issue is evidently of particular
concern. The red-green opposition wants to see a ban on both exploration and exploitation of
uranium in Sweden while most of the parties on the right want to allow it given that the
municipalities accept the mining plans. In other words, even the liberal and right-wing parties
accept to give municipalities – local communities – power to say no when it comes to uranium
mining, a power withheld when it comes to all other minerals and metals. 

It could be argued that the reason for this aversion against uranium mining is that uranium
mining really is environmentally destructive on a different level than 'normal' mining. That may
very well be true, but I do not believe this sufficiently explains the stark difference in representation
of uranium and 'normal' mining, for two reasons. Firstly, ever since the 1960-70's there has been a
strong opposition against nuclear power in Sweden, leading among other things to a referendum in
1980, and the aversion to uranium mining should be understood with this opposition in mind.
Secondly, and most importantly, the historical narratives around mining suggest that uranium was
not 'what built the country' historically. Uranuim has been mined in Sweden, in Ranstad outside
Skövde, in the 1960's, and “[t]here the open pit lies like an open wound with pus. It still burdens the
community with environmental costs. These are costs and challenges that we do not see an end to,”
as Kent Persson from The Left Party describes is.147 The modern project of uranium mining (and, to
some extent, nuclear power) is understood as a failure, whereas the historical significance of, in
particular, iron ore mining is understood as self-evident and vital for the nation. The ambivalence or
double standard – promoting 'normal' mining but wanting to ban uranium mining and exploration –
is perhaps best exemplified by The Green Party's Per Bolund who, when asked, says that “Naturally
[our wanting to ban uranium mining] does not mean that we say no to mining in general or to the
mining industry in Sweden. That is a startling allegation to which there is no truth.”148

By these ideological constructions, of uranium mining as a sickly, modern failure of a
environmentally hazardous type of energy production, and 'normal' mining as self-evidently that
which 'built the country' throughout history, the hegemony excludes the representation of 'normal'
mining as inherently unsustainable, being anathema to sustainable development in local
communities, undemocratic, and exploiting indigenous and desperate people in environmentally
unjust ways – arguments in ready use to describe uranium mining. 'Normal' mining can not be
described in the same way as uranium mining within the hegemonic discourse, the same arguments

miljömässigt acceptabla sätt. […] Hur ska man våga investera i turism, förnybart eller gröna näringar om man inte 
vet att man kommer att få ha marken i fred? […] Hotet om uranbrytning lägger en död hand över orternas 
utveckling. […] Det lokala samhället har inget att sätta emot när utländska företag vill provborra. […] I dag 
importerar Sverige uran från länder som Namibia, Kazakstan, Australien och Kanada. I de två senare fallen endast 
från områden där det bor ursprungsbefolkning. Uranbrytning är ett klassiskt exempel på en miljöorättvisa där fattiga
människor och deras miljö drabbas.”

147 Riksdagen (2013), address 76. My translation of record. Swedish original: “[d]är ligger dagbrottet som ett öppet sår 
som fortfarande varar. Det belastar fortfarande samhället med miljökostnader. Det är kostnader och utmaningar som
vi inte ser slutet på.”

148 Riksdagen (2010), address 114. My translation of record. Swedish original: "Självklart innebär det inte att vi säger 
nej till mineralbrytning över huvud taget eller till gruvnäringen i Sverige. Det är ett uppseendeväckande påstående 
som det inte ligger någon som helst sanning i." 
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do not apply, because of the intertwined representation of Sweden and 'normal' mining. 
It is also noticeable that there is a rather strong recognition of the popular opposition against

uranium mining. Even in the later debates (2012–), after the protests in Ojnare forest and Gállok as
well as national demonstrations in Stockholm against the mining expansion, the opposition against
uranium mining in particular is brought up much more frequently than the opposition against
mining in general. For instance, at no time is Gállok (Kallak) or Ojnare forest explicitly referred to
in the parliament debates even though these were protests with clashes between protesters and
police and quite a lot of media attention. But Oviken – an area in Jämtland where a prospecting
company is test drilling for uranium – is reffered to dozens of times, from 2010 to 2014, despite
there not having been any arrests or much media attention, as far as I am aware. Jokkmokk is only
mentioned twice in all the debates and then as a positive thing that a mine is getting started there,
not in recognition of the protests against the mine in Gállok. This suggests to me that the hegemonic
discourse – in which uranium mining holds an ambiguous or negative position – also informs the
politicians as to how to interpret public responses and which public responses to interpret as
important. The hegemony proscribes that politicians make use of certain protests and opposition in
support of their arguments. The discourse does get more allowing for critical perspectives and
positions over the years, but it has not managed to change the underlying premiss that mining is
good for Sweden. 

Lise Nordin states in 2011: “The threat of uranium mining is in many places one of the
absolutely most important political issues which engages very many people. […] I see that this issue
is one of the most engaging issues around the country which leads to a new popular movement
against this.”149 This is the only time 'popular movement' [folkrörelse], which signifies a strong and
organized opposition, is the concept used to describe any type of opposition towards mining in the
debates. In response to this, Eva Flyborg from The Liberal Party – a party that do not want to ban
uranium mining but still keep the municipal veto – strongly refers to 'realism': “Uranium is
emotionally charged. It [the call for a ban on uranium mining] has nothing to do with reality, it has
nothing to do with the legislation, it has nothing to do with environmental concern, […] and it has
nothing to do with anything at all but is only a feeling that it is dangerous.”150 The social
construction of what is fact and realism on the one hand, and what is feelings and imagination on
the other, is a sign of where the borders of the hegemony are drawn. This exchange in the debate is
a struggle for defining the hegemonic understanding of uranium mining, not mining in general.
What 'being realistic' is when it comes to uranium mining is struggled over here; what 'being
realistic' is when it comes to 'normal' mining is rarely, if ever, really struggled over but rather
compactly agreed on. 'Being realistic' in relation to 'normal' mining, according to my reading of the
discourse, is to acknowledge its historical and current importance and to construct policies to ease
the industry's expansion. The popular opposition, the protests, the civil disobedience, the
manifestations, and the media attention given to the opposition to 'normal' mining falls, partly, on
deaf ears, it seems to me, because the hegemonic discourse makes it difficult to accept it as well as
using it in support of arguments. 

The Green Party's Lise Nordin refers twice, during the 2012 debate, to the fact that uranium
mining in Australia and Canada takes place in areas where there are indigenous populations. In the
same debate, and in the two preceding it, the indigenous population in Sweden, the Sámi, are not
mentioned at all. It is not until the 2013 debate and later in the 2014 debate that Sámi are
mentioned. In particular, the conflict of interests between mining and reindeer herding is
highlighted, even though it is still rather rare. Only once in all the debates is the convention ILO

149Riksdagen (2011), address 42. My translation of record. Swedish original: “Hotet om uranbrytning är på många 
orter i landet en av de absolut viktigaste politiska frågorna som engagerar väldigt många människor. […] Jag ser att 
det är en av de frågor som engagerar allra mest runt om i landet och som leder till en ny folkrörelse emot detta.”

150Riksdagen (2011), address 43. My translation of record. Swedish original: “Uran är känsloladdat. Det har ingenting 
med verkligheten att göra, det har ingenting med lagstiftningen att göra, det har ingenting med miljöhänsyn att göra, 
[…] och det har ingenting med någonting att göra över huvud taget, utan det är en känsla av att det är farligt.”
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169 mentioned, by Jonas Eriksson from The Green Party, in 2014. The ratification if ILO 169 would
most likely, as far as I can make out, give Sámi the right to veto or to demand royalties from mining
projects in their traditional territories. With this in mind, it is notable that the ILO convention is not
debated more in relation to mining since it has a direct impact on the conflicts over land use
between reindeer herding and mining. 

Helena Lindahl from The Center Party (the same party as the Minister of Enterprise, Annie
Lööf) is the only speaker, apart from Jonas Eriksson, who talk about Sámi culture. Lindahl states:
“The Sámi has a unique position as an indigenous people. Their rights should be respected, and
their culture maintained. I am fully convinced that it is possible to find mutual agreements and
conditions which make sure that the impact of mining on reindeer herding is kept at an acceptable
level.”151 The way she speaks about Sámi culture reveal, I believe, a particular understanding and
gives an insight as to how an unequal power distribution is maintained in the discourse.
Furthermore, her statement is in my opinion representative of the hegemonic position, if not
unusually explicit and seemingly respectful. Most speakers who at all mention Sámi or reindeer
herding does so rather nominally. The respect that Lindahl is referring to does evidently not mean
that no encroachments on Sámi territories should be allowed, but that these encroachments should
be kept “at an acceptable level”. Sámi rights are, in other words, something that Lindahl see as
rights that may be violated to promote the mining industry. A ratification of the ILO 169 would give
Sámi the right to decide themselves what “an acceptable level” of encroachment would be. Here,
instead, the acceptable level is effectively decided on by the state and its institutions through the
application of the Minerals Act and the Environmental Code. The unequal distribution of power
between reindeer herders – or, for that matter, the Sámi people in general  – and the mining industry
is maintained by this ideological understanding. The acknowledgement and recognition of Sámi
rights, the Sámi status as an indigenous people, and their unique culture, is quickly followed by the
allowance for the mining industry to violate those rights and potentially harm this unique culture.
Furthermore, just like in the government discourse, Lindahl – and many other MP's as well –
conflate Sámi culture with reindeer herding. Lindahl starts with talking about Sámi rights as an
indigenous people but have seemingly no understanding of whether, or to what extent, mining could
have an impact on Sámi culture in any other way than as a nuisance to reindeer herders. 

It should be mentioned that it is restated several times by several speakers that the mining
industry is considered a vital enough public interest that the conditions needed to lawfully encroach
on proprietary rights, that is, private land ownership, are met. This is important for explaning the
ideological formulations regarding Sámi as well. Representing mining as a public interest vital
enough to encroach private ownership means that also private owners of land – whether Sámi or
otherwise – are also subject to a distinctly unequal power to influence decisions regarding their
rights as private land owners. However, there are differences worth taking into account between the
encroachment of private and Sámi rights. Proprietary rights are upheld by the Swedish constitution,
not international law like in the case of Sámi rights (which are also upheld by the Swedish
constitution), and proprietary rights are individual whereas Sámi rights to land and water are for the
Sámi people.

Mining represents a proud Swedish heritage in the discourse, and, just like in the
government discourse, Sápmi is not a name used to denote the north at all. Sápmi does not exist in
the parliament debates, which I believe should be understood in light of the nationalistic
formulation of mining. It is morally challenging to the Swedish self-image, I believe, to proudly talk
about Swedish mining in Sápmi. 

The north is of a particular interest in the discourse, but I mainly interpret this interest as a

151 Riksdagen (2014), address 114. My translation of record. Swedish original: “Samerna har en särställning som 
ursprungsfolk. Deras rättigheter ska respekteras, och deras kultur ska bevaras. Jag är fullt övertygad om att det går 
att hitta samförståndslösningar och villkor som gör att gruvnäringens påverkan på rennäringen kan hållas på en 
acceptabel nivå.”
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recognition of the fact that most mines are located in the north. There are, however, plenty of
statements where mining is represented as an excellent way to bring development and “hopes for a
better future” [framtidstro]152 to “ low popula t ion dens i ty a reas” [g lesbygd or
glesbygdskommuner]153 and “depopulation areas” [avfolkningsbygder or avfolkningskommuner]154.
I interpret the use of these expressions and this attitude as a form of 'code' for the inland in the
Swedish north155 where the 'problems' that these municipalities face are already identified in the
words themselves. And I interpret that to have “hopes for a better future” [framtidstro] in a
municipality or an area means to hope to remedy these 'problems' with economic and population
growth. These expressions – framtidstro, gles- and avfolkningsbygd – reveal a particular
understanding of what are positive and negative developments in the countryside, in particular in
the north. Taken together, these formulations encourages me to interpret the discourse as having a
normative inclination towards the establishment of new mines in the north in particular.
Furthermore, this formulation of 'problems' establishes growth – in economic and population terms
– as the solution to those 'problems'. Indeed, I believe it is pertinent to say that the 'problems'
themselves can be paraphrased as a 'lack of growth'.  

Mining is also, just like in the government discourse, understood as something that 'makes
the world better' in a wider sense. Johan Johansson, The Moderates, says in 2013: 

The demand for minerals and metals increases when more people rise out of poverty. Cities
and infrastructure are built, and industries develop. Africans and asians leave poor
fireplaces behind and get modern stoves. This makes life easier and reduces environmental
impact. […] Do we not, here in the parliament, have a responsibility to help this
development towards a better world […]?156

 
This is a line of argument that Johan Johansson repeats several times in various debates, and even
though he is one of few who argues like this, no one ever retorts or seem to disagree with this view
of mining, development and environmental impact (Lindahl seconds his position, 2014). Perhaps
this is because it is self-evident that modern stoves demand metals to be mined. However, it also
shows that the ideological understanding of what a desirable development is shared between
participants in the debates. Development and a better life is portrayed as westernization, as
urbanization, industrialization, economic growth and modern technology. Jonas Eriksson's call to
try to achieve a “[c]ircular economy” and his criticism of the focus in Swedish mining politics on
“[c]ontinued exploitation of finite resources” (2014) is the closest one gets to finding anything that
even remotely contradicts this position in the debates investigated here.157 Furthermore, it is my
interpretation that most, if not all, MP's share the understanding that this kind of development
represents progress. Development “makes life easier” and leads “towards a better world”, like
Johansson put it. Development as a word is in general positively loaded rather than neutral; it seems
rather to be a synonym in many cases to 'progress' rather than to denote a more neutral 'change'. By
implying that Sweden have a responsibility to support this development, Johansson also portray
mining as a moral obligation. In 2014, Johansson says that “[…] Sweden have a responsibility to
contribute to the global supply of metals and minerals.”158 Johansson describes a decrease in

152 E.g. Lindahl, Riksdagen 2012, address 31. 
153 E.g. Odell, Riksdagen 2012, address 107.
154 E.g. Lindahl, Riksdagen 2012, address 102.
155 This, in my opinion, is rather clear to a native Swedish speaker.
156 Riksdagen (2013), address 110. My translation of record. Swedish original: "Efterfrågan på mineraler och metaller 

ökar när fler reser sig ur fattigdom. Städer och infrastruktur byggs, och industrier utvecklas. Afrikaner och asiater 
lämnar dåliga eldstäder och skaffar moderna spisar. Detta förenklar livet och minskar miljöpåverkan. […] Har inte 
vi i riksdagen en skyldighet att hjälpa till i denna utveckling för en bättre värld […]?"

157 Riksdagen (2014), address 186. My translation of record. Swedish original: “[c]irkulär ekonomi”; “[f]ortsatt 
exploatering av ändliga resurser.”

158 Riksdagen (2014), address 189. My translation of record. Swedish original: “[…] Sverige har ett ansvar för att bidra
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prospecting in Sweden as having the effect that “[…] those who are about to leave poverty […] get
a more difficult time realizing that dream”.159 Again, mining is a moral endeavor, and Sweden have
a moral responsibility to supply metals and minerals to make the world better.

Development/progress seems to be represented, at a first glance, as both inevitable and
uncertain at the same time. The discourse is full of statements of forecasts and predictions of the
continued development around the world, in China and India not the least, that global demand will
continue to rise, that future sustainable technologies require minerals and metals, and so on. At the
same time, there is a certain sense of urgency, I sense, in that Sweden needs to make these metals
and minerals available to the world market as soon as possible, that the window of opportunity is
now, exemplified for instance by the repetition of the call for faster lead-times in the permit
processes. I believe, however, that the uncertainty is not about whether or not the development in
the world will continue, but whether or not Sweden will gain from the opportunity to export,
whether Sweden will gain or loose market shares, whether Sweden will maintain its position as a
'leading mining nation'. The bottom line is that mining is constructed as a fundamental part of the
inevitable progress of humanity on a global scale, and the uncertainty and the source, I believe, for
the sense of urgency that I detect in the discourse, comes from the worry that Sweden will not gain
sufficiently from supplying the raw materials needed for this progress, not that this progress will not
take place. 

Needless to say, economy is portrayed as a global capitalist economy, and Swedish exports
are described as being of particular importance to the Swedish economy. The exports were vital for
Sweden to avoid the worst effects of the economic crisis in 2008,160 the exports make up 54 % of
Sweden GDP,161 and mining make up about a fifth of total exports.162 The global capitalist economy
is the means by which Sweden can make the world better through mining, and so, just like in the
government discourse, one finds a chain of equivalence between Sweden, capitalist markets and
mining; the capitalist economy is part of the construction of Sweden. This is part of the hegemonic
understanding of Swedish mining, but there are differences between different parties as to how
much the state should regulate and tax the mining industry, in other words, how liberal the capitalist
economy should be allowed to be.  

The ideological construction of mining as sustainable is, of course, central in the discourse,
and there are innumerable statements and arguments employing the concept of sustainability. The
use of the concept of sustainability is rather varied, but I believe I can observe two general
tendencies. These tendencies are analogous to the two different understandings of sustainability in
the government discourse – that mining is sustainable, and leads to sustainability by means of the
products of mining. These two understandings roughly, but not quite, follow the distinction between
environmental sustainability and social sustainability. In the first, environmental sense,
sustainability is understood as being achieved when limiting mining's negative impacts on
environment/nature or society. Mining is thus constructed as sustainable if methods and
technologies are applied to limit, not necessarily abolish, the negative impacts of mining – for
instance railway transports, and techniques to limit pollution163 – whereas the underlying premiss
that mining is exploitation of finite resources and inevitably lead to major environmental
destruction is all but ignored.164 Mining may disrupt and destroy landscapes and traditional
livelihoods and informal economies in order to exploit finite resources, but it is still understood as

till den globala försörjningen av metaller och mineraler.”
159 Ibid. My translation from record. Swedish original: "[…] de som nu är på väg att lämna fattigdomen […] får allt 

svårare att förverkliga den drömmen."
160 Oscarsson, Riksdagen (2010), address 152.
161 Anger, Riksdagen (2010), address 126.
162 Johansson, Riksdagen (2012), address 18.
163 See for instance, Nordin, Riksdagen (2012), address 2.
164 Again, Jonas Eriksson from The Green Party is virtually the only MP giving voice to a slightly different position. 

See quote above.
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sustainable if the ore is transported by train rather than by truck, so to speak. Uranium mining,
however, is excluded from this construction of sustainability, and is a/the kind of mining where the
very activity – no matter transports, dam constructions, filtering facilities, or the strict application of
the Environmental Code – is understood as inherently unsustainable, at least to the red-green
opposition. The concept of sustainability – what an industry have to do in order to, so to speak,
'deserve' to be called sustainable – is markedly different when it comes to uranium mining
compared to 'normal' mining. 

The other understanding of sustainability in mining is that mining can enable sustainability
through its products and the 'development' (i.e. 'progress') it brings to local communities and
developing countries. This understanding of sustainability roughly concern the social aspect of the
sustainability of mining. 'Development' in the discourse is, like established above, distinguished by
economic growth, technological development, urbanization and industrialization. In a social sense,
thus, sustainability can be understood as not only the perpetuation of current society, economy, and
technological regime, but also as the expansion of current society, economy and technological
regime to 'less developed' regions – be those 'depopulation areas' in the inland of the Swedish north
(Sápmi), or the global south. The Swedish north or other regions in Sweden lacking 'development'
or growth (the peripheries) are thus constructed as suffering from retardation in comparison to
other, more 'developed' and growing regions (centers). That may sound harsh, but the very
underlying logic here is that these regions – in Sweden or the global south – are 'behind' in their
'development'. Sustainability in this sense comes, in other words, with a certain level of western
expansionism. One should also remember that this expansionism is, in many ways, understood as
inevitable. For instance Helena Lindahl from The Center Party asks in the 2014 debate if it is “[…]
better that mining occurs in other countries with no democratic rules and environmental rules?” than
in Sweden with its “tough environmental law”.165 The argument, in other words, is that if mines are
not started in Sweden, they will be started somewhere else, and the criticism and opposition to
mining is simply a case of “[n]ot in my backyard!”166 This argument clearly rests on an idea of
inevitability or even determinism of the continued growth of demand for mining products, and
establishes the Swedish mining industry as a way of shouldering responsibility for global,
deterministically framed development. 

The products of mining are in this way represented as environmentally beneficial, and the
limiting of environmental impacts of mining have social benefits as well, so the distinction between
environmental and social sustainability is not perfect. In particular, the products of mining are
thought of as vital for environmental reasons as well as social reasons. According to the discourse,
technology is what will save the environment, basically. In industrialized countries, electric cars,
wind power plants, low energy light bulbs, etcetera, will make society sustainable, according to the
discourse. But modern technology is also represented to lower the environmental impact of poor
and 'developing' countries as well (despite them having far lower environmental impact than
industrialized countries to begin with). For instance, in the block quote above, Johan Johansson
shows that he thinks a modern stove reduce environmental impact compared to a “poor fireplace”.
The faith in technology as a means to reach sustainability seems to me to be based on detaching the
environmental effects of mining and other industries needed to create, maintain and run modern
technology from the 'clean' use and application of that technology. The environmental impact of
retrieving the 10-15 kilograms of rare earth elements needed for catalysts in one hybrid or electric
car – a fact repeated in the discourse as an argument for the necessity of mining rare earth
elements167 – does not, in any way, seem to detract from the perceived sustainability of the low-
emission car. I believe this is an obvious fetischism in the discourse, what Hornborg calls machine

165 Riksdagen (2014), address 200. My translation of record. Swedish original: “[…] bättre att man bryter i andra 
länder med avsaknad av demokratiska regler och miljöregler?”; “tuff miljölagstiftning”. 

166 Ibid.: "Inte i min bakgård!"
167 For instance, Isovaara, Riksdagen (2012), address 3.
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fetishism.168 The growth in the mining sector comes from more people around the world adopting
western technology, economy and life styles, and so the perception of growth as good in itself is
intimately connected to the machine fetishism in the discourse. 

Capitalism depends on capital accumulation – hence the name – or, in a word, growth.
Without growth in the economy, the economy will be thrown into crisis and collapse. Because
capitalism is naturalized in the discourse to the point where capitalism is never mentioned by name
and 'economy' simply means capitalism, growth is not only a matter of 'development' but also of
sustaining the current order. Or, put in another way: 'development' is the current order. Without
growth, the current order can not be sustained, and without 'development' there can be no growth.
Growth is thus, in the parliament and in the government, understood – in my opinion quite
accurately, within the logic of the hegemonic discourse – as a prerequisite for sustainability.
Without the expansionist growth/'development', the order will collapse, which is represented as the
opposite of sustainability. This could be the reason why economic growth is such a central part of
the ideological construction of sustainability in the discourse, both in the government and in the
parliament. In my opinion, there is really only one MP in the debates in parliament who somewhat
entertain the idea that the current order is unsustainable in itself – the above-mentioned Jonas
Eriksson of The Green Party. The difference here, between the majority and what I see as part of
Eriksson's perspective, is a difference in the understanding of the very possibility of sustaining the
current order, as well as if the current order – no matter if it possible to sustain or not – is an order
that we (humanity) want to have. The vast majority of speakers in the debates in the parliament
answer those questions affirmatively, that the current order can be sustained and that it is
undisputedly an order that we want to have. Jonas Eriksson at least hints at the possibility of
answering in the negative, that it is unreasonable to assume that the order based on endless
economic growth can be sustained and that, even if it was possible, it may not be an order which we
want. He thus not only question the possibility of sustaining an order premised on endless economic
growth, but also the desirability of doing so. 

4.3. Narratives and plot structures – history and future in the 
parliament discourse

As I have already shown, the narratives surrounding the history of mining, the refinement of ore,
and other extractive industries are simply inseparable from the narratives of Sweden in the
discourse. Countless statements throughout the debates confirm this. In many cases, it seems that
the confirming of Sweden as a 'mining nation', reiterating that "”[t]he mining industry has a long
and proud tradition in Sweden and made us affluent ones upon a time”169 or similar, is a form of
'entry fee' into the discourse – a narrative that is expected of speakers to reiterate in order to not be
slandered as 'hostile towards mining'. 

Of course, the colonial history of these extractive industries, as well as their geographical
distribution of them within the country, are almost entirely excluded from the historical narratives.
Sápmi is made entirely invisible, is never uttered, is never represented as anything else than
'Sweden'. Sápmi resources are Swedish resources. Just like in the government discourse, there is
undoubtedly a masterplot structure present which pictures Sweden and the mining industries as
protoganistic types in the struggle for linear progress, and events and states that could contradict,
complicate, or disaffirm the masterplot are resolutely excluded.  

At one time in the debates, Kent Persson of The Left Party says that the problems

168 See a discussion on this topic in section 2.1 in the present thesis.
169 Hagwall, Riksdagen (2013), address 75. My translation of record. Swedish original: “[g]ruvnäringen har en lång 

och stolt tradition i Sverige och gjorde oss en gång till ett rikt land.”
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municipalities have when trying to accommodate large mining projects may lead to “[…] a colonial
development like the one western countries have directed toward former colonies in mainly Asia
and Africa.”170 He is talking about current colonialism here, and he is arguing that industries that
exploit but do not give anything back (perhaps, I might add, modeled after historically colonial
patterns), are colonial in their disposition and structure. The statement suggests that encroachments
of Sámi rights and territories are not understood as colonial, even when colonial structures and
dispositions are explicitly brought up in the debate. Nowhere in the debates, despite the profusion of
history, is there any recognition of any kind of any historical colonialism in relation to Sámi, Sápmi
or the north. Rather, mining get to represent a creative force, as it were, a force responsible for
creating modern Sweden and the north: 

We are many in Sweden who can conclude that our birthplaces hardly would have existed
without the mining industry. I am myself one of those who were born and brought up in a
small village which probably would not even have been on the map if not the squirrel
hunter Lars Larsson in 1642 had missed his prey and the iron-pointed arrow instead had
been found, as it is described, lodged in strange stone. Magnetite was found. The rest is
history and the foundation of the later development of the ore fields
[Kiruna/Malmberget/Gällivare].171 

Evidently, Lars Larsson, the man shooting the arrow, was at this location before the mining industry
was, and he was most likely not all alone but part of a culture.172 The disappearance or assimilation
of that society is told in the narrative as a form of creation. This is a narrative obviously structured
after a Terra Nullius masterplot, where the land is empty and void (in the sense that whatever was
there before is irrelevant) before the entry of modernity and industrialism. This particular narrative
also has a level of individualism to it unusual in the discourse and could therefore be said to touch
upon a Robinson Crusoe masterplot as well. 

Generally, the future narrative in the discourse is one where the (sustainable) mining
industry grows as a result of global development, technology advancements, and sustainability is
achieved with technology and growth. In this future narrative, local communities as a type are
wealthier, more developed, and thankful for the mining industry – even in locations like
Rönnbäcken and Jokkmokk where there are ardent oppositions toward the mining projects in the
areas.173 I believe that the future narrative where mining is the solution to problems of sustainability
and development on a global as well as a local scale is one more reason why the protests against
'normal' mining is not recognized more in the discourse. The inequality of power between local
communities and a mining industry cheered on by the political establishment is rarely recognized as
a problem since the future narrative is one where everything, so to speak, gets better by mining.
Indeed, if the protests against, or 'worries' about, 'normal' mining is at all recognized, it is
sometimes dismissed on the basis of not being based in facts.174 Again, Jonas Eriksson from The

170 Riksdagen (2012), address 4. My translation of record. Swedish original: “[…] en kolonial utveckling liksom den 
som västerländska länder har lett gentemot forna kolonier i framför allt Asien och Afrika.”

171 Isovaara, Riksdagen (2011), address 44. My translation of record. Swedish original: “Vi är många i Sverige som 
kan konstatera att vår födelsebygd knappast skulle ha existerat utan gruvnäringen. Jag är själv en av dem som är 
född uppvuxen i en by som förmodligen inte ens skulle ha funnits på kartan om inte den ekorrjagande bonden Lars 
Larsson år 1642 hade missat bytet och den järnskodda pilspetsen i stället hade hittats, som det beskrevs, fastklibbad 
i en märklig sten. Magnetit var funnet. Resten är historia och grunden till Malmfältens senare utveckling.” My 
italics.

172 It my be interesting to note that Lars Larson was, without much doubt, Sámi. In the area of what today is called the 
ore fields, there lived almost exclusively Sámi in the 17th century. The hunting of squirrel is also an indication that 
Lars Larson was Sámi as squirrel skins was a common means for Sámi of paying the tax to the Swedish crown.

173 Lindahl, Riksdagen (2012), address 31; Johansson, Riksdagen (2012), address 18.
174 Lindahl, Riksdagen (2013), address 95; Lindahl, Riksdagen (2013), address 198. On a sidenote: this is also a 

rhetorical device used by Lööf (2013:B).
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Green Party, is a rare exception as he states that “[m]ore dialogue between the mining companies
and the Sámi villages, like the government suggests, will probably not solve this conflict. The
power relations are too unequal, and the legislation as it looks today is on the side of the
exploiters.”175 Apart from the power of office of being in government, the only references to power
– apart from Eriksson's – is the relation between uranium mining companies and local communities.
Here, 'worries', protests and inequality of power is recognized as genuine concerns, especially from
the red-green opposition. Interesting to note is, of course, that uranium mining is the only type of
mining where local communities actually do have power in the form of a municipal veto. The
pervasive narratives of the wonderful things 'normal' mining will bring in the future to local
communities seem to block out inequality of power as well as public opposition from view and
thought. 

Sustainability and development are obviously important concepts in the construction of the
future narrative in the discourse. At face value, the two concepts seem rather contradictory –
sustainability is apparently about sustaining the current order, whereas development would suggest
to denote the change of the current order. But this analysis in insufficient at explaining the narrative
and ideological constructions of these concepts. As economic growth is demanded to sustain the
current order of society and economy, economic growth can be understood as discursively
interchangeable with the concept of sustainability – without growth, society will not be sustained.
Development, in a capitalist sense – defined as industrialization, urbanization, technological
advancements and greater affluence – is the source of the demand which will lead to economic
growth, make technology and production more efficient, and open up new markets. The future
narrative in the discourse, firmly based in a capitalist meta-narrative, is one where a 'permanence of
change', i.e. development, is the sign of sustaining the current order, in my opinion.176 Regions or
municipalities, or indeed livelihoods, which do not show development as it is understood in the
discourse are perceived as suffering from retardation, as being 'behind' or going 'backward' in their
'development'. Development proper, instead, goes 'forward'. 

From these ideological constructions one can draw a number of interesting conclusions as to
the construction of an understanding of the future, that is, a future narrative. Firstly, the historical
narrative and the future narrative in the discourse are quite compatible. The historical narrative of
the development of Sweden to become the modern country it is today with the help of the mining
industry and other extractive industries throughout history, fits perfectly with a future narrative
where mining and other extractive industries are pictured as bringing relief, 'framtidstro', and
development to regions thought to lack these qualities. However, sustainability is something that
belongs to the future narrative, not the historical narrative. Sustainability is not something that has
been going on in the past but something that will come in the future (or is here now). The concept
of sustainability therefore represents something of a discontinuity in the temporal ontology of the
discourse. 

Secondly, even though the promise of development and the goal of sustainability largely
functions as moral chaperons for continued encroachments and dispossession of Sámi rights in the
north, the future narrative is still one where Sámi livelihoods and mining exist side by side – when
Sámi livelihoods are mentioned. The dispossession is naturalized in the discourse, it is seen as
necessary yet is, strangely, entirely unacknowledged in the sense that it does not seem to be
regarded as dispossession at al. The dialogue that is thought to create this co-existence or even
symbiosis ignores inequality of power. The future narrative in the discourse is thus a naïve or
dishonest narrative in the sense that it does not recognize or admit to the potential harm inflicted by
it. 

175 Riksdagen (2013), address 74. My translation of record. Swedish original: “En ökad dialog mellan gruvbolagen och
samebyarna, som regeringen föreslår, lär inte lösa denna konflikt. Maktförhållandena är alltför olika, och 
lagstiftningen som den ser ut i dag står på exploatörernas sida.”

176 See discussion on the capitalist metanarrative in section 2.7 in the present thesis.
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Thirdly, with a historical narrative which completely ignores historical colonialism in the
north, the moral ambiguity or dubiety of future dispossessions/colonialism is effectively removed.
Instead of moral ambiguity there is a nation state narrative which puts Sweden and the country's
(historically) colonial industries as well-meaning, making the world better, essential and responsible
for the progress and betterment of humanity. Sweden is simply a country that does good in the
world, far from a cynical colonial power.177 Historical acts of colonialism in the north are thus
understood as acts of progress. The sense of inevitability of this progress – that humanity is
inescapably on a path to more complex societies, more economic growth, more advanced
technology, etcetera – is an essential part of the capitalist meta-narrative where it is a 'destiny' of
sorts for humanity, as I see it. Development should be understood as progress, and progress is
unavoidable. The important thing here is that the inevitability of this progress is essential for the
construction of Sweden as a country that does good. With inevitability comes freedom from
responsibility; with inevitability comes the possibility of avoiding cognitive dissonance between the
'good' Sweden and the 'bad' Sweden (Sweden as a colonial power) because the 'good' Sweden was
and is inevitable, a result of the natural order of progress. In a word, the deterministic character of
progress and development annuls the moral dubiety of the mining industry and allows for a
masterplot of progress rather than colonialism.    

That the masterplot of the Swedish north is tied to a Terra Nullius masterplot is abundantly
clear from the exclusions of historical colonialism and Sápmi, the naturalization of current
dispossession, and the nationalistic (uniformizing) pride connected to the mining industry. Just like
in the government discourse, the masterplot of the north in the parliament discourse includes
constructing Sámi culture and livelihoods as not quite qualifying for the rights to the land and
resources of the north. Even though not expressly stated, it is clear that reindeer herding is not seen
as a 'framtidsbranch' (roughly translated: 'livelihood for the future') like the mining industry is, most
likely because of reindeer herdings inability to sustain economic growth; Sápmi is not a sovereign
nation (it does not exist in the discourse at all); Sámi lack private ownership of the land; current acts
of dispossession are not understood as such; and because Sámi livelihoods can not sustain the
perceived idea of progress, those livelihoods get to represent the past rather than the future.178

Again, we see in the discourse the double action of exclusion and representing Sámi as unqualified,
inferior, and backward. 

So the masterplot of the Swedish north and mining in the parliament is intricately tied to
nation state narratives, the Terra Nullius masterplot, and the development masterplot. One added
level in the masterplot, however, compared to the government discourse, are a few rather clear
references to ideological constructions that represents a 'white man's burden' perspective. That it is a
moral obligation or responsibility for the center to bring 'development' to the periphery is quite clear
– the periphery being both the inland in the north of Sweden as well as the global south.  

177 For an interesting discussion on the topic of Sweden as a country that does good in the world, see Öhman, May-
Britt, “'Sweden Helps’: Efforts to Formulate the White Man’s Burden for the Wealthy and Modern Swede”, Kult 7 
– Special Issue. Nordic Colonial Mind, Roskilde University, 2010, p. 122-142.

178 It is worth remembering that 'progress' literally means to walk forward, Swedish 'framsteg' (lit. step forward). To 
not be progressing inevitably means standing still or going 'backward'. 
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5. Analysis of Discourse and Narratives in the Mining 
Inspectorate

5.1. Sources and disposition of analysis

The Mining Inspectorate is different from the other institutions investigated in this thesis. Their role
is to make decisions regarding applications for exploration permits and mining concessions,
supervise that applicant live up to the Minerals Act, and to inform the public, holders of special
rights, companies and agencies about mining affairs. The analysis of the Mining Inspectorate is thus
different from the other analytical parts in this thesis. The Mining Inspectorate's task is evidently
not to debate, discuss or influence public opinion, but to carry out the law and regulations of the
Minerals Act, the delegated legislation to the Minerals Act, and partly the Environmental Code. The
role of the Mining Inspectorate is, in other words, to carry out the will of the other societal
institutions investigated in this thesis. This means that the texts produced by the Mining
Inspectorate are (most often) of a different genre than political speeches and policy documents.
Most texts produced by the agency belong to a strict legal genre, relating for instance to decisions
and information regarding prospecting permits or mining concessions. However, there are some
texts that fall outside the legal genre.

The main document in analyzing the Mining Inspectorate is the publication Through Good
Orders and Diligent Supervision.179 In 2012, the Mining Inspectorate had its 375 year anniversary
and for the occasion, the former Chief Mining Inspector, Jan-Olof Hedström, wrote a historiography
of the Mining Inspectorate. The Mining Inspectorate is one of the oldest still active government
agencies in Sweden, and the historiography is official in the sense that it was published by the
Geological Survey of Sweden, which the Mining Inspectorate organizationally falls under. It is rare
with official historiographies of this kind, ordered and published by, and about, a particular
government agency. Another source is the Mining Inspectorate's website, where a lot of information
regarding many parts of the legal and bureaucratic organization of mining can be found.180 On this
website, under the 'About' tab, there is also a video (also on Youtube.com), called “SGU Bergsstaten
1206193”, which is a short and edited interview with Åsa Persson, the Chief Mining Inspector.181 

Apart from these sources, I also conducted an interview with an individual of significance
for the dealings and decisions of the Mining Inspectorate on April 25, 2015.182 This individual have
asked to remain anonymous in this thesis since s/he, upon reading the transcript, thought his/her
statements were of a too personal nature. Because this interview is important for the present
analysis, I will sometimes refer to this individual as 'Anonymous' in order to make the text easier to
read and follow. The interview gave me the opportunity to ask questions not answered by other
written sources, and also for me to follow up statements and wordings in the official documents.

The analysis is divided into two sections. In the first section, 5.2., I will analyze the
discourse using discourse analysis concepts. In the second section, 5.3., I will analyze narratives in

179 My translation. Swedish original: Hedström, Jan-Olof, … igenom gode Ordningar och flitigt upseende …, Ödeshög:
Sveriges Geologiska Undersökning, 2012.

180 The website translated to English does not contain as much information as the Swedish website. I will therefore use 
the Swedish version of the website and translate the material myself, unless the same information can be found on 
the english website. SGU, Bergsstaten, [website], [no publishing date available], http://www.sgu.se/bergsstaten/ 
(accessed 2015-05-15).

181 SGU, Bergsstaten, [website], [no publishing date available], http://www.sgu.se/bergsstaten/om-bergsstaten/, 
(accessed 2015-05-15).

182 Transcript of interview is available if requested by author. 
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the discourse.

5.2. Discourse analysis of the Mining Inspectorate's discourse

The Mining Inspectorate website states that “[t]he Inspectorate is headed by the Chief Mining
Inspector who decides on matters falling under the Minerals Act”183 and that “[t]he Minerals Act is
necessary in order to facilitate the supply of necessary metals and minerals to society”.184 One
noticeable difference therefore between the discourse of the Mining Inspectorate and the parliament
and the government is the not-so-strong focus on sustainability. That it is stated that the role of the
Inspectorate is to facilitate the supply of “necessary metals and minerals to society” could be
interpreted as being in recognition of the Mining Inspectorate's role for sustainability. Other than
that, the Inspectorate does not attempt to justify and motivate the need for mining on the basis of
sustainability. My interpretation of this lack is that it is simply not the Mining Inspectorate's job to
justify mining or why the legislation looks like it does. 

During my interview with Anonymous, when I specifically asked about the issue of
sustainability, s/he partly confirmed that s/he see a sustainable mining industry as primarily an
economically sustainable mining industry. S/he said that looking at the economic sustainability of a
mining project "is a way of looking at the sustainability [of the project]. […] It should be profitable,
you know, and that is beneficial to everyone”.185 In this regard it is also important to remember that
the Minerals Acts proscribes that mining concessions should only be given to an applicant if “a
deposit has been found which can probably be utilized on an economic basis”.186 The only form of
sustainability specified within the Minerals Act, the legislation the Mining Inspectorate works by, is
economic sustainability, whereas environmental issues and, to some extent, social issues area dealt
with later in the permit process and is handled by the Land and Environment Court. However,
Anonymous also pointed out other important aspects. Firstly, s/he pointed out that if a mine is not
run economically there will be no resources left for restoration after the mining operations have
ceased, which would have detrimental environmental effects. Secondly, s/he pointed out that metals
themselves are “forever”, that once the metals are mined they remain at our disposal, in other words
that the metals themselves are quite literally sustainable. Moreover, answering the question of what
characterizes a “sound relationship between humans and nature” s/he said that it is “[…] to live in
such a way that you don't use up more than can be restored, what you can give back. What is
'sound', and this is entirely my personal opinion, is really that you have the small community, the
little village maybe, which produces everything and takes care of all waste too […].”187 This
“personal opinion” would seem to be in contrast to working within an agency that deals with a very
much globalized industry, and s/he even jokingly suggested that “maybe globalization isn't very
good?”.188 It is also noteworthy that s/he emphasized that this is entirely his/her personal opinion
which I believe reveal that s/he during the interview, on some level, was aware that this perspective
183  SGU, Bergsstaten, [website], [no publishing date available], http://www.sgu.se/en/mining-inspectorate/about-the-

mining-inspectorate/  , (accessed 2015-05-15).
184 My translation. Swedish original: “Minerallagen behövs för att underlätta samhällets försörjning av nödvändiga 

metaller och mineraler.” SGU, Bergsstaten, [website], [no publishing date available], 
http://www.sgu.se/bergsstaten/lagstiftning/  , (accessed 2015-05-15).

185 My translation from transcript. Swedish original: “Det är ju ett sätt att titta på hållbarheten. Det ska liksom löna sig 
det här, och det gagnar ju alla.”

186 The Minerals Act ,Ch 4, Section 1, § 1. SGU, The Geological Survey of Sweden's unofficial translation of the 
Minerals Act, [website], 2007, http://resource.sgu.se/dokument/mineralnaring/SGU-rapport_2007-26_minerals-
act_ordinance.pdf  , (accessed 2015-05-15).  

187 My translation from transcript. Swedish original: “[…] leva på ett sådant sätt att du inte förbrukar mer än vad som 
kan återställas, vad du kan ge tillbaka. Det 'sunda', det är min högst personliga åsikt, det är egentligen att du har det 
här lilla samhället, lilla byn kanske, som producerar allt själv och tar hand om all sin skit själv också.”

188 My translation from transcript. Swedish original: “Så kanske att globaliseringen inte är bra?”
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not quite fits the hegemonic perspective. In response to my asking if his/her “personal opinion” did
not conflict with his/her role within the Inspectorate, Anonymous resorted to 'realism', to “the world
as it is”, saying that “[…] we have the world we have, which we have to live in and make the best
of”.189 S/he then expressed that it would be unfair to withhold our Swedish living standard from
people in developing countries, and that it is better with mines in Sweden than in “Africa or China”
where “they are really bad at this with the environment.”190 S/he also problematized increasing
global populations in relation to the need for metals. 

Anonymous showed a comparatively well-rounded and versatile understanding of
sustainability issues, drawing on several different discourses, in my opinion. But the 'realism' of the
hegemonic discourse, and the discursively constructed inevitability of development, supplied
him/her with an understanding of “the world as it is” which effectively limits the possibilities of
what s/he is able to regard as feasible and just. 

I interpret Anonymous' perspective as one where mining is a sort of necessary evil for the
betterment of the world, an activity which is better if conducted in Sweden which has good
environmental legislation than in parts of the world where environmental legislation is lax. Even
though Anonymous never talked about the mining industry's role for Sweden as a whole but only
about the mining industry's role for the Swedish north – for which s/he says it has had a “great
economic importance”191 – other sources from the Mining Inspectorate correspond entirely with the
parliament and government discourses as to the role of mining in Sweden's history and present. In
the foreword to Through Good Orders and Diligent Supervision, the director-general for the
Geological Survey of Sweden, Jan Magnusson, emphasizes that the Mining Inspectorate have a
history “[…] closely connected with Sweden's development as an industrial nation”.192 The Mining
Inspectorate's website explains that Sweden has a “unique bedrock”, that Sweden have a “[…] more
than a thousand year long history of ore mining and metals manufacturing”, and that mining has
“[…] to a large extent contributed to the affluence we today have in Sweden.”193 Hedström's
historiography as a whole further establishes the importance of mining to Sweden's development as
a nation and does so largely by a historiography of 'great men'– royalty, mining inspectors, civil
servants – central to the development of the agency. Mining is therefore, despite the economic
emphasis in the Minerals Act, ideologically constructed as something 'more' than a profit-seeking
enterprise: it is understood in a nationalistic way, vital for the nation's economy, the modern way of
life, and for global development. Apart from Anonymous' personal perspective, the Mining
Inspectorate discourse conforms entirely with the parliament and government discourses as to how
mining is socially constructed in relation to the importance of mining to Sweden throughout history.

Yet another ideological construction that the Mining Inspectorate discourse has in common
with the parliament and the government discourses is the total absence of recognition of Sápmi.
Nowhere in the Mining Inspectorate's sources is Sápmi brought up or mentioned. In fact, the only
mentioning of anything remotely Sámi in all sources (apart from my interview with Anonymous,
see below) is one single mentioning of reindeer herding and the Sámi parliament on the Mining
Inspectorate's website.194 In my interview with Anonymous, however, I had the opportunity to ask
him/her directly about this absence, to which his/her reply was rather multifaceted. Firstly, s/he said
that s/he – who lives in Kiruna and who has lived in the north his/her whole life – do not say

189 My translations from transcript. Swedish originals: “Världen som den är.”;  “[…] vi har ju den värld vi har, som vi 
måste leva i och göra det bästa med.”

190 My translation. Swedish original: “där man är liksom jättedåliga på det här med miljö.”
191 My translation. Swedish original: "en stor roll ekonomiskt”.
192 Hedström (2012). My translation, Swedish original: “[…] nära förbunden med Sveriges utveckling som 

industrination.”
193 My translations. My translation, Swedish originals: “unik berggrund”; “[…] mer än tusen år lång historia av 

malmbrytning och metallframställning”; “[…] I stor utsträckning bidragit till det välstånd vi idag har i Sverige.”
194 SGU, Bergsstaten, [website], [no publishing date available], 

http://www.sgu.se/bergsstaten/prospektering/arbetsplaner-och-undersokningsarbete/  , accessed 2015-05-17).
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'Norrland' either. Both concepts, s/he said, were too generalizing and imprecise, and s/he preferred
to be more specific about locations or talk about 'northern Sweden' or counties instead. Why
'northern Sweden' is less generalizing than Sápmi or Norrland, or why talking about counties would
exclude the recognition of Sápmi, s/he did not explain or address directly. S/he elaborated on this
issues later when s/he said that Sápmi is “[…] a concept that the Sámi themselves use. Maybe you
use it down here [in the south] in these circumstances, but we absolutely never use it.”195 I am
unable to draw a clear conclusion as to who s/he meant by “we”, which s/he strongly emphasized,
but my interpretation nonetheless is that s/he was actually referring to the Mining Inspectorate,
saying that the Mining Inspectorate does not use the concept Sápmi. That the Mining Inspectorate
does not use the concept Sápmi is clear from the other sources investigated here, and would
reaffirm the absence of Sápmi in the discourses of parliament and government and suggest that the
absence is institutionalized. If this interpretation is valid, it would mean that the absence of Sápmi
in the Mining Inspectorate's discourse is not because of its lack of precision but rather that the
absence of Sápmi is hegemonic in the social construction of the north within the institutions
investigated in this thesis. It is my understanding, too, that Anonymous was referring to a
south/north difference in this statement, suggesting that Sápmi may be a concept that is used more
easily in the south than in the north, at least by non-Sámi. This would correspond well to my own
experiences of the north.

When it came to Sámi in general and colonialism, his/her perspective was that “[…] the
Swedes [storsvenskarna] have committed, so to speak, human violations almost against the Sámi
historically. […] [B]ut today, that is no longer relevant. How long should the historical sins be
allowed to live on?”196 Important to this line of reasoning is that s/he also sees little difference
between Sámi and Swedes, saying that “[…] we go to the same schools, we work at the same
workplaces – it [ethnicity] should not matter today.”197 It is noteworthy that s/he did not use the
concept of colonialism here, despite my question being what s/he thinks about the statement that
Sweden has colonized Sápmi. Instead, s/he paraphrased his/her response and also added a “so to
speak” and an “almost”. Nonetheless, s/he did acknowledge that s/he is aware of historical
injustices against Sámi, but s/he dismisses the idea that colonialism is happening toward Sámi today
on the basis that there really is not much of a difference between Swedes and Sámi and that
ethnicity should not matter.  

S/he also stated that “[p]eople are sort of half-Sámi or twenty-five percent or full- or, and it
does not matter. You work at the same places. Sámi can work in the mine [in Kiruna] […]”.198 S/he
also stated that the polarization between Sámi and Swedes “[…] comes almost from the outside.”199

These statements are interesting in a number of ways. Firstly, Anonymous did later in the interview
show a versatile understanding of ethnicity – that one can “feel like Sámi” or rediscover one's
ethnicity as an adult without a Sámi upbringing, for instance – but there is also a genealogical
approach which is quite clear here. This genealogical 'definition' of who is Sámi and not is, in my
opinion, a common conception,200 both in the south but perhaps more so in the north, so it should be

195 My translation from transcript. Swedish original: “det är ett begrepp som samerna själva använder. Man kanske 
använder det här nere i de här sammanhangen, men vi använder det ju absolut inte.”

196 My translation from transcript. Swedish Original: “att 'stor-svenskarna' har begått, vad ska man säga, mänskliga 
brott nästan på samerna historiskt sett. [m]en idag så är inte det relevant något mer. Hur länge ska de historiska 
synderna få leva kvar?”

197 My translation from transcript. Swedish original: “[…] vi går i samma skolor, vi jobbar på samma ställen – det ska 
inte spela någon roll idag.”

198 My translation from transcript. Swedish original: “Folk är ju liksom halva samer eller tjugofem procent eller hel- 
eller, och det spelar ju ingen roll. Man jobbar på samma ställen. Samer kan jobba i gruvan […].”

199 My translation from transcript. Swedish original: “[…] kommer nästan utifrån.”
200 The Sámi Parliament Act, which regulates who has the right to vote in the Sámi parliament and thus determines 

who can 'officially' be concidered Sámi, states that subjective identification and language are the criteria to be met 
in order to be allowed to vote, not geneaology. This legislation does not once and for all establish a 'true' criteria for 
who is Sámi and who is not – for defining a people it is remarkably individualistic, for instance, and decided on by 
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noted that Anonymous is far from alone in holding this perspective, even though this line of
reasoning has not been expressed in any other of the sources investigated in this thesis.  

Secondly, the conflict that arise between different groups in the north as a result of the
mining industry's expansion is understood as coming from 'the outside'. I myself met this particular
critique extensively in relation to Gállok. Many who did not like the protests had the opinion that it
was outsiders who had come to Jokkmokk, to Gállok, and instigated the protests and conflicts –
alternatively that the activists had been 'bought' or 'beguiled' by local 'radical' Sámi. Anonymous
thus expressed an idea I have have been on the receivning end of, namely the idea that the colonial
tensions (as I see it) that arise in Sápmi today in relation to mining exploitations, or other industrial
expansions, is somehow instigated or latched onto a situation 'artificially' from the outside, by
radicals and/or conflict-seeking media. In this perspective, inevitably, it is not the mining companies
that fuel discord among the people in the north, but it is the public opposition to mining project that
does. 

A stark difference between the Mining Inspectorate's discourse and the discourse of
parliament and government is that there is very little mention of economic growth in the sources
here investigated. Economy is emphasized in various ways – for instance in the Minerals Act or by
Anonymous – but economic growth is really only mentioned once in all sources.201 I do not believe
this signifies much of a real difference in perspective, but rather that growth, like the concept of
sustainability, works like a rhetorical device aimed at evoking support and acceptance for mining.
The promise of growth is a political 'selling point'. And, again, the Mineral Inspectorate's task is not
to promote, but to facilitate, mining. Growth signifies expansion, and the lack of the concept of
growth in the Mining Inspectorate's discourse could mean that expansion is less of a goal for the
Inspectorate. Their task is to handle mining issues whether the industry is growing or not, and as
long as mining companies can show deposits which can be mined without leading to bankruptcy,
mining concessions are given (unless in clear ways in stark conflict with other, nationally important
interests, and in violation of certain paragraphs in the Environmental Code).

  In the video interview on the website, the Chief Mining Inspector, Åsa Persson, initiates the
interview by saying that the Mining Inspectorate is standing “[…] in the middle, so to speak. We
should make sure that minerals can be mined in Sweden, but that it is done in a reasonable way, for
the environment, for the surroundings, and for the communities.” The toned-down emphasis on
sustainability and growth in the discourse in general, as well as the portrayal of the Mining
Inspectorate as simply an extension of the law, discursively constructs the Mining Inspectorate as
neutral in my opinion, as 'objective' or 'mediating'. The Mining Inspectorate is a government agency
which responds to 'the world as it is', to laws, regulations and demands, but does not try to influence
or pass judgment on that 'reality'. It is clearly established that the Mining Inspectorate and the Chief
Mining Inspector make decisions which of course impacts the world, but those decisions are made
based on the Minerals Act and the needs of mining companies and society's need for minerals. The
Mining Inspectorate does not act, but react, which is a fundamental difference to the parliament and
government. The neutral construction creates a space in which decisions are made by the Mining
Inspectorate without the Mining Inspectorate being politically responsible for those decisions.
Indeed, it is a rather apolitical construction, and the Mining Inspectorate seems to be discursively
constructed, contradictorily, as an apolitical political institution. Indeed, Anonymous confirmed this
during the interview with saying that "[…] we [the Mining Inspectorate] are not part of the debate
in any way. Instead, we have 'what applies?', 'what have our politicians decided in the Minerals
Act?' We conform to that.”202 Not being part of 'the debate', in my interpretation, means that the
Mining Inspectorate is pictured as pursuing its mandate without political ambitions, yet it is an

the Swedish, not the Sámi, parliament – but it is interesting to note that there is no geneaological demands put in the
legislation.

201 Hedström (2012), p. 69.
202 My translation from transcript. Swedish original: “[…] vi är inte med i debatten på något sätt. Utan vi har liksom att 

'vad gäller', 'vad har våra politiker bestämt i minerallagen'? Vi rättar ju oss efter det.”
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agency which evidently has great political power. The apolitical stance is a result both from a 'just
following orders' attitude and the self-conception of being a mediator between different interests, in
my interpretation. The unequal power relations between those various interests, and the colonial
history which has laid the groundwork for those power relations, are not regarded as part of or
influencing the agency's decisions.203 

The perspective on nature in the Mining Inspectorate's discourse generally follows the
perspectives of the government and parliament. However, in both the video interview with Persson
and my interview with Anonymous, they also give voice to a different, complementary perspective.
In my interview with Anonymous, s/he stressed how important it was for him/her to be close to
nature. To live just an hour or half an hour away from the mountains is “home” to him/her. In the
video interview, Persson says that we have a “[…] need to be out in the great, wide nature and feel
that one is actually quite small […].”204 In Hedström's historiography, in the chapter on the current
Mining Inspectorate, there is a group photograph of Persson and her colleagues – plus one of the
Mining Inspector's sled dogs. Persson is also filmed skiing with the dogs in the video. The whole
video is also filmed outdoors, and large parts of it in (in my opinion) beautiful natural surroundings.
These moments in the discourse show a perspective which is, in my interpretation, more venerating
towards nature, a perspective where one is in and enjoys nature rather than exploits it. Persson and
Anonymous give voice to a perspective on nature where nature means 'more' than its commodified
economic value. I call this perspective complementary for there seems to be no contradiction
between this more 'venerating' and the more 'commodifying' perspectives, expressed too by
Anomynous when s/he emphasized that the conflict of interest between mining and tourism often is
a “myth”. It seems that Persson and Anonymous simultaneously draw on a 'commodifying'
discourse – with the accompanying subject positions of consumers and producers – but also on an
'outdoors' discourse (which is common in Sweden) that expresses the subject position of the 'small'
human in the 'great' nature, and close relations to other living creatures.

The Chief Mining Inspector and Anonymous seem to broaden the discourse, compared to
the discourses of the parliament and government, and the Mining Inspectorate's discourse appear
not so one-dimensional. It is my conclusion that the apolitical discursive construction of the Mining
Inspectorate allows Persson and Anonymous to express multiple discourses and subject positions.
No doubt, the MP's of parliament and the ministers and office-holders of the government also
subscribe to various subject positions in various discourses, but the genres of political debate and
documents, and the very active subject position of politicians, inhibit them from expressing these
alternative subject positions in the material investigated in this thesis. The burden, so to speak, of
'realism' is much greater, according to my understanding, in politics than in the Mining
Inspectorate's discourse, especially when comparing genres like parliament debate and interview.

5.3. Narratives and plot structures – history and future in the 
Mining Inspectorate's discourse

The historical narrative that emerges from the sources is one where mining has been vital for the
development of Sweden and the modern world. The nation state narratives of the parliament and
government thus re-emerge in the Mining Inspectorate's discourse. The Mining Inspectorate's own
role in these historical developments is stressed, especially in Hedström's historiography, and the
government agency thus appear as a separate type within the nation state narrative. Hedström's
historiography also brings a level of precision in the historical narrative not found in any other

203 During the interview, Anonymous expressly stated that history have no impact on the agency's decisions.
204 My translation from transcript. Swedish original: “[…] ett behov av att vara ute I den stora, vida naturen och känna 

att man faktiskt ät väldigt liten också […].”
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sources investigated in this thesis. What Hedström's historiography accomplishes in particular is to
conjoin the Mining Inspectorate's history to the historical narrative of the progress of Sweden. 

The Mining Inspectorate was founded 1637 by the guardian regency under the still too
young crown princess Christina. In Hedström, Axel Oxenstierna – the statesman leading the
guardian regency and who was primarily responsible for the foundation of the Mining Inspectorate
– is pictured as a wise and forward thinking politician who created an institution and a legal
framework which is “[…] still worth considering and relevant […]” today.205 This was during the
height of the Swedish Empire era and wars and mining was intricately linked; mines represented the
supply and the wars the demand.206 In the chapter called “Distinctive civil servants”,207 Hedström
begins a short and admiring list of 'great men' by writing about the first Mining Inspector in the
north, Hans Philip Lybecker, by saying that it was Lybecker who “[…] ran Nasafjäll's silver mine in
Arjeplog during its best years.”208

It is quite remarkable that nowhere in the publication is the colonial legacy mentioned, nor is
the relationship between the Swedish state, mining, and Sámi. Axel Oxelstierna is often accredited
with (supposedly) having said that “[i]n Norrland we have an India within our borders”, which is
taken for characteristic for the era, and obviously hinges on a colonial disposition.209 In addition, the
silver mine in Nasafjäll, that was the first ever larger mining operation in the far north,
contemporaneous to the founding of the Mining Inspectorate, is infamous for having been run with
forced labor of Sámi and severe punishments leading to many Sámi fleeing to Norway to avoid the
horrors.210 This side of the history of Nasafjäll's silver mine is not commented by Hedström. With
the added level of precision and narrativity in the historical narrative of the Mining Inspectorate's
discourse as a result of Hedström's historiography also comes an added plainness of what is left out.
Instead of facing the historically colonial ambitions in the Mining Inspectorate, Hedström writes a
narrative where the 'great men' of the past overcame obstacles, broke new ground, and enriched the
Swedish state – because “[t]hen just as now, the motivation for the state's commitment [was]
society's need for raw materials”.211 'Society' is the Swedish society, and Hedström's history is a
narrative where might is right, in my opinion. The history of the Sámi is ingored, made entirely
invisible, and so are the violations against them. 

The historical narrative of the Mining Inspectorate is thus entirely premised on the
naturalization of Sweden's 'ownership' of the north today, as I have discussed in previous chapters in
this thesis. The historical narrative also extends and naturalizes that 'ownership' into the the past,
without acknowledging historical colonialism. The north is represented in Hedström as if it has
been constant in its configuration since 1637 when the precursor to today's Mining Inspectorate was
established, ignoring the border negotiations which led to the establishment of the current Swedish-
Norwegian border was conducted as late as 1751. The colonialism ignored by Hedström was vital
for land claims by the Swedish state in those negotiations.212 Hedström's narrative in particular
205 Hedström (2012), p. 16. My translation. Swedish original: "[…] fortfarande tänkvärda och relevanta […]”.
206 Ibid., p. 13.
207 Ibid., p. 49. My translation. Swedish Original: “Profilstarka ämbetsmän”. 
208 Ibid. My translation. Swedish original: “[…] drev Nasafjälls silvergruva i arjeplog under dess bästa år.”
209 See for instance Tidholm (2012), p. 12.
210 Stories – whether provably true or not – of the horrid conditions of Nasafjäll as well as later in the 17th century in 

Kvikkjokk farther north are still very much in the narratives of local Sámi communities, in my experience. 
Lundmark also emphasize the 'symbolic power' of the Nasafjäll silver mine. Lundmark (2008), p. 43. And Ahlström
describes the finding of silver in Nasafjäll as leading to an irrepressible optimism based on the idea that “[…] poor 
Sweden had found a Peru up in the wild.” (My translation. Swedish original: “[…] det fattiga Sverige hade fått ett 
Peru uppe i ödemarkerna.”) Ahlström (1966),  p. 9. 

211 Hedström (2012), p. 9. My translation. Swedish original: “Då, liksom nu, har motivet for statens engagemang varit 
samhällets behov av råvaror.” 

212 Ryd and Cramér in particular, as well as Norberg, Lars (Udtjalasse) (2007), stress that the colonialism ignored by 
Hedström was vital for later land claims by the Swedish state as to what was Sweden and what was not when 
negotiating the border with Denmark-Norway in the mid-18th century. Technically, the border was not established 
until 1751 through the Treaty of Strömstad. Ryd and Cramér (2012), p. 176. Furthermore, Ahlström argues that the 
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stands out as a clear example of a how certain events, states and types are chosen insofar as they
contribute and reaffirm a preconceived plot, in this case the masterplot of development – the
development (or progress) of Sweden, of modernity, of sound leadership and centralized
administration. Contradictory events, states and types (for instance the Nasafjäll silver mine as a
colonial enterprise, and Sámi) are excluded and made invisible.

Connected to this making invisible is the representation of mining as a creative force in
other representations from the Mining Inspectorate. In the video interview, the Chief Mining
Inspector says: “Both Kiruna and Malmberget had not existed from the very start if the mine[s] had
not existed. So it means employment opportunities and it means all activity that happens there,
basically.”213 Anonymous also restated this in a different wording, during my interview with
him/her. Of course, this 'manner of speaking' refers to the cities, not the geographical locations of
those cities, but it does nevertheless downplay any other forms of economy or societal organization
apart from one where the mining industry is central. This 'manner of speaking' is part of, an effect
of, the development masterplot, and silences the stories of that which is lost or destroyed, those
dispossessed or relocated, and makes other agents of history passive or invisible. The mine is
simply the source of “all activity that happens there, basically” which is a position that helps
determine what to include in the historical narrative. These expressions obviously also tie into a
Terra Nullius masterplot and, like stated in section 2.4, the Terra Nullius and the Development
masterplots are closely linked. 

With that said, it is important to note that Anonymous speculated how the north would have
been without the mining industry and concluded that it would probably have been like Jämtland or
parts of Norrbotten where there is no mining (Jokkmokk, for instance). Nothing in his/her response
suggested that s/he somehow considered these regions 'backwaters' or less vibrant than mining
regions. Yet, the historical narrative on mining is clearly influenced by colonial masterplots.  

Anonymous' statement concerning the conflict between Swedes and Sámi as coming “almost
from the outside” is interesting from a narrative theory perspective. Essentially, what s/he is
criticizing is the very notion that there has to be a conflict between indigenous and the majority
society. That I completely agree with. What Anonymous is suggesting, in narrative theory terms, is
in my opinion that the conflict between indigenous people and the majority society is in itself a
masterplot, artificially applied, as it were. This makes me question some of my assumptions in this
thesis. In section 2.4, I listed a set of colonial masterplots and other masterplots with relevance for
colonial relations. Really the only masterplot premised on socially constructing unification and
uniformity was the nation state masterplot(s)/narrative – the rest were premised on there being
differences or conflicts between the colonized and the colonizers. What Anonymous' comment is
suggesting to me is that there can be difference and non-uniformity between the majority society
and the indigenous without there being conflict, and that the 'story' of conflict between indigenous
and the majority society is a masterplot structure in its own right.

Conflicts and contestations, like all social relations, are socially constructed, that is true. But
there is also a need for caution here. The idea that there should be no conflicts or contestations
between the majority society and the indigenous – especially in an area which has been actively
colonized by the majority society historically – hinges on a nation state narrative. It is crucial to
remember the unequal power relations between the majority society and the mining industry on the
one hand and the indigenous on the other, and that the wish for conflict-free exploitation and a go-
along attitude from the indigenous is vitally important for the nation state and corporations

depopulation of these mountainous regions spurred on the colonization by the state in fear of these regions 
appearing as easy conquests to the enemy Denmark. Alhström (1966), p. 10. See also section 2.1. in the present 
thesis for a more elaborate discussion. 

213 SGU, Bergsstaten, [website], [no publishing date available], http://www.sgu.se/bergsstaten/om-bergsstaten/, My 
transcription and translation. Swedish original: “Både Kiruna and Malmberget hade ju aldrig funnits från första 
början om inte gruvan hade funnits. Så att det innebär ju arbetstillfällen och det innebär ju all aktivitet som finns där
i princip.”
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benefitting from the exploitation. In other words, the way I see it, the conflicts between the majority
society and Sámi is not a masterplot structure that comes from the outside but rather from the
indigenous, very much from the 'inside', in other words. What comes from the 'outside' is rather the
idea or demand (legally, for instance) that Sámi– though effectively powerless – should be satisfied
with efforts of the mining industry to have a 'dialogue' with them. 

The future narrative is rather vague in the Mining Inspectorate's discourse. Not that many
statements concern the future. In the video interview, Persson say that she believes that there will be
a continued high demand for metals for quite some time – which is about the only statement in all
sources that explicitly refer to the future. However, in explaining why mines are necessary, the
website states that “[t]he technical products of the modern society, for instance those who are
energy efficient and environmentally friendly, are entirely dependent on the access to metals and
minerals.”214 And Hedström states that “[t]oday we can not imagine a life without the materials and
substances that are extracted from the bedrock.”215 Persson and Anonymous also confirm that
mining products are vital for modern technology. It seems to me therefore that the future narrative is
basically one where present 'modernity' is extended, a narrative in which present modernity
continues into the future. If 'we' cannot even imagine a life without the materials that mining bring,
the future can presumably be regarded as a continuation of the present 'modernity'. Even though
Anonymous did picture the small community which produces and recycles everything it needs as a
representation of a sound relationship between humans and nature, the general position in the
Mining Inspectorate's discourse seems to be, in my opinion, that that future – small-scale, local
communities – is not feasible. The 'realism' of capitalist development informs as to the lacking
validity of such a future narrative.

In the Mining Inspectorate's discourse, I read in the future narrative that 'we' need these
resources for the modern way of life, and the assumption is that because 'we' need them 'we' also
have the right and the ability to get them. Who 'we' really are, and the unequal power relations
between the industry and local communities that enable the mining industry in Sweden to operate
the way it does today, is thus naturalized and projected into the future.

'Development' is as absent a concept as sustainability and growth are. The hegemonically
constructed inevitability of development and progress of the parliament and government discourses
is not found as clearly or as frequently in the Mining Inspectorate sources. Instead of interpreting
this as a sign of significant difference in discursive and narrative understanding of history and the
future, I think this has more to do with the construction of the Mining Inspectorate as apolitical, as a
government agency that reacts rather than acts. In the continuous progress of humanity and Sweden,
the Mining Inspectorate has the role of tagging along rather than leading, is my interpretation. The
Mining Inspectorate does not, then, have to promote or justify their existence by resorting to future
and historical narratives of growth, development and sustainability in the same say as politicians
apparently feel the need to do. The historical and future narratives of the Mining Inspectorate are
thus less romanticizing, less nationalistic in tone (Hedström excepted), told with less pathos – and
less overt. The future and historical narratives in the Mining Inspectorate's discourse are
overwhelmingly in accordance with the narratives in the parliament and government – apart from
sections of my interview with Anonymous – but are not employed as frequently nor as powerfully.

Nevertheless, the masterplot of the Swedish north and mining from the parliament and
government largely recur in the Mining Inspectorate's discourse. This is evident for instance
through the absence of Sápmi and Sámi in the discourse; the absence of historical colonialism; the
repeated employment of Terra Nullius and Development masterplots, events and states; and the

214 SGU, Bergssstaten, [website], [no publishing date available], http://www.sgu.se/bergsstaten/lagstiftning/varfor-en-
minerallag/, (accessed 2015-05-27). My translation. Swedish original: “Det moderna samhällets tekniska produkter,
bland annat den [sic] som är energieffektiv och miljövänlig, är helt beroende av tillgången till meraller och 
mineral.”  

215 Hedström (2012), p. 9. My translation. Swedish original: “Idag kan vi inte tänka oss ett liv utan de material och 
ämnen som utvinns ut berggrunden.”
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toned-down but still conforming conceptions of development, growth, and sustainability. The
Nation State narrative from the parliament and government here even receives a royal touch in
Hedström's historiography. Royalty are depicted and credited with foresight and wisdom, royal
decrees and licenses are depicted in original or transcribed into Hedström's text. The very title of
Hedström's historiography – in archaic Swedish – is from the original license from the guardian
regency under the young queen Christina which founded the Generalbergsamt, the precursor to
today's Mining Inspectorate.216 

There is also in the Mining Inspectorate sources, in contrast to parliament and government
sources, a recognition of the link between warfare and mining. Hedström emphasizes how the
Mining Inspectorate was initially founded in relation to the Thirty Years' War and the Swedish
Empire era which increased the demand for metals, and illustrates with a painting of the death of
Gustav II Adolf, one of Sweden's greatest warrior kings, in 1632. In no other source investigated in
this thesis is there any recognition of a warfare–mining link. In all sources investigated in this thesis
mining is almost exclusively described as essential for 'positive' things like modern technology,
'green' technology, 'development', etcetera, while 'negative' things like warfare, fossil fuels
infrastructure, or fossil dependent technology, are excluded from the narrative. The debates around
uranium mining in the parliament are virtually the only exceptions. Hedström goes against this
trend slightly by recognizing the historical importance of mining for Swedish warfare and military
industry.  

 

216 Hedström (2012), p. 13.
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6. Conclusion and Discussion

6.1. Conclusion

The discourses within the different institutions investigated in this thesis are majorly coherent. It is
undoubtedly the case that the representations and narratives expressed in these discourses constitute
a hegemonic understanding of a number of issues. 

On a general note, the, in my opinion, most striking feature of the hegemony is the
representation of mining as a creative force. Mining is, quite literally in many statements, what
created Sweden together with other extractive industries. Mining is also that which gets to
demarcate what history is worth telling, in particular of the north – in other words, mining gets to
'create' history. Both these forms of creation that mining gets to represent pay virtually no attention
to that which was lost and destroyed, those who had to move, change their traditions and
livelihoods, in order for this glorified industrial development to take place. The creative destruction
of industrial development – the fact that with new developments the old has to give way – is never
recognized. The masterplot of mining in the north – with its choices of inclusion and exclusion of
events in history – is almost unabashedly told in an optimistic and positive note given a larger
understanding of the history of the north.

In the hegemony, mining is consistently representing as vital for Sweden's economy, welfare
and employment – in history, in the present, and in the future – and the industry is intricately linked
to a Swedish identity, to Swedishness, in various ways. The mining industry's expansion in the north
throughout the centuries is, like stated above, in general represented a creative force and as such,
the historical narratives of mining do not include what and who was there before the advent of
mining. Instead, the north get to be represented as empty, as Terra Nullius, before the advent of
mining and other extractive industries. The choices of inclusion and exclusion in this social
construction of mining in the north are coherent and pervasive enough, in my opinion, to distinguish
that the historical narrative about mining in the north is a masterplot in the discourse – a plot
structure which is oft-repeated, socially anchored and easily recognized. The Swedish man in
Gállok and his historical narrative – which I wrote about in the introduction, section 1.1. – is yet
another narrative rendition of the same masterplot. It is the story of the north in the institutions
investigated in this thesis and, I daresay, a common one among Swedes in a more general sense. 

The silencing of the indigenous Sámi population, their livelihoods and culture, is prevalent
in the discourse, and is accomplished in mainly two ways. Firstly, like described above, Sámi are
simply excluded from the masterplot of mining (and other extractive industries) in the north. Mines
were established, forests clearcut, rivers dammed, and this 'created' Sweden. The individual events
in the narraratives are represented as steps of progress in the establishment and development of
Sweden. No negative impacts of these historical acts of colonialism befell the Sámi population,
according to the masterplot. The encroachments which this industrial colonialism meant on Sámi
territories is not represented in the masterplot. Only when asked directly about this silenced history
did the anonymous interviewee from the Mining Inspectorate admit that there had been “human
violations almost” against Sámi in the past.217 This individual, however, had lived his/her entire life
in the north, and it is not at all certain that his/her recognition of this colonialism – which s/he did
not term colonialism – is representative for individuals in the discourse in general. This person's
individual historical narrative may have enabled him/her to draw on counter-narratives to the
Swedish masterplot. There is no other evidence to suggest that this – for the thesis – unique
recognition of Swedish colonialism in the north is representative for the hegemonic discourse.

217 See section 5.2.
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The second way Sámi culture is made invisible is less overt in the sense that the way Sámi
culture is represented in the discourse silences particular aspects of Sámi culture. When Sámi are
mentioned in the discourse – even seemingly respectfully – they, their culture and traditional
livelihoods, are most often equated with reindeer herding. Other traditional (and modern) Sámi
livelihoods – like fishing, hunting, handicraft, and tourism – are not part of the concern. The
majority of Sámi are not reindeer herders and, as explained in section 2.1., the 'privilage' of the
usufruct right to herd reindeer and that right's ordering in the current constitution of the Sámi
village system, has distinctly colonial roots in itself. There is a recognition in the discourse of the
cultural significance of reindeer herding, which is important to acknowledge. However, other Sámi
livelihoods and cultural practices are still silenced, which, in my opinion, reveal that Sámi culture is
understood and represented rather one-dimensionally. The representation of Sámi culture is not a
full, versatile and modern one. It is my conclusion, furthermore, that the tendency to equate Sámi
culture with reindeer herding, the one-dimensional represent Sámi culture, relies on and has its
historical roots in older colonial representations of Sámi. The 'lapp ska vara lapp' politics that were
in effect for almost a century218 was essentially a policy framework in which the Swedish state
decided who was Sámi and who was not by defining Sámi as reindeer herders and semi-nomads.
From a Sámi perspective, this division was arbitrary, but enforced consistently and served the
interests of the Swedish state. 

It is my understanding, furthermore, that the simplified understanding of Sámi culture in the
discourse is not only influenced by older colonial discourses but also by the prevailing capitalist
metanarrative. By simplifying Sámi culture to mean 'the job' of reindeer herding, it is effectively
possible to evaluate Sámi culture in economic terms by looking at the economic gains from reindeer
herding compared to that from mining. In the Swedish language, this is more clear as both mining
and reindeer herding are 'näringar', roughly but unsatisfactory translated to 'industries'. The
simplification of Sámi culture to 'the job' of reindeer herding is, in other words, a means to create a
common currency of valuation between Sámi culture and mining interests – a common currency
which allows the mining industry to always appear more valuable because of its propensity for
economic growth based on linear exploitation of nature. If the cultural significance of reindeer
herding is recognized – which is quite rare – it is recognized only nominally. To represent Sámi
culture as 'the job' of reindeer herding is an expression of the 'capitalist realism' introduced by
Fisher,219 distinguished by the inability to even imagine an alternative to capitalism and the
capitalist metanarrative's particular representation and evaluation of the world. The ('realistic')
bottom line, so to speak, even when the cultural significance of reindeer herding is recognized, is in
my opinion always characterized by economic valuation. 

The very few instances in the discourse where Sámi rights are acknowledged, the
acknowledgement is followed by an axiomatic admission of the Swedish state to allow those rights
to be infringed upon by mining interests. That the advancement of the mining industry can represent
infringement on Sámi rights is never admitted in the discourse. Instead, the expansion of the mining
industry is represented as a manageable nuisance to reindeer herders. There are admission in the
discourse that the mining industry is considered an important enough public interest to allow
infringement on private land owners' proprietary rights, but the infringement and encroachment on
Sámi rights to land and water are consistently not represented as such. 

The absence of Sápmi is connected to the nationalistic tendency in the discourse, but I
believe it is for more complex reasons than might at first appear. The absence of Sápmi from the
discourse is obviously a conscious choice, and it is also obvious that the representation of mining as
a creative force, as an industry that 'built the country', means that it is difficult to discursively

218 According to Lantto (2012), the 'lapp ska vara lapp' politics could be regarded as having started in 1885 with the 
appointment of the first Swedish Sámi bailiff, and ceased in 1971 when the Sámi bailiff institution was cancelled. 
The term itself, however, was not coined until 1906. P. 17 ff.

219 See section 2.7.
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combine the Swedish mining industry with the fact that it is to an overwhelming degree located in
Sápmi without a certain degree of cognitive dissonance (or explicit colonialism). But I believe a
clue as to how complex this issue might be came in december 2014 when Björn Söder, the Vice
Speaker in the Parliament and member of the (far-right) Swedish Democrats, caused an scandal
when he said in an interview that he thought Sámi (and Jews and Kurds) were not Swedes.220 The
reactions from fellow politicians and journalists were severe and profound. Stefan Löfven, Prime
minister and leader of the Social Democrats, demanded Söder's immediate resignation.221 But from
a Sámi perspective, the reactions were mixed. The influential Sámi lawyer and expert on
international law, Mattias Åhrén confirmed – in contrast to a virtually unified Swedish reaction to
Söder's statement – that Sámi were indeed not Swedes, and that this distinction was the primary
basis for acknowledging Sámi as an indigenous people.222 What I am trying to show by this example
is that the choice to not use the name Sápmi in the discourse, as well as not admitting or recognizing
reindeer herding Sámi as having special rights to land and water, is part of a political decorum of
Swedish politics in general to shun all forms of racism. Contradictorily, this decorum demanding a
rhetoric in which everyone is represented equal and everyone is Swedish might contribute to
making both racism toward Sámi and encroachments on Sámi right socially unacceptable to
articulate in the discourse. Sápmi then becomes a name that Sámi themselves can use, but not
Swedish politicians (for fear of stirring the political decorum), and Sámi rights as an indigenous
people become something Sámi can bring up, but not Swedish politician. The fear of articulating
'difference' may, in other words, lead to a discourse in which 'difference' is not acknowledged.
Sápmi may, thus, be avoided in the discourse both for nationalistic reasons (connected to the mining
industry) as well as because of a fear of individual politicians to appearing to be racist.

As Sápmi is absent, so is the colonization of Sápmi, in both history and representations of
the present. The evident aversion toward recognizing current developments as colonial is of course
connected to the discursive construction of mining as an industry which 'makes the world better'.
The ecomodernist/capitalist perception of sustainability in the discourse is thus intricately linked
with the non-recognition of current mining developments in Sweden as potentially colonial since
sustainability is a central part of the discursive construction of mining as an industry which 'makes
the world better'. Sustainability, furthermore, is represented as primarily sustained economic
growth. There is some variation in representing sustainability as sustained economic growth as
some speakers/writers emphasize economic growth more than others, but the tendency or emphasis
is unmistakable. It is also interesting to note that sustainability and economic growth are not that
emphasized in the Mining Inspectorate's discourse, which I interpret as having to do with the
Mining Inspectorate not having a political but mainly a legal assignment. 

But the non-recognition of colonialism – historical or present – is not only, I believe, a result
of the discursive constructions around the mining industry, but has also to do more broadly with
'capitalist realism'. In a worldview permeated by capitalist realism, colonialism do not fit. The most
basic and vital naturalization of capitalist realism and the capitalist metanarrative is that capitalism
is represented as natural, neutral or positive, and as a non-criticizeable given for 'the world as it is'.
Capitalism is thought of as a natural force, and to assign to it moral value or make moral
judgements is virtually inconceivable or vain. Colonialism, however, is anything but neutral – it is
instead perceived as intensely immoral the few instances it is referred to in the discourse. It is my
conclusion that capitalism – despite its close and conjoined history with colonialism – can not be
colonial since capitalism is a neutral or positive force, and colonialism is immoral. In a word: how
can capitalism be colonial when capitalism is neutral or positive, and how can colonialism be

220 Orrenius, Niklas, “Den leende nationalismen”, Dagens Nyheter, 2014-12-14, http://www.dn.se/val/nyval-2015/den-
leende-nationalismen/, (accessed 2015-05-25).

221 Sundberg, Marit, “Partiernas krav på Björn Söder: Avgå som talman”, Dagens Nyheter, 2014-12-15, 
http://www.dn.se/nyheter/politik/partiernas-krav-pa-bjorn-soder-avga-som-talman/, (accessed 2015-05-25).

222 Niia, Anna-Karin, “Mattias Åhrén: Samer är inte svenskar”, Oddasat, 2014-12-16, [website], 
http://www.svt.se/nyheter/inrikes/mattias-ahren-samer-ar-inte-svenskar, (accessed 2015-05-25).
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capitalist when colonialism is immoral? It is my understanding that it is not the case that the
speakers/writers in the discourse do not talk about colonialism in order to hide their 'true' and
sinisterly colonial aspirations in some sort of conspiratorial fashion. Instead, the naturalization of
capitalism makes the very possibility of the mining industry being colonial today virtually
unthinkable. As a Swede, I would argue that the very notion that Sweden has been and, even more
so, still is a colonial power is equally foreign and unthinkable, with a promoted self-image, in my
opinion, to be a nation leading the way in the struggle for democracy and human rights
internationally. This 'unthinkability' is of course connected to various other discursive formations
discussed above, like the fear of 'difference', the simplification of Sámi cultural identity, and the
absence of Sámi from the masterplot of the mining industry in the north.

Even though colonialism is virtually never mentioned in the discourse, colonial attitudes are
evident in the application of colonial masterplots in the discourse. The most prevailing colonial
masterplot – exemplified by the absence of Sámi in the masterplots of mining in the north – is the
Terra Nullius masterplot. Central in this masterplot is to represent the land as 'empty' in the sense
that anything that was there before (the advent of mining) is irrelevant. The way this colonial
masterplot is applied in the discourse reveals something of a contradiction as Sámi as a type are
simultaneously made invisible in certain ways and are represented in delegitimizing ways in order
to justify their dispossession. Sámi livelihoods (reindeer herding more specifically) can not sustain
economic growth; Sápmi is not a sovereign nation; reindeer herders do not own their lands; and
Sámi are discursively formulated – in congruence with the capitalist metanarrative and the
development masterplot – as representing the 'past' and industry representing the 'future'.
Furthermore, the land is an important type too in this masterplot and as Sámi are delegitimized as
'owners' of rights and land, so are the benevolent forces of creation that the mining industry and
other extractive industry represent emphasized. 

The development masterplot – closely connected to the capitalist metanarrative – is an
equally central masterplot, and concerns to a greater extent not only Sámi but local populations in
the north more broadly. In this masterplot, development is inexorably understood as westernization,
as economic growth, industrialization, more advanced technology, and urbanization. Many
examples in the discourse reveal that these developments are represented as inevitable, and the
inevitability of this particular type of development is firmly linked to the idea of progress in the
capitalist metanarrative. The discursive representation of this type of development as progress in
abundantly clear, and any other types of development (or, for that matter, static states) are thereby
represented as retardations, regresses or backward. There are in this regard several moral demands
in the discourse to promote mining for the development/progress it will bring, both to the local
communities in the north that are pictured as lacking this type of development/progress, as well as
the 'better world' the products of the mining industry will bring to developing countries. It is
expected in the discourse that regions lacking development/progress will and should be thankful for
the introduction of mining industries. This is yet another way in which the mining industry is clad in
the rhetoric of creation – as the creative force of development/progress. In some regards, and to
some extent, the ideological formation in which development/progress is exported to regions that
are represented as lacking development/progress, and the recipients expected to be thankful,
correspond to, and can be thought of, as a modern version of a White Man's Burden discourse. The
matrix of resources and money flowing away from a mine to far-away owners, the low (or
technically non-existent) taxation, and the disproportionate allocation of power to influence
decisions, combined with a rhetoric which cherish and naturalize these unequal relationships and
proscribe local communities to be thankful, undoubtedly lay the foundation for a colonial outlook in
the discourse. 

The Terra Nullius and the Development masterplots are the two dominating colonial
masterplots, and I must admit to being surprised at the conclusion that other colonial masterplots
were not applied more. There were a few instances where a Robinson Crusoe masterplot was
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applied (a lone survivor/entrepreneur/adventurer developing), but other masterplots listed in section
2.4. where virtually missing. I was, for instance, not able to find applications of what I termed the
Noble Savage masterplot – where the indigenous people are represented as fragile 'nature's children'
in peaceful harmony with nature. Nor was I able to discover what I termed the Lost Culture
masterplot – where the inevitability of the progress of civilization threatens the romanticized
indigenous people. What these two masterplots have in common might give a clue as to why they
are absent from the discourse: they both hinge on a romantization of the indigenous people, and the
discourse and genres investigated in this thesis are evidently restricted by demands and expectations
for 'realism'. 

That 'realism', informed by the capitalist metanarrative, proscribes a future narrative where
'development' continues into the future. This type of development proscribed by capitalist realism is
a prerequisite for economic growth, which in turn is a prerequisite for sustainability in the
discourse. Sustainability is thus ideologically constructed as depending on a 'permanence of
change'. Nature, in this regard, is malleable and exploitable as it supplies the foundation and the raw
materials for this change. Nature is raw material for us (humans) to use and exploit, in the
discourse. It is tempting to regard the unquestionable right for humans to exploit nature present in
the discourse – in a sense, that nature exists for us –, and that humans have the moral obligation to
do so since it is through exploitation of nature that the world/humanity progresses, as an ideological
legacy from Christianity, as Argued by White.223 Whether that is the case or not, the right to exploit
nature for our own (human) needs and gains, is a fundamental ideology of the discourse. The
perspective on nature within the institutions responsible for decision-making in mining affairs in
Sweden is thus deeply anthropocentric. And, in congruence with the capitalist metanarrative in
general, the value of nature is what economic profit can be made from it. Such a 'commodifying'
perspective on nature is related to the 'commodification' of Sámi culture into meaning 'the job' of
reindeer herding, which in turn is evaluated in predominantly economic terms. Both processes of
'commodification' – of nature and (Sámi) culture – imply a neglect of other values than economic
values.

The research question in this thesis was also phrased in such a way as to investigate how
these discursive formulations were used. Even though it now appears superfluous for to point out, I
still feel the need to restate what I wrote in the introduction, namely that these discursive
formulations create and justify the specific and unequal power relations necessary for continued and
expanding exploitation of the north, of Sápmi and its peoples. I believe that these discursive
formulations should not only be considered as a means for continued exploitation, but also the
reason why continued exploitation is understood as desirable. It is through this discourse that
'reality' is understood and constructed in relation to mining in Sweden, and without this 'reality'
mining would simply not be possible.

6.2. Concluding discussion and some notes on further 
research 

In the process of searching for relevant sources for this thesis, I sent out interview requests to a
number at people in important positions for decision-making in mining affairs in Sweden; to
ministers, secretaries, and civil servants. In the requests I sent out, I informed the recipients of who
I was, what I studied, and of my my research question (as it was formulated then). Most did not
return my e-mails. Some answered that they were not interested. One individual, however, at a
significant post within the Department of Enterprise, Energy and Innovation, responded positively.

223 As argued by White, Lynn Jr, “The historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis”, Science, Vol. 155, No. 3767, p. 1203-
1207. 
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The individual asked me to send the questions that I intended to ask him/her so that s/he could be
better prepared. I sent the questions to the individual. Shortly thereafter, I received an e-mail from
the individual saying that “[n]ow that I have seen [the questions], I decline from participating in
your study. Honestly, it feels a tad uncomfortable to answer this type of questions.”224 I asked the
individual to explain why s/he thought it was uncomfortable, but did not hear from him/her again.

Why was the “type of questions” asked in this thesis uncomfortable to answer? The reason, I
think, is that the questions raised in this thesis question the authority of the hegemonic discourse,
the prevailing descriptions of Sweden, the nation's history and (assumed) future. Unwittingly, the
individual – to my mind – expressed the ideological workings of the hegemonic discourse more
clearly than a well-prepared, groomed interview probably would have. 

The only interview I was able to get for this thesis was very valuable. This individual,
however, requested to remain be anonymous in the thesis, motivating the request by saying that
“[…] I think that some of the things I said is more my personal opinion and does not belong to my
job.”225 Why did s/he consider his/her statements as not belonging to his/her job? I think the answer
to that question was that s/he knew full well what belongs to the discourse – how one is 'supposed
to' talk about these issues – and that s/he ventured into others, perhaps conflicting discourses.  

To me, their responses meant a pat on the back, for I am of the opinion – in the vein of
critical discourse analysis in general – that research ought to be critical of power structures, and
these individuals' responses proved to me that I was on the right track. If one wants to change this
discourse – which I do – the first obstacle seems to be the self-censorship and fear associated with
discursively leaving the confines of the hegemonic discourse. Of course, establishing where the
borders of acceptance lie is exactly how hegemonies work. Academic writing – this thesis – has
enabled me, to a certain extent, to elaborate on, stretch and criticize those borders 

My hope is that my investigations will be of service for those threatened by the immense
physical power that mining represents, that it will inspire debate and critical perspectives, give fuel
to critical arguments. I hope this thesis can inspire new ways of thinking about how Sweden acts
towards Sápmi and Sámi, and change those ways of acting for the better. 

I also hope this thesis can inspire further research into the discourses of the north. In
particular, I think a very fruitful investigation would be to investigate how the discourse on mining
and the north has evolved over time, particularly during the 20th century. Investigating the
contemporary discourse but from a more personal, interview-based perspective would also be very
fruitful and would probably result in diverse and interesting conclusions.

224 Personal communication, 2015-04-14.
225 Personal communication, 2015-05-23.
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7.4. Appendix 

Annie Lööf, invigningstal på Framtidens Gruv- och mineraldagar, Grand Hôtel, Stockholm, 28 feb
2013

Ja, tack så mycket för möjligheten att få vara här. Det är andra året i rad som jag besöker
västerbottendagarna och, eh, det känns verkligen trevligt att vara på plats. Dessutom är det ju
väldigt roligt och också stimulerande att få vara [på] plats här som gruvminister, näringsminister
med just ansvar för gruv- och mineralfrågor. I en sådan framtidsbranch, måste jag ändå säga, som
gruvnäringen har visat sig vara under de senaste åren. Inte minst, givetvis, när vi tittar på de siffror
som man kan se inom gruv- och mineralnäringen. Mellan 2010 och 2011 så ökade
malmproduktionen i Sverige med … så är Sveriges världens 11:e största … Och vi är världens 8:e
största järnmalmsexporterande land. Så vi ligger i framkant. Och runt om i Sverige så öppnas ju nu
nya verksamheter. Prognoser from SGU pekar på att vi fram till 2020 kan se en fördubbling av
antalet gruvor. Och tittar man på Svemins, alltså branchorganisationens själva, deras tillväxtvision,
så pratar man om en tredubbling av tillväxten inom gruvnäringen. Och det här är ju väldigt roligt att
höra som näringsminister, så klart, för det skapar ju jobb i delar av Sverige som verkligen behöver
det. Och det skapar miljardinvesteringar på orter och samhällen som inte har sett sådana
investeringar på många, många år. Men gruvnäringens expansion skapar så klart också utmaningar
och problem. Hur ska vi hinna med att bygga bostäder, förskolor, vägar, i takt med expansionen?
Hur ska vi se till att undvika fly in/fly out-samhällen? Det är som sagt, eh, en del problem och
utmaningar som kantas med en snabb expansion. Men jag möter, måste jag ändå erkänna, hellre
dessa utmaningar än de utmaningar som har varit präglade under decennier när man möter de
utmaningar som dessa samällen tidigare har haft. Vi ser ju också, i takt med att gruvnäringen nu
expanderar, att just dessa frågor tar allt större plats i den svenska samhällsdebatten. Vi ser
manifestationer, vi ser en lång rad artiklar, vi ser inslag i TV, där människor uttrycker oro för vad
som sa hända med deras mark, med miljön, och vad som ska hända med Sveriges mineraltillgångar.
Och jag har stor respekt för den oron som visas genom manifestationer och den genom den debatt
som finns i svenk media. Men jag måste samtidigt säga att det är viktigt att vi diskuterar
hållbarhetsfrågor men jag delar inte riktigt den bild som målas upp, ibland, i den svenska debatten.
Jag delar inte bilden att det är utländska företag [som] kommer till Sverige, plundrar landet och
försvinner med vinsten utomlands. Ibland låter det som att det enbart är där, det som präglar den
svenska gruvexpansionen. Och jag tror inte, som en partiledarkollega till mig, Jonas Sjöstedt, sa för
någon vecka sedan att lösningen heter en kraftig gruvskatt. När han föreslog en gruvskatt på 10 %
för någon vecka sedan och ibland använder man ju order “skattechock” men jag är inte säker på att
det riktigt räcker till när vänsterpartiet klämmer till med en skatt som är 50 gånger högre än vad
skatten är idag. Och det gör man på ett bräde utan någon typ av djupare konsekvensanalys eller ett
system för hur skatten skulle kunna återföras till de lokalsamhällen som i så fall, menar jag på,
skulle ha nytta av just detta. I mångt och mycket, skulle jag ändå vilja hävda, som följer debatten
rätt nära, så tycker jag att debatten präglas av en bristande samsyn kring hur det faktiskt ser ut.
Utländskt ägda företag i Sverige betalar ju faktiskt skatt här. Företagens etablering skapar
skatteintäckter till staten och i etableringsfasen så skapas ju en rad jobb och en mängd
arbetstillfällen, både hos underleverantörer och hos företagen. Men också enskilda företagare som
genom att vara underentreprenörer hjälper till vid etableringen. Svenska privatpersoner, men också,
givetvis, svenska institutionella ägare kan ju också inneha aktier i utländskt ägda företag och på så
sätt stannar vinsten kvar här i Sverige. För låt mig vara väldigt tydlig med det som nu diskuteras på
väldigt många håll i landet – även om en stor del av oron bygger på bristande fakta så är det väldigt
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viktigt att ta diskussionen på största allvar. Det gäller oss i regeringen, men det gäller också
näringen som har ett stort ansvar i att tydliggöra och att visa på de faktiska förhållandena. Det är
därför som jag tar upp just det här perspektivet under det här inledningsanförandet. För jag skulle
vilja uppmana er som sitter här att utifrån era olika roller vara aktiva i den debatt som nu pågår.
Fortsätta ha en god dialog med kommuner, regioner, myndigheter, aktörer emellan och på de ställen
där ni verkar. Inom kort så kommer jag och regeringen att presentera en mineralstrategi och min
förhoppning med den efter ett år av arbete med många av er som sitter i den här lokalen, så vill vi
att den här strategin ska fungera som ett viktigt verktyg för gruvnäringen I framtiden. Både när det
gäller miljövänlig och effektiv produktion men också i dialog med samhället och med varandra.
Och jag tänkte berätta lite om mineralstrategin alldeles strax men först så skulle jag vilja nämna
några saker som regeringen har gjort för gruv- och mineralstrategin, för det händer nämnligen en
hel del. Vi har tillsatt en särskild gruvsamordnare, och Kristina Lugnet som är den särskilda
gruvsamordnaren kommer ju hit under morgondagen kommer presentera sitt uppdrag. Och så kan
jag säga att det handlar om att förbättra dialogen mellan aktörer som berörs av den expansion som
vi nu ser. Det kan handla om, eh, bostäder, behov av infrastruktur, kompetensförsörjning, men också
kommunal service. En annan del som vi har arbetat med handlar om investeringar I infrastruktur till
gruvrelaterad infrastruktur, och det handlar både om en förstärkning av malmbanan med tre
mötesplatser men också nybygge av väg i Norrbotten liksom infrastruktursatsningar i Bergsslagen.
Vi gör det för vi tror att det är viktigt att faktiskt se till att stärka upp där näringen är som starkast
och i behov att transportera den tunga järnmalmen. Från årsskiften så har 200 miljoner nya pengar
lagts i ett nytt forskningsprogram som rör gruv-, mineral- och stålforskning. Vi har valt att satsa på
just den här näringen tillsammans med två andra utpekade brancher just för att vi vet att näringen
ligger här i framkant och vi har mycket att ge vad gäller forskningen på gruv-, mineral- och
stålområdet. Vinnova har då genom vår forsknings- och innovationsproposition fått medel tilldelat
och kommer tillsammans med näringen att jobba just med det här nya programmet. I anslutning till
en förstärkning av forsknings- och innovationsdelen så har vi från regeringens sida drivit att Luleå
tekniska universitet bör vara nod för ett nordiskt expertnätverk. Så från årsskiftet nu så heter, så, eh,
ett projekt som heter nordmin som samlar experter från norden och har då sin nod (ni hör att jag är
smålänning ni hör inte skillnad på norden och nod). Men har sin plats vid just luleå tekniska
universitet just för att kraftsamla kring det som är viktigt, och det är jag glad som, när vi nu tar över
ordförandeskapet i nordiska ministerrådet som Sverige nu gör, att vi kunde använda just denna
plattform till att marknadsföra Sveriges framgångar här och att vi förlägger forskningsresurserna
just vi Luleå tekniska universitet. Dessutom så gör vi i budgeten en satsning på att korta ledtiderna
vid miljötillståndsprocesser, både att öka anslagen till mark- och miljödomstolarna och till
miljöprövningsdelegationerna. Det har varit en efterfrågad åtgärd från näringen och därför så har
också satsningen, menar vi på, varit väldigt behövlig. Slutligen då så skulle jag vilja nämna
ytterligare två saker som jag tror har varit viktigt och kommer vara viktigt för en fortsatt expansion
I Sverige. Den ena delen handlar om vad vi gör på europeisk nivå där vi har varit drivande för
innovationspartnerskapet för råvaror som EU nyligen presenterade. I den högnivågrupp som EU har
så deltar Lena Ek, miljöminister, från Sveriges sida, och vi arbetar från näringsdepartementet med
mina gruvexperter med att understödja hennes arbete i att flytta fram positionerna ytterligare. Sedan
hoppas jag att många av er har satt tänderna i det förslag som regeringen har pressat ut, eh, skickat
ut om vissa frågor om minerallagen. Det är nu remisstid för de förslag som handlar om ökad
information och ökad kommunikation mellan olika aktörer, och vi avser att göra förändringar i
minerallagen för att förbättra informationen och kommunikationen som har varit efterfrågad runtom
i Sverige, så det hoppas jag att ni är delaktiga och skickar in era synpunkter till oss. Så till
mineralstrategin då som jag då inom några veckor här kommer att presentera. Det här kommer bli
ett viktigt verktyg för att möta de utmaningar som gruv- och mineralnäringen står inför. Vi behöver
ju ta tillvara på de möjligheter som en ökad efterfrågan framför allt i asien nu för med sig. Och
målet med strategin, efter de gemensamma samtal som vi har haft det här året, är ju att bibehålla
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Sveriges tätposition som EU:s ledande gruv- och mineralland.  Under arbetet så har vi ju identifierat
en rad strategiska områden och utifrån dessa har vi skapat konkreta åtgärder som nu kommer att
genomföras. Strategin är ju som sagt inte färdig än utan kommer presenteras i sin helhet här under
våren, men jag kan ändå avslöja att 50 miljoner kommer att satsar för just strategins genomförande,
och genomförandet är ju en viktig del för det är ju när strategin presenteras som den inte ska bli en
hyllvärmare utan någonting att agera utifrån och därför har jag sett det som oerhört angeläget att
också ha genomförandepengar för mineralstrategin tillsammans, givetvis, med de olika aktörerna.
Jag kan avslöja några av de områden som kommer att tas upp i mineralstrategin och vi kommer
särskilt fokusera på kompetensförsörjningsfrågan. Vi kommer fokusera på ledtiderna i
miljötillståndsprocesser. Vi kommer också fokusera på de lokala samhällenas utmaningar och
möjligheter när man etablerar gruvverksamhet. Vi har konkreta åtgärder på de här tre områdena och,
eh, ni, eh, får suga lite till på den karamellen tills strategin presenteras i sin helhet, men det är
viktigt att inte bara peka ut mål i strategin utan att förknippa det också, binda samman det med
konkreta åtgärder där vi tillsammans, näringarna och politiken, kan dra åt samma håll. i
kompetensförsörjningen så har vi ju ett delat ansvar mellan staten och näringen och vår analys har
visat att de flesta efterfrågade utbildningarn har väldigt gott om platser. Söktrycket till de här
utbildningarna är lågt. Och här tror jag både branchen och staten kan göra en hel del tillsammans i
att öka intresset för dessa utbildningar som är kopplat till gruv-, stål-, och mineralbranchen. Det
andra området som jag tog upp med den lokala utvecklingen på orten är ju också helt central när vi
ska skapa en hållbar utveckling, och som tidigare, som jag har sagt är det viktigt med en god dialog.
Det är också viktigt att vi får en god dialog tillsammans med kommunala företrädare när det gäller
byggandet av bostäder, skolor, vägar. Där har jag idag ett råd kring malmfältsgruppen där vi några
gånger om året träffas för att diskutera övergripande samhällsplanering i takt med gruvexpansionen
och det kommer vi inom någon form också, givetvis, att fortsätta med. Ledtiderna är som sagt en
viktig men mycket komplicerad fråga och vi har genomfört omfattande satsningar nu för att korta
ledtiderna. Vi kommer göra en utvärdering och följa det här väldigt noga för vi vill ju se resultat
och, om möjligt, fortsätta på den vägen. Sist men inte minst, som jag sa tidigare så är det ju när
strategin läggs som arbetet börjar och därför så hoppas jag att vi gemensamt kan arbeta med att
verkligen införliva den strategi som kommer under våren. Jag hoppas att det kommer vara ett bra
verktyg och fungera som en nod i det arbetet som vi tillsammans ska göra för en långsiktigt hållbar
gruv- och mineralindustrin. För många pratar om den här bron som ska byggas eller allt med
smartphones eller vindkraftverk som ska byggas och i dessa saker finns ju de viktiga mineralerna.
Och där har vi också en pedagogisk uppgift att också förklara att ska vi ha klimatsmart och hållbara
produkter så krävs det också, å den andra sidan, att få möjligheten att på ett hållbart sätt bryta dessa
mineraler. Sist men inte minst så är det ju självklart viktigt, inte bara för nya klimatsmarta produkter
och byggen runt om i Sverige utan det är framför allt viktigt för den regionala utvecklingen, och för
de jobb och den tillväxt det skapar i Sverige. Jag hoppas att ni får en riktigt trevlig kväll, det brukar
vara så på västerbottendagarna, god mat brukar det framför allt vara. Och Sen hoppas jag att ni som
är kvar på morgondagen att ni får riktigt bra och intressanta samtal för hur vi gemensamt stärker
gruv- och mineralnäringen. Ett stort, varmt tack.
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